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Not every man makes a good dairyman
There ie a relationship between the oows
and the man who handles them that is
not equalled io any other phaae of farm-

R&,

Licensed

Aactioneer,

ing. Good dairy cows are gentle and
docile and with kind treatment will
MAINS.
PARIS,
30ΓΤΗ
yield every ounce of bntterfat to the
Terns Mo-lenue.
milker that io possible for them to yield.
Δ good milker mast be kind and quiet,
&
and endeavor to understand the individAT LAW uals in hie herd. I have known cows to
tfTOR.NEVS *ND COUNSELLORS
be nervous and touchy. Sometimes this
is brought about through unkind treatRamford, Maine.
ment, sometimes on account of sore
OENERAL PRACTICE.
sometimes because the cow thinks
Parker tears,
T.
Ralph
0. B»»t»ee
■ieorze
the hand of the milker is going to hurt
*
s?aulding Bisbee
her.
When the cow shows signs of ner10 1 J
vousness at milking time and shrinks
away from the hand of the milker, 1
Dr. Irwin K. Moorhouse
have found it best to approach her gentOSTEOPATH
tly, and lightly massage her teats and udHouse, NORWAY. MAINE der, and accustom her to the touch beOflùe, hathj»ay
fore commencing milklDg.
When she is
Telephone 29···
Sunday· by made to feel that everything is all right
day;
7-8
every
1-3.
Hour··
she will probably lose her nervousness.
ippolntraent.
In case the teats are tender it will somethose who have loei faith In
Il Oete. iuthy,
47lf times cure her
oonfldence.
nervous, touchy condi.iruys c«d place
tion if a little warmed oastor oil is applied to the teats and udder in the evenNASH.
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Manitowoc, Wis., Dec. 6.—One
million dollars in life insurance is
the Cnristrnas gift which the Aluminum Goods Mfg. Co. of this city
anced would be given its
tooa\
from
employees. Policies ranging
the comon which
to
S1000,
$500
pany will maintain the premiums,
will be provided.
The plan takes in plants in this
city, Two Rivers and Newark, N. J.
More than 1S00 employees are affected.—"Boston Post."
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ing after milking.
I like to have everything quiet about
the dairy barn at milking time. Â cow
likes to know and understand what is
going on about her. When fastened in
their places with heavy wooden stanchions they are unable to turn or see what
The iron
is going on about them.

âtanchions are very little more expensive, are more convenient, permit a
larger freedom of movement, and do not
hinder the cow's view. If tbe arrangehave tbe
ment is possible, I prefer to
both
cows arranged in a double row,
center feedway
rows facing in, with a
This makes feeding more
betweeu.
bandy and allows them a freedom of
view.

Unless I desire to dry off a cow I always make it a poict to milk her clean.

Tests made show that tbe strippings are
richer in butterfat than tbe rest of the
milk. It is desirable to not only get all
tbe butterfat at each milking, but also
to bring tbe cow to her best milk yield.
To do this she must be milked clean

each time.

The milking

periods

should

Tests made do not seem to
be regular.
indicate that there is any material differwhere the
ence in tbe daily milk yield

milking periods

are

only slightly

un-

hour or so difference, but
even, say
where tbe time is longer than this it is
thought to produce bad results. Tbe
main thing is to establish reasonable
milking periods tben follow tbem reguan

larly.

Before milking begins, I have always
found it desirable to run over the cow's
bind quarters with a curry comb and
brush, freeing tbe hair and tail from
dirt and manure; besides helping in
cleanliness, the cows seem to like it and
I believe it tends to make them give
down their milk more freely. A sponge
their
or wet cloth can be used to wash
teats and udder, then dry with a soft
.owel. This stops that tine dust from
milk pail
showering down into tke
while the milking is going on. Tbe fine
dust contains a large number of unhealthy germs and it is decidedly against
good dairy practice to let it get into the
mm.

The practice of milking with wet
bsods in bad and should never be pernut possible to get any
Pythian Block. mitted. It ofit milk
Agent,
by milking with wet
larger flow
Ah for
bande tban with dry band».
E. W. 1 UA1DLEK,
milking apparel, a change of overall·
and jumpers will serve the purpose.
This >s not quite to nice as a white
milking sait, but they can be kept clean
and sanitary. With the barn kept clean
I will turnl&Q DOORS and WINDOWS of any and in a sanitary oondition, and a milk
'Ue ox Style at reasonable price·.
while
room in which to keep the cans
milking and as a place in which to do
tbe weighing and sampling, the milking
becomes a clean and sanitary operation.
I have seen men have an extra soit for
If In want of any kind of Flnlah for Inekle 01
Lam
Pine
OuttîJe work, send In your order·.
time, but instead of having it
milking
w tad 3hlaji.es on hand Cheap for Cash.
«ashed and cleaned regularly would
and
wear It until It became sleek, stiff,
and Job Work. greaay with milk spattering upon it.
Such practice is just as bad for tbe
Matched l'tne Sheathing for Sale.
dairyman's -own family as for others
It is insanitary and
who buy his milk.
K. w. CUilDLCK,
not
a menace to the health and should
Maine. be
West Saainer
permitted under any consideration.—
Hoard's
P. H. Eatun, Nebraska, in
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Beet Jerseys for the Show Ring,
The Jersey Bulletin devotee two page*
of one of its recent issues to s "8y mpo·
elum on the Valu» of the 8bow Ring,"
consisting of expressions by leading Jer·
eey breeder· and exhibit on in anawer to
the question: "In what way ii toe
ahow ring of value to the breeder, thi
public, and the breed?" We ahall not
at this time give the matter further dis-

**"From our standpoint, to answer aa to
tbe value of a show ring is a very difficult matter. There Is no question but

that
seys
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might be

a part of her game
I asked her If ebe suspected whi
was the woman with whom her hue
band had gone away, and sbe eald eh»
felt sure of the person. I got
out of her, but was imprewed
the belief that there was a good dea
in her. whether for good or for evU
though I did not feel thatIt'was :fa
«▼IL After dinner I escorted her t<
her home and left her at the door, a
the same time receiving an invltatioi
to call upon her.

I this.
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By ETHEL HOLMES

fairs attracts a good deal of at111 m m n μ ι m n n π ntention to the breed, and to the breeder
and owner of tbe animals exhibited, but
They say a woman cant keep a seas I have looked, over the shows for tbe
doubtful
is
of
it
cret
I can testify to the fact that one
number
very
past
years
in my mind, if the large majority of Jer- woman I have known could
keep a
seys shown have been of any real value
secret bo well that she guided me, a
and
in
to tbe breed
attracting dairymen
A detective with a reputation for shrewd·
new breeders to tbe Jersey cause.
great many of tbe animals shown have Dees, to the detection of the real crimbeen so β ne, delicate, and beautiful that inal, I
having been set upon her to
tbe farmer would not have tbem, and
her.
And this she did without
expose
they would not stand the oare and treatment tbe average dairyman gives to his revealing to me the fact that she knew
producing herd and yield proper returns him to be the man I should have been
at the pail.
after.
"If the Jersey breeder will show tbt>
One day I was directed by my chief
kind of oattle that do business at tbe
of
lots
call upon the president of the Third
with
to
and
are
of
pail,
good size,
constitution and capacity, showing will National bank. I did so, and be said
bring lots of new breeders to the Jerse> to me:
We show only occasionally, and
cause.
"Mr. Williams, we have a woman in
that to show to the Jersey world that
we are breeding good type as well as tbe our employ whom we suspect of emlargest producers.
bezzling our funds. The case Is a sin"We did not intend showing at tbe
gular
one, and I must give It to you
National Dairy Show, but tbe president
of tbe Amerioan Jersey Cattle Club and so far as It has already developed.
bis assistants were so persistent In want- There Is a mystery connected with It
ing us to send Sophie 19th of Hood which Is very puzzling.
Farm, the world's champion dairy cow,
"We had In our employ a man whom
to the National Dairy Show that very re
we esteemed very highly.
One day he
bis
consent.
Hood
Mr.
gave
luctantly
failed to turn up at the usual time for
of
Hood
19th
to
send
On deciding
Sopbie
the day's work. His wife was teleFarm to Springfield, we thought w·
send
along a few o· phoned to know If he was 11L She remight just as well
our large producing cows, one of ou'
plied that she was about to telephone
berd bulls and a few young animale, the bank for Information concerning
simply as a demonstration of tbe kind of him. He had not come home the day
and
cows tbat do large work at the pail
before nor during the night. She was
that breeders should
are of the type
worried for fear that somebreed for. We expect tbat this will be terribly
thing had happened to him.
of value to us in demonstrating to Jer
"The person among our employees
eey breeders that tbe big strong, rugged
who had last seen the man—Walter
cows tbat do the work at tbe pail are ol
good type and bave quality and finish Plxley—said that Plxley had told him
that he was going to see a man who
enough for any animal.
"If the right kind of animals are owed him a hundred dollars. He had
shown they advertise tbe breeder and hurried away from the bank to catch
tbe breed, which brings added business his creditor at his office before the
to tbe exhibitors, new converts to tb<
close of business hours. We learned
breed, and therefore helps tbe entire
from Mrs. Plxley the name of the
business.
Jersey
"I bave believed for years the true debtor and sent a man to him for inconcerning her husband.
measure of a cow's value was based on formation
her ability to produce at tbe pail, and The party said that Plxley had visited
this seems logioal as we certainly keep his office in company with a veiled wocows for what tbey will produce—and
man. who had waited for him withtbe great rank and file of breeders and out The
money had been paid him,
dairymen of America keep oows for tbe and he had been seen to go away with
If a true measure of a
same purpose.
the woman.
cow's value could be determined in the
'This Information communicated to
sbow ring, tben tbe show ring would be
of untold value to tbe breed, but tbe Mrs. Pixley threw her Into hysterics.
"The next phase of the case was the
only thing determined by tbe sbow ring
is beauty of form, and generally it Is one report of one of our bookkeepers that
man's judgment that places tbe animal» funds were missing from the bank.
If be is a man who considin tbe ring.
My informant, Mr. Carter, told me that
ers dairy ability in tbe animals there is a
he had suspected Plxley for some time,
do
often
lesson to be learned, but how
and as soon as Plxley disappeared CarMR HA* this?
"I like the motto of one of oar good ter had made an examination of cersouthern breeders* 'We work our show tain books kept by Pixley and had
If all fallen upon proof that be wag a decows and show our work cows.'
will do this, provided they are big faulter.
Carter Is an expert acenough worker·, what a boon it would countant I have always had great
be to the breed by demonstrating to the faith In him. He brought me hia proofs
dairymen and farmers the value of a Jer- of Plxley's guilt which I examined,
sey cow, and when you see at all our
and, although Plxley had been doing
fairs a long string of Jerseys with plenty
all he could to render the accounts
of size, constitution, capacity, quality,
and finish, then you will see shows that confusing, Carter" convinced me that he
was a defaulter.
bring lota of good to the breed."
"Now I come to the third act of the
u
a
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edly been deserted by her husband for
another woman, came to me and begged for some employment In the bank.
She claimed that as a girl she had attended a commercial college and had
studied bookkeeping. I pitied her and
gave her the position made vacant by
her husband.
"The end of my

story and the point
at which I wish you to take it up is
a report this morning from Carter that
more funds are being taken from the
bank and that he suspects Mrs. Plxley
of being the thief. You see from what
I have told you that the case is a very
complicated one. While I do not propose to lay out a course of action for
you, I would suggest that you watch
Mrs. Plxley. This of course you cannot do In the bank. Ton can only do
It outside of the bank."
I confessed to the president that the
matter did look rather pnzzllng. Had
Plxley not deserted his wife for another woman I would have suspected that
Mr. and Mrs. Plxley were In league to
rob the bank. And yet, Plxley having
done so, It did not seem likely that
Mrs. Plxley would work on the same
ground as he. I told the president that
I would first find out something about
Mrs. Plxley. When I had done that I
would proceed to the next step In the
premises.

I sent a party to Mrs. Pixley's home
to sell her something, to draw her into
conversation and to ask her at what

Institution she had studied bookkeepMy emissary returned to me with
the information that Mrs. Plxley had
looked at the questioner concerned, but
had given the Merton Business college
as the place where she had received
I at once went to the
Instruction.
Merton college and asked to see a record of the students. The maiden name
of Mrs. Plxley did not appear as having been a pupil there, and Mr. Merton
declared that at the time Mrs. Plxley
claimed to have been there he did not
receive women students.
So far so good. I bad nailed Mrs.
Plxley in a lie. This tended to confirm
But
me in considering her as guilty.
why she should steal from the same
bank as her husband was a puzzle.
The only reason I could think of was
that she was enabled through sympathy to secure ti place there, which she
could not do elsewhere.
Ânother complication bothered me.
Mrs. Plxley was re ported'by her fellow
employees to be a pretty good* booktr*»per. She must have received some
training in this respect, bnt why should
she have lied as to the school where
she had studied?
I made nc^progress after nailing the
Ue upon Mrs. Plxley and at last determined to make her acquaintance and
by pretending as a friend, or to be
smitten with her, to get the secret from
her. Under pretense of being a bank
examiner I became familiar with the
employees, she among the number. I
treated her with deference and sympathy. One day when she was leaving
the bank after business hours I joined
her and walked with her. Paaslng a
restaurant, I told her that I waa going
In to take a lonely dinner. Would she

ing.

help me out with her company? She
consented, and, selecting a table In a
corner where we could convene withlut being overheard by others, we dined
together.

I commiserated with her at having
anch a husband, expressing wonder
that any m,r> should desert so charm*
ing a woman. She seemed to feel very
Utterly toward him, hot, of coarse, If

fj*
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Despite all my efforts I found noth
ins to implicate Mrs. Plxley, and then
was no evidence at the bank to provi
that she was purloining its funto
though the president had put Carton the watch for this.
After a tim
Carter said that, whatever was he
way of taking money, it was so sub
tie that it was beyond his penetration
However, the cash on hand was con
etantly deficient, and Carter suggest
ed that Mrs. Plxley be simply dis
charged without any reason being glv
en her.
The president communicatee
this to me. and I suggested that h<
put the matter off. I had become con
vinced that Mrs. Plxley had *
I was steadily gaining her confidence
and I hoped In time she would le
out something. To this he assented.
A couple of days after this I re
celved a note from Mrs. Pixley, as fol
lows:

J**1*1

Mr. Detectlve-You ar· on ta
roni track In shadowing me.
Concea
yourself under the etep·
the bank tomorrow night
^
morning) at 1 o'clock
1
..

Dear

££t

Tcannot

jjf^th^th.

and^walt^tll

tell why, but I was not st
much astonished at this as
expected. I was certainly rejoiced, be
cause 1 knew importent developmenti
were to come. At the appointed tim
I went to the bank and waited in th
shadow of the steps. Ten minutes
later Mrs. Pixley went up the steps
I joined her. She tapped at the door
and U was opened by the watchman
We went in behind the counters. Mrs
Pixley opened a safe, took out som(
heavy account book, which I laid on ι
high desk for her.
"How is it that you can come here
at such a time and open this safe?
asked her.
"The watchman is in my secret. 1
am allowed the combination ^thli
safe, which contains only books.
And here began the revelation. 1
something of an accountant, this being
one reason why I was put on the Job
Mrs. Pixley spent two hours with me
over a set of books, showing me thai
Carter had manipulated them to concea
certain peculations. And the entries
bearing upon them were so dovetailed
into certain entries in a set of books
that had been kept by her husband a.
to make it appear that Pixley was the
defaulter. And I could not see ho*
Pixley could have shown that he wai
innocent in the matter. I looked aside
at Mrs. Pixley and asked:
"How about the woman with whom
your husband decamped ?"
"I was the veiled woman who went
with him to collect the money owed
him, but I didn't go away with him
One day he discovered how Mr. Carter,
to conceal hie peculations, had manlpa·
lated these books. He came home sc
broken down that I. fearing be would
make a poor showing under an lnves
tlgatlon, concocted this plan wherebj
I might have an opportunity to studj
out the problem for him. The watchman, Callahan, has always been mj
husband's friend and at the risk ol
losing his Job has admitted me here 1
dead of night I bave had an experi
accountant with me at times, and together we have unraveled this consplr
acy and can make a showing such as
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cussion, but will let the quotations wc
make speak for themselves.
In bis reply to this inquiry Mr. J. £.
Dodge of Hood Farm, Massachusetts, ■;
■peaks as follows:

After recounting the experience of an
Iowa boy who joined a baby beef club
and who said that until that time be bad
never taken any interest in bis father's
farm, but now everything looked different, the Wallaces' Farmer observes:
"Successful business and professional
men invariably say that one of the steps
which helped lead to their success is
that they liked their work to begin with,
and their advice is for one not to choose
life's occupation unless that work
a
means something more than the dollar*
it will refurn. A great many failures
can be traced directly to a lack of inter*est in one's business, farmers as well an
lawyers, physicians, or ministers, being
included. A man who takes no interest
Dairyman.
in a farm or in live stock, had better seek
another occupation. The most successJersey Cows Attend Banquet.
ful farmers are those whose personal inno
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
A cow barn as clean as a kitchen is
terests are centered on the farm."
!
S. Griffith
Sheer laziness—a dislike for physical
longer an idle jest. Thomas
has action—is often at the bottom and is the
of Glen Tana Farm, Washington,
We have
realized it.
cause for failure on the farm.
Mr. Griffith is very particular abou' our share of men among farmers who
He are
cows and sanitation.
two things,
constantly looking for a "soft snap"
but
pure bred Jer- —some way of making money besides
breeds nothing
a
discriminating
to
vigorously attending to their own
seys, for be caters
trade which demanda milk that ts rich farm business. After all, the "diligent
his
rides
He
man" mnst be diligent in spirit before
in fat and food nutrients.
is mak- be can be
diligent with his hands or hi»·
bobby of sanitation hard for he
is
NORWAY, MAINE.
which
much of
brain.
ing certified milk,
It Is the "Willing Worker" who gets
used by infants and invalids, and ''qualthe persimmons. The Iowa boy above refirst" is bis motto.
ity
Glasses
for
Eyes Examined
three ferred to was
Mr. Griffith produces his milk in
surprised at the obange in
of which his own spirit that came after bis ambilarge concrete barns, each
Light, tion was aroused by bis father giving
houses 100 pure-bred Jerseys.
models bim a calf and telling bim to "go to it."
airy, and sanitary, the barns are
and
The trouble wltb roost unsuccessful men
of dairy building construction.
idea
Recently tbe owner conceived tbe hi» everywhere is that they have not acquirof
ed the habit of work, close application
of giving a banquet to a number
South Paris. Maine.
friends and a deputation from Spokane to whatever they may have in band.—
in one of his barns. Covers for seventy Hoard's Dairyman.
in tbe
guests were laid at long tables
inSupport for Milk Producers.
center alleys and the cows looked on,
The New England Milk Producers'
terested spectators of the feast. Furthermore, these queens of the dairy proved Association bas added to its supporters
manufacturer of and dealer in
themselves the well-bred Jersey ladies another powerful ally, the Eastern States
that they are, and their behavior during Agricultural and Industrial Exposition,
which brought the 1916 National Dairy
Red Cedar and Sprnce Clap- the banquet was most decorous.
Needless to say Mr. Griffith's novel Show to New England.
boards, New Brunswick Cedar idea made a strong impression upon his Following the big meeting of dairyshown men in
Springfield a few days ago, at
Shingles, North Carolina Pine. quests, who were thus graphically
bow sanitary are the conditions under wbicb a new plan of organization was
Sheathing, which certified milk Is produced. No adopted, the president of the exposition
and
Paroid Hoofing, Wall Board, oow in Mr. Griffith's herd is kept unies*· sent a letter to the president of the milk
milk
she produces a certain amount of
producers, E. O. Colby of Whitefleld, N.
Apple Barrel Heads, and
and fat and shows a profit above the S., wbicb said in part:
"The businesslike efficiency of your
oost of feed and care.—Amerioan Jersey
LUMBEB, OF α τ/τ, KINDS Cattle Club.
plans for perfecting the better marketing
of dairy produota throughout New England should command universal confiQvernsey Brings $6150.
and support. Not only produoers
dence
Tbe most remarkable public sale in and business men, but also oonsumers,
WANTED.
Guernsey history was staged at Lang- may well approve of the plan yon are
water farms in North Easton, Mas·.,
working on to so improve distribution
or
young man of fair educa- October 10.
Seventy-five bead were that producers may net better prices for
of
an
average
tion and good habits to learn the sold for a total of 180,625,
milk while insuring good milk at fair
ftfty-four females prioes to consumers. The work of the
#1075 per head.
trade.
of
printing
Steady employment. averaged 11300. Nineteen daughters
New England Milk Producers' AssociaAT WOOD & FORBES,
the great May Rose bull. Imported King tion is right Inline with the great move91908 apiece.
tf
ment for the upbuilding of the agriculSouth Paris. of tbe May, averaged
The highest price of this sale was ture, other industries and prosperity of
L.
given for Langwater Dairymaid by C.
New England, wbioh is the purpose of
Y. The
A. Whitney of Albaoy, Ν.
«he Eastern States Agricultural and Inever
The exposition
amount, 16150, I· tbe highest price
dustrial Exposition.
Langwater
therefore takes pleasure in
paid for a Guernsey animal.
corporation
Generous, a daughter of Imported King assuring you of it· deeire to lend its into John S
of the May, aold for 15000
to all proper, reasonable and
while a fluence
Ames of North Kaston, Mass.,
legitimate efforts."
seoond daughter of the same great sire,
The letter oootalned a obeek for a gênwas
purchased erons amount "to hasten the completion
Langwater Easter LUy,
Mass.,
by H. G. Lapham of Brookline, Wis., of yonr organization," and concluded
4*41
for 94200. F. D. Stout of Angus,
with an offer of the free nse of the expoa great
sition'· office· as s headquarter· and the
purchased Langwater Charity,
prize-winning daughter of Imported •ervloM of its office force and equipYeoman, for 13800.
ment.
Three thousand dollars, the highest
la tbe sale, waa
boll
for
Several hundred thousand horse· have
any
prloe given
of Groton, Ct., been shipped from this oonntry to Eupaid by Branford farms
Fore- rope for war purpose·, and already the
for the yearling bull Langwater
and bone· of moat of them are bleaeblng
most, a son of Langwater Generous
"somewhere in Franoe."
Fashion.
Langwater
were
Over 600 Guernsey admirera
and the company Included
One greet trouble with the hog busipresent, from
Maine to California. Tbe ness of this country la that It ha· been
breeders
aa
looked upon as a aide show. Let's bring
animals will be scattered In herds
Will be at his
office over C. F« nearly widely separated.
Norway
over into the big tent; then it will
it
■Wloa'i grocery «tore Friday, Nov. 84,
mean more to as.
*** &· lut
of
Friday of each following
•oath. Portland
Pedigree 00ants In the selection
Let the other fellow do the shouting
W81-2 Coo·
addoffice,
be
mast
to
bat
K"·· Street.
pedigree
live stock,
at his oows, aad see to it that he «boats
illustrions
of
oow
A
ed performance.
elee thsa la foot bam at
wbiob doaa not make food at ftb· somewhere

South Paris,

•

Democrat.
<

'/*·.■

In England

Receipts In the Boeton postal savings depositories have passed the $3,000,000 mark.

William Canavan, 73, of Brockton,
died two hours after be Had
been run over by an automobile.

Mass.,,

Miss Annie F. McKlssock, 72, of
Lowell, Mass., was accidentally asphyxiated by fumes from a gas stove.
The body of Mrs. Hjalmar Werre,
37, a suicide, was found hanging from
tree

at

Worcester,

Mass.

Billy Sunday promised Providence
and women that he would conduct a campaign in the Rhode Island
capital In 1918.

(men

Governor McCall

appointed

five men

members of the commission to Investigate the high cost of living in

as

Massachusetts.

Receipt of $18,175.91 and expenditures of $18,135.63 are shown by the
campaign returns of'the Hughes alliance of Massachusetts.

Cotton mill operatives in virtually
all the mills in Maine will receive an
Increase of 10 percent in wages, to
become effective Jan. 1.
The desire to kill a fox cost Thomas
Lloyd, 22, of Melrose, Mass., his life.

He accidentally shot himself while
walking through woods.
Phenomenal growth of large indus-

trial centres in Connecticut is indicated in the annual report of the state
public utilities commission.
Mayor Chapman of Portland, Me.,

Republican,

was

by

re-elected

a

vote

of 5727 to 4120 for James E. McDon-

ald, the Democratic candidate.
of
Pittslield,
John H. Bowman
Mass., died of injuries received when
cn automobile In which he was riding crashed down an embankment.

Charles E. Donnell, 67, an employe
the Portsmouth, Ν. H., public
works department, placed a shotgun
in his mouth and blew his head off.
of

Mrs.

76, ol
married to

Martha Wigglesworth,

New Britain, Conn., was
her longtime
sweetheart, Stephen
Hlbbard, also 76, of Hartland, Conn.

Work at the munitions factory ot
MaBox
the International Paper
chinery company, Nashua, Ν. H., Is
temporarily suspended as a result of
a
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John Gilland, 60, was found dead
a chair In the kitchen ot

sitting in

his home at Maiden, Mass., where
He had been dead
he lived alone.
several days.

Boston plumbing and heating firm,
filed a petition in bankruptcy. Tbe
liabilities are $63,739.19.
Rear Admiral John P. Merrill, U.
8. N., retired, died at New London,
Conn., where he went from Waebington to visit his daughter.

:

Pike, 25-year-old son of a,
prosperous Salisbury, Mass., farm-j
er, committed suicide by jumping in
the path of an express train.

Ray

Captain Ziba Nickerson, 68, well
died at
known in marine circles,
Chatham,

faring

Mas».

life when a

He

j An Ingenious i
I Woman i
•

; •
began a sea- 1 •

boy of 13.

Following the "no-license" rote at ^
liquor dealers ί
Pall River, Mass.,
from that city are trying to secure ;
options on Newport, R. I., locations.

40,000
Between 35,000 and
mills
ployes of the cotton and woolen
of Rhode Island received wage raises
of 10 percent of their present salaries.

|
1

em-

A

Story of the Days of j

J

Witchcraft.

By F.

A.

J·

MITCHEL

\

There was once a young man named
Conrad who married a girl named
Joan. They were vassals on the estate
of a buron who owned and ruled over
Tbe man and the
a great territory.
both poor, and their
were
woman
neighbors wondered how they would

Five hundred members of the Bos- !
department voted to Join the get on. Nevertheless they prospered,
American federation of Labor and to and their prosperity was all on account
One
who was very shrewd.
organize a labor union among them- ; of Joan,
who knew her. She
those
thing
puzzled
selves.
did everything in a way so queer that
William T. Meek, a wealthy 68some of them thought her demented.
year-old Boston bachelor, Is named Aud yet her acts resulted to her l>enebreach ot
as defendant in a $50,000
at.
Marspromise suit brought by Sarah
and one persou ulone.
One

j

ton fire

|»erson.
«rame to understand her—her husband
Conrad was a stupid man. and it Is

den of Boston.
There

privilege

is talk of taking away tne
of hunting anywhere on Mt.

Desert island,

Me.

likely this

less the outcome of the establishing
of the national park.
Mrs. Lydia D. French died at Hos-

was

:

j

why
auxiliary to

the reason

to be an excellent

This is more or

he came
his wife

Having no ideas of his own. he was
readily recipient of hers. For ten
years she kept instilling her way of
doing things into him. so that at last
not only could she trust him to follow

She was born
ton at the age of 103.
in a log house at Seabrooke, N. H.,
her lead, bat at times to take the ini
that had originally served for protec- : tlative on her methods.
tion against the Indians.
There was much warfare in a small
The barn of the Tobias H. Lyster
way in those days, attacks being made

j

by one suzerain upon another. In one
of these incursions upon the domain of
Baron Elginbrod. where Conrad and
his wife lived. Count Hastings, tbe In·
curslonist. took Conrad away with him,
having learned that he and his wife
had accumulated money, and held his
prisoner for ransom.
Conrad was thrown into prison and
told that he should âtay there tWl he
paid the ransom. He remained a captive some time, then sent word to his
captor to say that if he would give him
a messenger he would send him to fils
wife with an order to pay the ransom.
The count at once furnished the messenger, and Conrad wrote the following
message to Joan:

Vt., was
Johnsbury,
St.
farm,
ot
tons
170
with
burned, together
and several
hay, farm machinery
hogs. The loss is $7000.
Bangor, Me., lawyers are interested in the movement inaugurated

bar
in Portland by members of the
there for a higher scale of feel. These
will be increased materially.
Sabino Iannacone, in jail at Bos-

ton awaiting action of the grand jury
charge of killing his brother-inRepucci, committed
Camelio

on a

law,
suicide by hanging in his cell.
General Charles W. Bartlett, 71,
war
Boston lawyer, statesman, Civil
canveteran, and twico Democratic
didate for governor of Massachusetts,

My Dear Wife—I wish you to pay the
demanded by Count Hastings for
my release. I will wait for you to do so
for one week. One week from tonight If
I am not liberated I will hang myself In
th· chimney of the room where I am conCONRAD.
fined. Tour loving husband,

ransom

died at Newton from pneumonia.
A commission form of government,
incorporating the idea of a city manager, is favored by Lewieton, Me.,
Republicans In their early organization plans for the spring campaign.

This letterwas submitted to the count,
who read it with satisfaction, "for,"said
he, "if the woman is inclined to dicker
as to tbe amount she shall pay, tbe
threat of her husband to bang himself
will Influence her to pay any sum I
ask." And be doubled the amount de-

Dr. Jane E. Bishop of Boston,v who
case
figured in the Susan Geary "suit

mystery" eleven years ago, was held
in $1500 bail on a charge of having
performed Illegal surgery on two

for one to work himself up a flue by
bis knees on one side and bis back on
tbe other was impossible. Conrad mast
bare hang himself, and there was no
accounting for tbe disappearance of
the body except that the witches bad
carried It off.
Tbe Jailer's

suggestion saved blm
punishment, and tbe coant was
obliged to forego the ransom. He was
becoming reconciled to his disappoint·
ment when one day a neighbor of Con.
from

rad's

came

across the border and reat home in

ported the suicide living

comfort with bis wife and children.
Tbe count was astonished. Indeed,
he would not believe the report antll
he had sent a spy into the enemy's
country to learn the truth. When the
spy returned and said that he had seen
Conrad sitting before bis door, the
count was convinced that be was there.
But tbe spy, believing that witches bnd
assisted Conrad to get away, supposed
himself to be under tbe influence of his
Imagination. Conrad was sitting mo
tlonless at tbe time, and tbe spy got tbe
idea Into his bead that he was a corpse.
He reported that he bad watched the
figure ten long minutes, in all of which
time it made no motion.
The count, disgruntled at having lost
hk ransum and not satisfied with his

spy's report, sent another, who saw
Conrad chopping wood. This disposed
of tbe theory that witches had carried
back tbe corpse of a suicide, and the
count determined to make a raid Into
tbe domains of Count Elginbrod with
a view to again carrying off tbe wealthy
Conrad.
Now, Conrad's home was near the
border, and all tbe count bad to do
was to send a force across, kidnap Con.
red and carry blm away before any of
the baron's forces could be brought to
But it happened that
protect him.
Joan bad been looking out of tbe window when tbe second spy saw her husband chopping wood and watched the
man slipping away, as he supposed,
unnoticed. Joan suspected what this
meant and straightway took precauShe eent one Oldershow. a
tions.
neighbor, to Count Hastings" domain
to win the confidence of the count and
agree for a consideration to entice Conrad away from his borne so that be
could be readily captured. This man
succeeded in his object At tbe same
time he was instructed by Joan to re-

port that Joan was a witch.
This confirmed Count Hastings' belief in tbe Jailer's suggestion that
witches had been Instrumental in Conrad's disappearance, but he attributed
the removal to one witch. Conrad's
wife.
Nevertheless, he was so averse
to being beaten even by a witch that
he accepted Oldershow's offer and,
having paid blm a round sum, sent a
dozen men with him to kidnap Conrad.

The expedition approached Conrad's

house In tbe evening gloaming, and
what was their horror to see tbe man
they were after banging by the neck
to a tree near his house. They at once
took to flight and never stopped running till they had reached their starting point, having left Oldershow behind them. They reported what they
had seen to the couut, and Oldershow,
returning, entered Conrad's house and
poured a heap of *, >ld he had received
for his work in Joan's lap.

manded for the ransom.
When the messenger delivered the
Boston's health officials are very note to Joan and she read her husMrs. Agnes C. Blake, for twenty- much worried as the result of their band's threat to hang himself she fell
did
three years connected with the state
discovery that a young man was sur- ! over in a faint. The messenger
ιπι.ι.
Ρηιιη»
IT ο οΚπίτο' affnptf
enand
her
could
to-revive
he
what
the
assumed
Many
persona
of
board
education,
fering from smallpox.
duties of dean of the state normal art are believed to have been exposed to deavored to reassure her by pointing to regain possession of Conrad, for he
out the impossibility of the prisoner
was convinced of bis being managed
school of Boston.
the disease.
hanging himself in the chimney, sluce. by a witch, that witch being Joan.
tne
authorized
The launching of the torpedo deuniversity
Harvard
in the first place, he had no rope, and. But be gent a messenger to Baron El·
stroyer Allen from the Bath, Me.,
college treasurer to receive subscrip- ; in tbe second
place, even If he had ginbrod to say that the baron bad a
Iron Works added another valuable tlons for a memorial to all Harvard
there was nothing in the chimney to witcb In bis dominions, and If be did
craft to Uncle Sam's navy. The boat men who have died In the European which he could attach a rope.
Dot get rid of ber she would Infect th·
had two sponsors.
war, regardless of their nationality
This seemed to comfort Joan, and, whole country.
or allegiance.
uiu
cunuu
*
tsernaru
tauB»,
gathering her strength, she wrote her
Upon this the baron sent for Joan
husband a note stating that she would and as-ced her what truth there waa
The price of horseshoes and shoeoperative, after a hearing at Naahua,
Ν. Η., was held for the superior ing horses is the latest to increase In be unable to raise the money required In the count's charge.
but
court without bail on a charge of hav- price. Boston blacksmiths claim the for the ransom in so short a time,
"Please, your worship," replied Joan,
so as soon as possible.
forced
do
has
would
stock
she
of
cost
you get your knowledge
"when Count Hastings raided your dohis
wife.
increased
ing murdered
of bookkeeping?"
their rate· an average She added a note begging him not to main he carried off my husband and
Alexander Lowe, soccer football them to boost
"I studied it after my husband left
hang himself, thus depriving her and held bim for ransom. When the pris25
percent.
.of
was electrocuted at the Ludchildren of his care and the pleas- oner wrote me that If I did not pay
The person you sent to find out about player,
tbe
The summer residents of Marlon,
Associates mill,
that caaght me unawares. But at the low Manufacturing
ure of having him with them.
the ransom by a certain date he would
a
for
raised
have
127,000
in
when he came
Mass.,
time I did not know she came from Ludlow, Mass.,
The messenger went back to the hang himself in the chimney I knew
campaign to eliminate all mosquito count with Joan's letter, and It y?as
contact with a transformer.
you."
that there was a chimney in the room
breeding within a certain definite read with satisfaction, for It was evi"Mrs. Plxley," I said admiringly, takCharles E. Stone, 82, the veteran
where be was confined and that be
Mattatowne of Marion,
dent that she was so terrified at her meant that I should on a certain night
ing from under my coat my badge ol public carriage driver at Brunswick, area in the
poisett and Ware ham.
office and banding it to her, "I re- Me., retired from active business,
husband's threat, notwithstanding the send some one or go myself, get on the
sign In your favor. If I am worth $1C thereby removing what was considIt cost the Massachusetts Republi- fact that H would be Impossible to roof and let a rope down by which he
to
a day as a detective you are worth a
I sent one Oldersbow.
carry it out. that she would do all In could climb,
ered almost an institution in Bruns- can state committee $89,637.85
hundred."
maintain its organization for the cur- her power to raise the money for the who succeeded in doing that, and my
wick.
As we left the bank I handed a
So the message was deliver- husband escaped.
ransom.
rent year and defray the expenses ot
While at work on a train of milk
twenty dollar bill to Callahan, but he
The committee re- ed to Conrad, who read it evidently
election.
last
"Suspecting that the count would try
the
at
backed onto the siding
declined to accept It The next morn- cars being
pleased at the prospect of getting his again to make my husband bis prison·
ceived In contributions $96,546.18.
at
Somerville,
station
milk
the
ing I called on the bank's preslden!
liberty.
er, I sent Oldersbow to win his confell
Herbert H. D. Peirce, formerly
and was obliged to confess that mj Mass., Richard F. McVey, 22,
A week passed, and the night came
!
fidence and pilot a party to make the
at
States legation
work had been done by the woman he beneath the cars and was run over with the United
on which Conrad had threatened to
capture. 1 made a stuffed figure of my
assistant
as
third
and,
Petrograd,
had sent me to watch. Carter's books and killed.
commit suicide unless his wife had by
husband and bung it to a tree near the
of state, manager of tbe
were examined without his knowledge.
that time paid the ransom and set bouse.
When tbey came to take bim
The William P. Coffin house on secretary
conference at
Plxley was summoned home by his Scotland road, Newbury, Mass., built Russian-Japanese peace
him free. His Jailer, when he brought they were frightened and ran away.
wife and put In Carter's place. Mrs. In 1720 and known far and wide as Portsmouth, died at Portland, Me.
In the prisoner's supper and set it Instead of the count getting a ransom.
Plxley was given five shares of the one of the finest examples of Colonial
I got the money bo paid my messenger
The 1300,000 O'Donnell will case U down on the table, said jokingly:
stock of the bank, worth $8,600, and
"Well, Conrad, are you going to hang to lead bis men into a trap."
architecture in Now England, was to have a jury trial at Cambridge, |
her husband Is as chipper as before he
yourself tonight?"
The baron was so well pleased with
Mrs. Emma T. O'Donnell was
Mass.
destroyed by fire.
wife has said •Γοαη'β story that he gave her a tract
should I?
was lugubrious.
My
"Why
ι
while
died
who
bride
Milled
was
the
68-year-old
Michael J. Claughsey
the of land near bis castle, where she and
No, sir, I don't believe that a woman
Dr. j that she might not be able to raise
with
and a niece on her honeymoon trip
Is any more liable to divulge a secret and his two daughters
for my ransom so soon, but I
money
her family would be In less danger
of
Melrose,
Louis P. O'Donnell
hurt at New Britain,
I am
than a mnn, especially when It be- were seriously
am sure she will do so in time.
from Count Hastings' incursions.
I
year·
Conn., when an express train ran Mass., her bridegroom, tyenty
comes her interest to keep it At any
aware that she must sell everything
were
her
which
junior.
in
a
they
down
carriage
we have, Including our home, to raise
rate, such is my experience.
ψ ψ.{. + * + + + + + + + +
+ ++
riding at a funeral.
so large an amount and I don't ex4
4
Proposing With a Splash.
Malay Pearl Diver·.
Wrecking contractors with divers
pect that she will be able to turn It ail 4 PRACTICAL HEALTH HINT. 4
cosof
the
courtship
are
One
strangest
divers
perhaps and
The Malay pearl
apparatus arrived at New Bed- tome in the world is related of the Into ready money In les§ than another 4
4
the finest In the world. When he is
Mass., to begin operations for Tarascan Indians of Mexico in the Na- ί week, at least."
Whin Baby Begins Walking.
4
Ψ
ford,
lowers
the
slowly
to
dive
Malay
a
going
j>eilod 4
"Why. then, did you name
Do not make the mistake of 4·
the raising of the cruiser Yankee,
of
the
tlonal
side
Magazine.
the
Geographic
from
himself down
insufficient for her to raise the ran
4 trying to force your little baby 4
that has lain at the bottom of BuzThe land of the Tarascans lies due som?"
boat to the water and takes several
since 1909.
4 to walk. If a baby Is well It +
zards
bay
here
and
west of the City of Mexico,
breaths, each breath getting deepei
lose
"Because I did not wish her to
4· usually makes an attempt to 4
their
of
medical
authorities
pracretain
and
a
trethe
natives
takes
be
Police
many
and deeper. Finally
any time."
stand on its feet at nine or ten 4
4
established
Maria
were
well
Miss
which
turns
29,
tices
head agreed that
Paradis,
mendously long breath,
"Well. I'm glad you have no reason
at
4 months of age, and at eleven or 4
downward and plunges Into the ocean whose body was found In a mill when the Spaniards first landed
I
did
For If you
to bun·: yourself.
twelve months It usually stands 4
depths. In two, three, or perhaps, 11 chute at Qreenland, Ν. H., took her Vera Crux. Here is the accepted h h oil hi have to sit up and watch you 4
with slight assistance.
4
for
4
of
example:
four
method
In
mincourtship,
of
despondency
he is a very expert diver,
own life because
tonight, and I prefer to be asleep In 4
The first attempts at walking 4
The lover goes to the spring where
utes, his form is seen in the water com brought on by illness.
lied."
of his affections Is accus- ray
4 are commonly seen in the twelfth 4
lng up. His face is turned upward
The Haverhiîi, Mass., municipal the object
So the Jailer left hla prisoner to eat
hold·
He
water
her
fill
4 or thirteenth month. The aver- 4
to
water
tomed
jar.
the
awa;
His strong hands beat
returned
Conwhen
be
and
council chose the name "Charles K.
ilia
«upper,
4 age age, as a rule, at which chll- 4
from under him in vigorous downward Fox" for the new $100,000 school- her shawl until she accepts him, and tad was
snoring loudly on his cot The 4 dren walk Is the fourteenth or 4
a stick he breaks the Jar
with
then
looks
face
terribly
His
sweeps.
went away satisfied tuat there
house under construction on Foxwhich she holds on her head and keeper
4 fifteenth month. If the baby 4
strained. At last, breathless, exhaust
was no danger of tne prisoner cheatdonated to the city by
playground,
water.
of
a
betrothal
her
baptism
4
gives
passes that nge without trying 4
ed, he reaches the surface and Is hauled
»be count out of his ransom by killthe sHpper manufacturer.
According to Prescott, the Tarascans ing
to walk then consult a physician. 4
4
into the boat, where he lies quite still
ing Himself, and he. too. betook himMayor Gerard of Biddeford, Μ·., had a Noah, called Trezpl, who es4 However, a very marked differ- 4
for a few moments, apparently ex
self to bin bed and was soon snoring
a
boat
in
rea
flood
formal
from
great
caped
hausted. But in comparatively a fevt was'asked to resign in a
4 ence Is seen in different families 4
of a dove •a loudly as Conrad.
4 with respect to the time of walk- 4
minutes be is ready to plunge again.
quest sent him \y the Democratic city laden with animals. Instead
When the next morning the Jailer
first and
a
vulture
out
sent
school
Trezpl
over
Differences
committee.
4 lng. General malnutrition, a se- 4
to
exhim,
to the took Conrad's breakfast
vere or prolonged illness may 4
4
Making Ready.
administration questions are under- then a humming bird, according
pecting to see his prisoner sitting. as
A Yorkshire collier repeatedly urged stood to have been responsible for the legend.
4 postpone walking for several 4
for
be
the
at
table
it,
usual,
waiting
The Tarascans once possessed the se4
his delicate wife to engage some one
4 months.
request.
was astonished not to see him at alL
cret of tempering copper, an art now
*
to do the rough housework for her and
4
was
a
stillness
Moreover, there
strange
Earl TUton, 21, accidentally shot lost to the world.
at last wrung from her a promise to dc I
444444444444444444
of
of
absence
the
Silence
the
In
room,
at
while
hunting
and killed himself
so. On returning from the pit one aft
any living thing. The man. thinking
China's Altar of H «aven.
KiiUd by a Shout
Milton, Ν. H.
ernoon he found her scrubbing and
after all, hla prisoner might have
that
There is no altar on earth which Ties
was
A Joyful shout, thoughtlessly given
Mrs. Julia L. Watklns, 85,
polishing the kitchen floor with all the 1
carried out bis threat, went to the In marble majesty with the Altar of
an Italian smuggler on having
energy she could command.
.ran down and killed at Gloucester, by
chimney, fearing that he might see his Heaven—Tien T'an—In the south of
on
the
customs
eluded
the
guards
"Hello, owd wwoman, what's thU Mass., by a motor truck.
body dangling there. There was nftb- the Chinese city of Peking, which Emhis
of
Swiss frontier was the cause
mean?" be questioned her. "Ah thowl
Fumes from a gas stove In his bed- six
an ava- lng in the lower part and. looklug up.
peror Yung Le of the Ming dynasty
I
killed
in
being
by
ti
companions
tha
would
call
somebody
tba said
room caused the death of Charles
be saw only a small patch of blue sky. reared In A. D. 1420, with its triple
the
from
The
coming
lanche.
party,
do t' hard work for thee?"
46, at Belmont, Mass.
With fear and trembling the Jailer balustrades, stairs and platforms of
Orisons, had, with a thousand precau"Ah, lad, an' so Ah mean to," an Cummings,
The Directory of Living Graduates tions, successfully negotiated the For- sent word to the count that bis prison- pure white marble carved miraculousswered his conscientious wife, "but At
of Yale university lists a total of cola pass, on the Swiss-Italian border. er had vanished. In order to shield ly, Its great circle covering a wide
thowt Ah'd make everything spick and
of Yale degrees. Five of the men were loaded with val- himself, he declared that he had beard area in the midst of a vast Inclosure.
»
span before t* woman came, so'· sh< 19,316 living holders
uable contraband foods, and two acted strange sounds overhead during the Standing alone, deserted under the
couldn't be goin' away an' tellin t
While dancing at the Walkover
found
f
house
Ion
she
as
that
guides and scouts. Whan they were night He believed that his prisoner blue Chinese sky, It la a dream of maneighbor·
dab at Brockton, Mass., Arthur H.
all
1' dirt Γ'·—London Telegraph.
safely on Italian soil one of the had carried oat hla threat to hang him- jesty and beauty. As the great setting
Jenkins, 60, dropped dead of heart guides named Maretolî gave rent to a self and that witches bad carried off ef a scene of ritual pomp that calls
lallur·.
for thousands and thouaanda of robed
Late Breakfast
Joyful yodel In the still air the least the body.
That was an age when people, Instead célébrante with muaic, incense, sacriThe Androscoggin Trust oompany, sound causes a vibration which may
"I guess," the farmer said to his sen
boarder from the dty, "I guess ye won'1 : Auburn, Me., was granted permis- set enormous masses of mow moving. of looking for natural causée. Inferred fice, It la transcendently Imposing and
want to get up very early In the morn : sioa to organic by State Bank Oom- This is what occurred here. A quarter everything to supernatural Interfer- Impressing. There the emperor knelt
of a million, tone of snow detached ence. The count so far leaned to the once a year· and worshiped "the only
mlssionèr Vernon.
lng, hey?"
itself from the mountain side and came Jailer's opinion that be did not look far being in the universe he could look αρ.
"No, by heck," said the city chap
A part of the plant of the Colonial
with a laugh. *T think I'd prefer to Can
thundering down upon the party, who for a means of the prisoner's escape. He to"—Shang Tl—the emperor of the
oompany, Is five-story brick
world above, whose court waa In the
were swept In an Instant Into an examined the only outlet the chlinney,
late."
sleep
structure at Boston, was damaged
"Ii
alone was able to ex- and aatlafled himself that Conrad could sky and the spear tlpé of whose sol·"All right," said the tenner.
abyss.
Maretpli
110,000 by fire,
not bave elimbed the floe. In tboee dters were ths stars.
that case, then, ire wont ha?· break
The P. J. Sullivan oompany, ft i
Star.
day· chimneys were very large, aog
Waahlagten
£u| tflMJOe.
j
women.
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THE OXFORD BEARS,
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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South Pans. Maine, December
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A uvkrtiskmknts ·'
are given three consecutive Insertions for #1-50
of column. Special conIn
inch
length
per
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advertisers.
Sew type, rast prestes, electric
JOB Printing
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.
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run Baptist Church, Be*. Q. W. Τ. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:45 a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
7
:38.
at
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening al
7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
the let Sunday of the month at330r.it. All
not otherwise oonnecfd an cordially Invited.

With one of those sadden reversal* for
whiob the Maine climate !■ noted winter
arrived suddenly lut Tuesday giving us
η few inches of snow; not qnite satisfied
with the job it "took another flight" on
Friday night and Saturday leaving about
eighteen inches more snow In plaoes
that the gale failed to "get at" and In
other places drifts as large as "fish
It was "old-fashioned" all
stories."
right and "breakio' roads" Is the order
of the day.
John R. Hammond met with a painful
accident recently. A nail flew and hit
bim in the eye inflicting a wound on the

eye-ball.

Single copiée of Thi Democrat are four cents
Jarvis M. Thayer took nine of his
They will be mailed on receipt of price by White Rock birds to the State Poultry
*.he publishers or for the convenience of patrons
week and won five
single copies of each tssue have been placed on Show io Portland last
sale at the following places In the County :
ribbons including first prize for pens.
Howard's Drug Store.
South Paris,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Robinson of
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
Brookline, Mass., announce the engageNoyes Drug Store.
Norway,
ment of their daughter, Miss Catherine
Stone's Drug Store.
A. L. Newton, Postmaster. Robinson, to Mr. Raymond Loring At·
Puckfleld,
Office.
Post
R
Helen
Cole,
Paris Hill,
wood of this place.
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
Mrs. Wallace Cummings had the misfortune Saturday to fall and dislocate
Coming Events.
ber right shoulder. She is getting along
each

well as could be expected.
On account of Christmas and other
Jan. 2. 3, 4—Show of Western Maine Poultry
Paris.
Association. South
unforeseen circumstances the Tuesday
Jan. 13—lulla Hammond spelling contest, Parts
evening circle supper will be postponed
school*
Jan. 12, IS, 14—Second annual session Maine until further notice.
Miss Beatrioe Curtis was the week-end
Community Efficiency Conference, Augusta.
guest of Miss Alice Hutobins.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
School closed Friday for a two week·'
as

vacation.

Brown, Buck A Co.

Albion Abbott has purchased a wood
Mary I. Mellen.
J. W. Maxwell of Auburn was in the
village several days last week.
Mrs. and Miss Nieman closed their
summer home bere and returned to New
York last Thursday.
Miss Josephine Cole is at home from
Westbrook for the Christmas vaoation.
Elmer and Newton Cummings returned last Friday from a hunting trip to Upton bringing home a couple of good
deer.
Quite a percentage of the so oalled
road-breaking is a faroe aud a waste of
If you doubt it drive over the
money
lower end of the road leading from this
village to South Paris. None of the
drifts bave been shoveled out and the
grade from tbe corner to the top of the
sand-hill is left in a disgraceful and dangerous condition. It's hardly fair to
compel the public to trespass upon pri-

Z. L. Merchant A Co.
Only One Week to Christmas.
Useful Gifts for Christmas.

lot of

Christmas.
Would You Deceive Your Friends?
♦2.281 M.
footwear.
"Tan lac."
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Non-Resident Taxes In Sumner.
Nod-Resident Taxes In Paris.
Cottage Studio.
Bankruptcy Notice.
A Good Christmas Present.
For Sale.
Annual Meeting.

Efficiency Conference.
Four separate commissions of Maine
men, whose knowledge of Maioe people
and Maine conditions is drst hand, will
present their reports to the Maine Cotn-|
munity Efficiency Conference at its second annual session in Aagusta January
12, 13 and 14, only a month from now.
These commissions are studying* a |
wide variety of subjects, not all of them
"moral issues," many of them questions ] vate property by driving into an adjoinof business administration pure and ing field in order to insure a safe pasCommunity

simple.

sage.

Mrs. Clarence Stearns was tbe guest of
merely in
printed and her sister, Mrs. J. M. Thayer, several
in the hands of the delegates, and will days last week while Mr. Thayer atcontain concrete recommendations for | tended tbe poultry show in Portland.
There will be a Christmas tree and
action, first, by the state, second, by the
community group, such as the grange, exercises by tbe children in the Baptist
church or club, and third, by the indi- ] cburch Saturday evening at 7 o'clock.
Everyone cordially invited.
▼idual.
Δ. M. Daniels will sell at auction at
That the last Community Efficiency
Conference was not fruitless is shown by bis place, Friday of this week at 1
the fact that several new departures o'clock, twelve head of Holstein cattle,
have been undertaken, that were directly including several pure breds, one horse
recommended by the conference com- and one colt, carriages and harnesses,
missions.
Reforms for the delinquent full list of which is given on the bills.
The reports

will

"speech form," but

not be
will be

woman had been many times advocated,
tne concrete recommendations presented
at the Community Efficiency Conference
put the delay of years beyond the pale of
argument, and the state has already accomplished large things in that direction
uvuuiie rrcuiuujeuuasiuus ai

munity Efficiency Conference

a

me

com-

year ago

that Board· of Trade and Chambers of Commerce should get together
were

with the granges aod become acquainted. This has been undertaken with the
greatest success by the Chambers of
Commerce of Portland and Waterville,
and haa been
line·.

worked

ont

on

feasible

Albert D. Park is auctioneer.
Pupils not absent from Paris
School during fall term:
Alice Curtis

Merton Curtis

Alice Hutchlns
Maxlne Johnson

Hill

Esther Curtis
Marlon Hammond
Eva Jackson
Georgia Maxim
Frances Thayer

Absent 1 2 day:

Τ bel ma Daniels

Absent 1

day:

Arthur Valley

Gertrude Cummings

West Sumner.
Friends bore bave received

announce-

of tbe marriage of Dr. C. C.
Matheraon to Mrs. Nellie Dreaeer Doble
which occurred io Lancaster, Ν. H.,
Sot. 8th, tbe single ring service being
lined.
After a short wedding trip to
Montreal they returned to Weat Stew·
«rtstown, Ν. Η where they will reaide.
They bave tbe beat wishes of many
ments

The officer· of the conference are sethis year a number of men,
known the country over as expert· in
municipal affaire and social service, to
give expert advice. The recommendations of these men will be made following the commission reports. The com- friends.
Mrs. Garrison Doble ia alowly gaining.
mission of Maine men having diagnosed
the case, it will be the duty of the men She still baa ber trained nurse.
Thursday, Dec. 14, the grange bad a
who bave "done things" in municipalities in other states, to give the confer- sale. Supper waa served from β to 8
and a social dance after aupper.
ence their best
judgment as to the o'clock
Edwin Bonney ia having a bad time
remedy, or to point out the most effi
He froze them two years
cient way of handling the given problem. with his feet.
Nor will this be restricted alone to the igo. Arthur Boyle is working for him.
Dot M. Heald commenced ber school
problems presented by the commissions.
Each community has its own peculiar Dec. 11th.
R. N. Stetson ia having new windowa
difficulties It will be possible for delein his bouse.
gates at the conference to arrange for put
Mr*. Ella Chandler baa gone to Lewispersonal interviews with the visiting exon business.
perts, to whom they may state the situ- ton

curing

ations in their own municipalities, and
receive valuable suggestions on the
best methods of procedure.
A brand new feature this year is the
"Five Year Program" of municipal betterment.
This program will be outlined
at the conference, and if generally adopted by the cities and towns of Maine,
will, it is believed, spell rapid advance for
the Pine Tre« State.

Dickvale.

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Shaw and little
■>on have come to make their home with
Mrs.*Sb»w's father, John Wy man. Mrs.
Sbaw's many friends are glad to have
her with them once more.
Mr. and Mrs. Grafton Gordon visited
bis mother, Mrs. Esther Gordon, at Eaat
Dizâeld on Sunday. She is agaiu confined to her bed.
Herman Puller is working in tbe InHere and There.
ternational paper mill at Romford.
Mrs. Jamea Sanders was quite ill one
Says the diplomatic "proposal for day laat week.
peace" addressed by Germany to her
Hiram Washburn is having a bad time
enemies: "You're a lot of big bulking with a sore on bis face.
slowboys, and you never can lick us.
Irene and Geraldine Farrar are ill.
But if you want to stop this horrible war
Dr. Sturtevant attended them on Mon(which you started), give us about what day.
we want and we'll quit if you will.
And
Mrs. Herman Fuller was ill last week.
If you don't do this, you'll be to blame
for whatever happens."
Hebron.
Z. L. |Packard W. R. C. met Friday
If it was a less serious matter, the al- and elected officers for the coming year.
liea would almost be justified in refusMiss Creech of Wells Depot, a former
ing to take notice of a communication in teacher in tbe Aoademy, spent a few
tbe tone of this one. As It Is, they can't days at tbe Home recently and attended
—even If they do.
the football banquet.
Rev. Mr. Griffith, H. L. Melcher, and
Charles Bray went to Boston on the exIn its annual report the public utilities cursion to hear
Billy Sunday.
commission states that it baa been
Mr. Langley, who baa charge of tbe
able by informal action to improve the
T. M. C. A. at Bowdoln, preaohed here

connections at several railroad junction
Sunday.
points, so that now travelers may not ι School closed Thursday for a vacation
find the other train gone just a few min- of a little over two weeks.
âtes before their train is scheduled to
Mrs. J. C. Donham, who has been
arrive. If the commission haa made any
ber
Mrs.

progress along that line it has almost
justified its existence even if it did nothing more. Years ago, when some thought

tbe railroad commissioners were possess-

ed of too much autocratic power, the
Democrat was in favor of inoreaaing

their powers if practicable, so that they
;
might be able to compel deoent railroad

connections. In some oases tbe train
schedules almost seemed to be devised
to suit the inconvenience of tbe public.
It is hardly necessary to say that there la
atill work along that line which the commission may do.

niece,
viaiting
in Newton, Mas·.,
week.

is

Henry Pinkham,
expected home this

But Sumner.
Roger Eastman, Richard Palmer and
Vinton Bradeen have been on a hunting
trip near South Rangeley.
There will be special Chriatmaa exercise· at tbe Congregational church on
Both
Sunday morning, Dee. 24tb.
cburohee will participate.
·
Next meeting of Union Orange will be
obeerved as brothers' day.
Wilbur Buck is attending the automobile agents' meeting at Toledo, Ohio.
S. Robinson waa confined to tbe bonae
η few days last week by an Attack of
bronohlal asthma, bnt has partially recovered.

Um for the Public, Truth for Trad·.
Statements found in the liquor journals
are hardly conaistent with tbecialms pot
ont by tbe liquor publicity bureaus. In
their free plate matter they attempt to
show that prohibition Increases the conAndover.
somption of alcohoiio beverages. Bon·
fort's Wine and Spirit Circular is not of
The Ladles' Aid met with Mr·. C. A.
that opinion. This is what it saya:
Rend Wednesday.
"There will naturally be apprebenaion
Nathan A ken of Rumford was in
in tbe minds of dealers generally, until town a few days recently to see his
the elections are over in Mioblgan, South mo'her, Mrs. Edward Akera, who has
Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, California, been very ill.
and Texas, and this apprehension will
Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Roger Thornton,
donbtless develop extreme conservatism Leslie and Mrs. Clarenoe Newton went
In the matter of anticipating wants.**
to Rumford Tuesday evening to attend a
meeting of the Eaetern Star.
Aa Iconoclastic Editorial Paragraph.
Charles Leary and Harlan Longfellow
(Bock land Courier-Gazette.)
of Rumford were In town banting last
We anppose tbe late Hiram Maxim, week, and carried home a deer.
who waa a poor Maine boy, achieving
The members of tbe grange and their
great wealth, and being kmgbted by the families will have a dinner and ChristKing of England, will generally be class- mas tree in tbe town ball Saturday, Dee.
ed with tbe noted persons who swell tbe 28.
line of great men Maine has produced.
Lewis Hall shot a fox reeently.
Well—we donno. Is the inventive genins
who produces the rapid-flre arm, whereWaterford.
by millions of men are killed In war
has hired ont his team
W.
Abbott
M.
where formerly only thousands were
to A. C. Davis hauling pine to tbe Curtis
alangbtered, really a great man? We mill. Irvin Lamb
ia driving It.
woader.
William Jaoobeoe, Jr., has a nloe pair
of bones, and le also working for Mr.
Purchase Caaadlaa Palp Mill.
Davis, as Is hie brother, E. L. Davie.
The Bryant Paper Co. of Kalamaaoo,
J. G. Harvey had a chimney built in
Mich., and the Oxford Paper Co. of hie bona· this laet week. Mr. Klogesaa
Ram ford reoeotly closed a deal for the of the City did tbe work,
parohase of the Kdward Hartingtoa Pnlp
Mrs. J. C. Harvey and Mrs. I. A. Daaad Paper Co. of St. John, Ν. B. It la moo ware ia Norway shopping Satarsaid that the purchase prioe of 98,000,000 day.
waa rsaohed after
Tbe Atbertoa Co. delivered a nloe
negotiations lasting
three Moatha. A total of SIS^OQO aerea
r beater to Mia. J. C. Harvey Moaοβ laad waa lavolved.

Mata· New· Note·.
West Part·.
Beth·!.
be
will
dnma
look
their
In
The
3-aot
pre*
The «tore·
"Daddy1*
very Inviting
Christmas drew, and are being well pat- sented under the auaplcee of the Good
at
Will Sooletj
Grange Hell Tuesday
ronised.
Perley Hayes of 8taoeyv1lle, 15 yeara
Tbla >f
The churches are preparing (or the evening by Meobenlo Fells talent
age, died Thursday from wounde
the
Uni·
et
week
lest
tauaed by tbe accidental discharge of a
naual sapper and tree·, and the children pley was presented
Falls
at:
Meobanlo
bot gun io tbe bands of bla seven-year·
and older people are reheanlng the versallst Society's sale
carol· for the'community tree wbloh it and Is pronounoed ezoellent by those ild brother.
I· now expeoted will be lighted Sunday who saw It.
Warren 8mltb, about 40 yean of age,
Rot. D. ▲. Ball attended the funeral
evening. Mr. W. J. Upson has charge
of a former parishioner at Meobanlo vas killed at one of tbe mill· in Biddeof the arrangement·.
ord by falling from a ladder while carMrs. Taylor and a on Harold hare re- Falls Tuesday.
Miss Alice Barden went to Waterville ylng a pleoe of pipe. HI· borne waa in
turned from the Bye and Ear Infirmary
Ipringfleld, Mua. He leave· a wife.
in Portland, where Harold bad adenoid· Thursday. Miss Bardeo goes to Waterville every fortnight for vooal lessons,
and tonailf removed.
Aooording to atatlatioa compiled by
Friday morning twine arrived at the returning to Norway Saturday, where be atate department, there were 112
home ot Mr. and Mra. Sylvanus Browne, she sings every Sunday Id the Congregauloldea In Maine laat year. Of theae,
tional and Universallst oburobes.
and are named Robert and Roberta.
males and SO femalea. The oldHezeklah Farrar visited bis sister at 12 were a man of 88 aod tbe
Brneat Walker returned from a trip to
est was
youngest a
Detroit laat Monday.
Sumner last week.
of 14.
Mra. Ogden Milla, who la spending
Tbe entertainment given by tbe Bp- toy
the winter in Bethel, went to ber home worth League at Centennial Hall Friday
Frank Tredlo of Ellsworth, 82 years of
in New York for a abort yiait. Senator evening was very pleasing. A good numige, waa fatally Injured while banting
time.
a
Milla will arrive in Bethel aoon to apend ber were out and good
He waa walk·
iear Ellsworth Thursday.
Mrs. D. A. Ball attended a Sunday
the holiday with hla nleoe and nephew,
ahead of hla brother-in-law, Fred
ng
MonAuburn
Miaa and Maater Sanda, who are in the school board meeting at
Imitb, when tbe letter's gun waa diaMilla home.
day.
by oatobing in a bush.
)barged
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Welch returned
Mrs. McKenney baa returned to Bethel
and will reaume ber poaitlon aa nurse to Friday from a tbree weeks' visit with
Tbe body of Sergt. Robert Emery of
Mra. Flora Ricbardaon. Mr·. McKenney Mr*. Welch'· relatives at Carrabassett.
ikowbegan, who disappeared tbe day
ber
Miss Diana Wall was oalled to
baa recently been elected prealdent of
>efore while bunting in Mayville Plantahome In Rockport Friday morning by ion, waa found Thursday night in tbe
the Ladies' Club.
Miss Flint, roods. It Is supposed that he became
Laat Saturday Mra. Gehring opened the Illness of ber, mother.
ber beautiful home in honor of Mies and tbe high school assistant, took charge ost and died of exposure. He was a
the during the day.
Master Sands, who entertained
Friday afternoon all nember of Go. Ε of tbe Second Maine
vacayounger children of the Congregational the schools closed for two weeks'
leglment.
Sunday School. The ohlldren had a tion and the teachers went to their
Mllford Alexander, 14 years of age,
merry time, and the little hostess and homes.
killed Monday when a shot
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. Ball attended the vas instantly
boat, Miaa and Maater Sanda, dressed as
standing against the bay mow in tbe
fairies, gave each child a present. Re- Universallst sale and entertainment at I ;un
>arn waa accidentally knocked down
freahmenta were served, and the after- Mechanic Falls Thursday.
while tbe boy and a
E. F. Barrows has purchased Lendall ι ind discharged,
noon waa paaaed moat happily.
brother were doing the chores.
Mra. F. L. Edwarda and daughter Yates' meat buelness. He took posses- ! younger
3e waa tbe son of Joseph Alexander of
Dorothy bave returned from St. Barna- nion Thursday morning.
The Universallst Sunday Sohool have îïortb Belgrade.
baa Hospital in Portland, where Dorothy received treatment for a throat invited tbe other two Sunday Sobools to
unite with them for the observance of
trouble, and bad adénoïde removed.
A Christmas tree and some
The Academy olosed its fall term Christmas.
Thursday, and teaobera and pupils have exercises at Centennial Hall Friday evengone to tbelr homes for a two weeks' ing, Deo. 22, and a union Christmas
servioe in the Universallst oburob Sunvacation.
Mra. Qotthardt Carlson of Dorchester day evening, Deo. 24.
is at home with ber parents, Mr. and
TRAP CORNER.
F a northern
Mrs. F. B. Tuell, for the holidays.
child were to
Miss Ethel Brook has returned home
Saturday the second entertainment
How Holiday
visit one of our
was given in Mr. Upson's musio room from
Farmlngton Normal school.
la
Observed
under the supervision of Mr. Dempster.
southern states on
Miss Lucy Everett is at home from ber
In Various
Tbeee entertainments are very popular. school in ReadQeld.
Chrlstuins day he
Dec. 18 Dellieon Conroy, who bae
Mrs. George Stone of Stearns Hill was
would wonder if he
Sections of the
been clerk in Mr. Boaserman's drug a week-end guest of ber sister, Mrs.
had not in some
United
Statea
en·
bis
store for several years, will oloee
George Robinson.
got his calenway
Mrs. 0. L. Peabody burnt her band
gagement there and take possession of
dar twisted and If
the laundry he recently purobased of quite badly recently.
of July
A. R. Tuell was up country a few days It was not really the Fourth
Ralph Young. Will Garey, who owned
instead.
and run the laundry so successfully for last week on a hunting trip.
several years, will be with Mr. Conroy
The stores are full of firecrackers at
Miss Mabel Allen has been boarding at
for an indefinite time.
Mrs. Cora Stearns' and attending school. this time, and every child in the south
Sydney Jodrey bas sold bis bouse on
A number of neighbors and friends has h!s firecrackers and cannons and
Church Street to Philip Chapman.
at G. L. Brigge' last Monday tiorns and the like.
gathered
The noise starts
"Where are my Children?" drew a evening, the occasion being Mr. Briggs'
it midnight Christmas eve, and all day
packed houae Friday evening.
forty-ninth birthday. A pleasant even- long the crackers and toy cannons are
ing was spent.
M1DOUC INTERVALE.
Bred. The bands march around playL. C. Stevens is working on the Carter
ing the favorite southern songs. "Dixie"
Buckfleld.
lot of pine.
and "My Maryland," and the soldiers
was discovered in the boiler bouse
Fire
Ned Carter waa at bome recently from
inarch the streets to the strains of the
about
mill
Bros.'
the
Irish
at
half-past
bia logging job in Errol, Ν. H.
music, stopping now and then to fire
the
and
eight o'clock Thursday night
George Osgood has been working for roof
This is tbe happiest time of
salutes.
serious
damwas burned off but no
Ernest Buck.
to the southern children.
was no wind, and
:he
was done.
There
year
age
here
Sohool itf in session
taught by the main mill was not in serious
Santa Claus visits them Just as he
danger
Eva Bartlett.
about $100, cov- ioes the children in the north.
A. M. Carter is at home from Berlin. at any time. Damage
ered by insuranoe.
Walter Balentine is at North Paris.
Among the Pennsylvania Dutch you
The High Sohool seniors held a Jap- never hear of Santa Claus.
If you
S. B. Osgood and Balentine are ready
anese sale and entertainment at Nezinto saw shingle· and barrel ataves at their
were to be there at Christmas and
and
afternoon
Hall
scot
evening,
Friday
mill on Sanborn Brook.
talk about him the children would ask
to go toward tbe fund for a
S. B. Osgood haa two nice fiddles that proceeds
Tbe
{■ou who you were talking about.
to Washington in tbe spring.
trip
tbeni.
on
and
can
he made himaelf,
play
has been here with "man with the pack" who visits them
who
Mrs.
Mayo,
are
and
El lia Annas
Garey Morgan
her daughter, Mrs. W. C. Allen, for two Is called Pelznickel, and the mother
hauling boards for Walker & Carter.
weeks, returned to ber home In South 3f bad children often threatens them
Grace Farwell is at home.
with the saying:
Weston W. Dunton of West Peru is Portland Saturday.
Mrs. Abbie Hyde of Llvermore is a
"You'd better be good or Pelznickel
here cutting cord wood.
and Mrs. C. S. Cbilds.
Robert Farwell is at work on white guest of Mr.
catch you!"
will
Florence Cbilds has been in East Sumbirch.
Some old man in the neighborhood alner with ber aunt, Mrs. W. L. Bock, for
ways plays the part of Pelznickel on
a much needed rest.
West Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. Hereey Warren returned Christmas eve and dresses up so the
"Christmas time Is coming;
home Saturday.
:hildren will not recognize him and
Soon It will be here,
Gladdest of all seasons
Road breaking teams were out Satur- starts out On his back is a large bag
Of the circling year.
day morning after tbe storm.
)f toys, which he holds In place with
"Christmas time Is coming;
me hand, and in the other band he
Soft the echoes roll.
Bryant's Pond.
lolds a switch. Then he comes to the
From the sunny tropics.
A special meeting of tbe V. I. S. was
To the arctic pole.
loor and asks the mother If the chilcalled Thursday evening to consider tbe
Iren have been good. To those whom
"Christmas time Is coming;
tbe
on
a
of
placing bydrant
proposition
Sound the glad refrain
Trunk
tbe
Grand
ststion, ïhe says have been good he gives prescommon, near
In the mountain fastness,
On the desert plain.
provided tbe railroad company would ents, and tbe bad ones he catches—if
grant the privilege of piping to tbeir tie can—and playfully strikes them
"In the bus? city,
pump bouse and consent to furnlsb with the switch which he carries.
On the crowded streets,
Where with dally converse
power In case of Ores.
Among tne descendants or ine om
Man his brother greets."
Wesley Ring Is having a bot air plant
settlers in some parts of AmerSpanish
installed in his new bouse. Tbe system
ica we And that they observe a week
and
Is
will
in
seven
sweetest
carols!
be
used
beltsl
rooms,
being
your
"King,
of Christmas. This
81ng, children ! blithe and gay I
put In by Edward Stanley of Berlin, Ν ίη the celebration
Let every heart be grateful.
In
one week before Christmas.
Β.
begins
This blessed Christmas day !"
Francis Bammond, our oldest towns
the daytime they have dinners at each
man, left this week for Rochester, Ν. Β
other's home, and in the evenings they
Winter begins next Thursday.
Be was accompanied by Mrs. Rudolpb
give a series of parties at the different
W. A. Farwell baa been quite unwell Kramer.
houses. In the evening the young folk
for a week.
Tbe Azel Perham bouse, recently
All are glad to see Frank Sloan on the cated by Barry Billings, bas been leased go to the home of one of their number
and knock, and then ail begin to sing.
road again Fridays with fresh fish.
by Mrs. Joseph Carter of Greenwood.
Claude N. Mills of Portland visited bis
W.
Waterhouse Is taking Those within the house ask. "Who is
George
parents, Mrs. and Mri. W. D. Mills, last charge at the pumping station during there?" and the answer is. "The Virweek.
tbe absence of Edgar Jordan, who was
gin Mary aud St. Joseph seek lodging
Edward B. Mason has been working called to New Auburn a few days ago
In your house." To carry out tho Bible
Illthe
latter1·
for W. A. Farwell during
by tbe illness of bis mother, Phoebe Ε story they arc at first refused admitness.
Jordan.
tance. aud then the door is opened
moved
and
E.
Walker
Horace
family
William MoDanlela has moved Into his
into their new bouse the first of last house
wide, and they are all given a hearty
Amos
on
tbe
erected
Bryrecently
week.
welcome.
ant farm. The farm bouse recently va
The expec'ed and hoped for snow cated by him, and now owned by B. R
On Christmas eve the old nnd young
to
came on Tuesday last, and enough fell
is soon to be occupied by Edgar
all Join together and have a big celeBillings,
start out sleds and sleighs on the roads. A. Jordan and
family.
bration. In a large hall they fix up
Mr. and Mrs, Cyrus Mills, after spendThe livery business bas met with an- one side to
represent the manger, and
ing three months with their three other change here, Donald A. Jackson
here
solemnly give a little
to
their
very
they
have
returned
here,
tbe
daughters
having disposed of bis interest in
which
in
home in Albany.
many take part, the
play,
stock to bis partner, ErnestS. Smith.
Pleasant Valley Orange, No. 136, is in
characters being Mary and Joseph, the
a flourishing condition, and meetings are
wise men. the shepherds and the anBrownfleld.
held regularly on the seoond and fourth
gels. This play is very real to them,
was
who
taken
Mrs.
Irvine
Linscott,
Tuesdays of each month.
and they all play their parts with a
Ernest Swioker, only son of Mr. and to tbe Memorial Bospital for treatment
is
her
ca«e
considered
Improv reverent spirit.
critical,
Mrs. Whitetield Swicker, after a long
illness died in bis home on Flat Street on ing.
Arthur Seavey, who fell, injuring his
Saturday, Dec. 9th, aged 28 years. He
Marston
ia survived by a wife, a father and moth- leg, is confined to bis bed. Dr.
is in attendance.
er, and five sisters.
Biram Seavey, who went to Gardiner
with bis son
to spend the winter
East Bethel.
after a week's stay,
mind
bis
changed
the
for
home
Mrs. Etta Bean is at
# WT* ROM near the
and came back to his old way of living
holidays.
ι
!
is
who
Andrew
Church of the
anticipating
Blake,
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett recently visited
Birthplace of 1 *
Christmas trade, is having bis store
Nativity in
ber daughter, Mrs. H. P. Lyon at Rum big
Christ
very elaborately decorated, but with tbe
in Bethlehem the
ford Falls.
bard times, it seems "Santa
Observe·
reverent pilgrim
Mr. and Mrs. Erneet Nutting and little exceedingly
Claus" will bave a very poor Christmas.
son of Perham were recent guests of Mr.
look down on
In
may
Nativity
Circle
of
tbe
Dniversalist
Tbe ladies
and Mrs. Orman Farwell.
in which
the
field
funear
in
tbe
are preparing for a sale
Many Way·
Mrs. C. M. Kimball recently visited
Ruth gleaned and
ture.
and
ber daughter, Mrs. G. N. Sanborn,
where, out of the
Carroll Wentwortb of East Denmark
family, at Bethel Hill.
of the sapphire
was recently the guest of bis oousin,
silences
ixpectant
of
Worcester,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swan
Mrs. L. A. Allen.
light, came the angelic message and
Mass., were recent guests of bla parents,
About ten Inobes of snow fell Tuesday :he radiant
presences to the waiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan.
the Boston Herald.
Alder River Orange was in regular making good sledding.
ihepherds,
says
Tbe grammar sobool closes this week
session Wednesday evening, Dec. 13.
This town, untouched by the hand of
for two weeks' vacation.
Worthy Master Guy Bartlett, accompanodern pro^re-ss, nestles prayerfully
Wesley Johnson shot a deer Tbnrsday
nied by Mrs. Bartlett, will attend Maine
imoug the Judean hllis of Palestine
afternoon.
Next
State Orange held at Bangor.
ind has the only shrine in the workl
regular session will be election of offiiround which there are three separate
North Buckfleld.
A Christmas program will be precer·.
P. E. Warren Is dealing in seoond-hand ^hristmases—a trinity of impressive
sented, and refreshments will be served
elebrations which occupy an entire
autos. Be has ten at this writing.
in charge of the brothers.
nonth.
Mrs. E. A. Mason will spend tbe win
East Brownfleld.
ter at W. Beald's.
First, there is the elaborate Lathi
Tbe winter term of school oommenced
The Cirole held a food sale at Brad>r
Roman Catholic service, which
Dec. 11, Leila Spaulding teaober.
bury Hall on Wednesday, the 13th.
akee place on our own Christmas day,
the
on
snow
fall
of
a
12tb,
F.
E.
Warren
took
a
Quite heavy
party to Lewiston Dec. 25. It is followed, thirteen duys
which bsa made very good sleighing.
by auto Tuesday.
ater, by the Christmas Greek serva
after
long
Iona Bart Is staying with Mrs. Wilson
Sohools olose this week
as they keep the old calendar;
term; will not begin again until after Larrabee while Mr. Larrabee is at work ces,
hen, thirteen days later, by the Christin tbe woods.
Christmas.
Tbe Christmas tree and oonoert is to
Quite a number from here attended nas services of the Armenian church.
New Century Pomona at Canton Deo.
In the case of the Latin celebrations
be in Town Hall on Christmas night.
Tbe deer may now roam tbe woods 13.
procession, after forming in the marMr. and Mrs. A. 8. Bessey visited their ket place, marches with great pomp
without fear of the bjinters with their
rifles. There has been an unnsnal nam· daughter, Mrs. C. A. Bonney, and family,
nd solemnity to the Church of the Naat East Sumner reoently.
ber brought In this season.
the services are held.
Ε. V. Pearson has taken a job of Amos ivity, where
in person by the
are
conducted
?hey
will
move
Into bis rent.
Foster, and tbey
Albany.
jatin patriarch, who comes specially
home
at
from
was
Margery Barker
The
rom Jérusalem for this purpose.
Bethel for a few days. She and little
in
the
afterervice
2
o'clock
at
begins
Pauline went to Norway Monday.
noon
and lasts
of Christmas day
Ruth Barker was at borne from Gould's
The Yulatida Cynic.
welve hours, not finishing until 2
over Sunday.
Thank heaven, it Isn't only
Mrs. O. J. Cross Is bette» Mrs. Mabel
'clock the next morning.
the aristocrat who can have
Bartlett Is with ber.
During the whole of this time the
Arthur Cross has been to tbe Bog
a family tree at ClirlstmasI
•atriarch sits enthroned in a gilded
hunting tbe past week. Says no lnok at
Be Christmas whit· or Christhair crowned by a large cardboard

Some Christmas
Celebrations

Christmas Dinner

ftlh

Fred Llttlefleld and three other teamiters have been hauling bark to Betbel.
Quite a number from this way attended the cburoh fair at Hunt's Corner Friday night. Niee time, and a very nloe

moonlight night.
Calvin Cummings is working at Barker's mill helping get ready to saw pine.
A foot of snow, and oleared off nloe.
Bope this will stay and make aleddlng.
Norway Late.

Real winter seems to be with us,
the lake seems to be all froaeo over.

and

mas green.
It's all the same to you
If Christmas finds yon all serene
And doesn't make yon blue.

It doesn't take a magician
to transform a small boy Into

turkey gobbler.
"When Santa Clans comes
down the chimney he chases
many a man np the spout
If s the vanity of the sex
that prompts the female turkey to wonder how she Is going to be dressed for the
Christmas dinner.
a

W. M. Tuoker and his son Ralph are
ι iway pressing bay most of the time.
I hop· that the deer will have psaoe
for a while, hat I presume there Is more
< Mr lees banting now.
ty elections in Maine,
Tbe men have worked another day οά
its oiab hoaae grounds, so It is in mooll Westbrook elected OsearG. K. Robinson.
Democrat, as mayor, by a plurality of
4 letter condition for winter*
The Sunday srenlag meetings mil 46, and Augusta sleeted Willis B. Swift,
Republican, by » plurality of Ml,
i

alter.

The service is brought to an end by
be laying of a beautiful life size wax
loll in a small gilded wicker basket
a the grotto or manger.
Here it reîalns for twelve days, the wonder and
doration of many. It is then sold to
ome church in Europe, a large sum of
îoney being paid for it
The Greek service is somewhat simlir to that of the Latin, though there
ι no wax doll.
The Armenian Christlas service, which is held twenty-six
ays after the Latin, possesses extraorinary characteristics. After prayers
nd the bnrnlng of incense the worhipers gather round a large calron, from which they extract meat
nd soup, which are eagerly consumed,
ie

Armenians having fasted prior to

ctlehfatioaa,

kiW&iiii.·.·

-ι

j
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TRAVELER
in Abyssinia
Good
Plenty of
thus describes
Food Greeted
the Christmas din·
Traveler In
ner of 1900 given
African
by King Menelik at
A dis
Abeba: On
Count*?
Sunday, Jan. 7,
i
being their Christmas day, the emperor most kindly ask·
ed us all to dine in the huge hall
called Abderash, a building about 190
feet long, U0 feet wide and 35 feet
high. All the ministers, ras and
principal generals were present on the
raised dais round tbe throne, while in
the body of the hall about 30,000 soldiers were fed in two detachments.
Our menu was as follows:
Milk and Rice Soup.
'r

After dinner

of

aùd scarcity
many arof advancing prices
Goods
has been
of Holiday
together of a line

succeeded

the
of Holiday Goods, full of

the nicest and

most
you with
is carefully
stock
Our
or young.
appropriate gifts for old
that your friends will appreciate.
chosen and fuU of articles

supply

We can

trade.

mas

BOOKS
"—

We

ment

placed

we

have

order for

our

ever

shown

at

girls' books early in the
series this season.
25c. Many new
boys'

and

and

gift

sure to

especially

Liggett's

and

each.

popular articles

CHOCOLATES

Apollo—none better.

In various sizes and

prices.

DOLLS, TOYS AND GAMES

Everything to please

the little folks.

Dolls dressed and undressed ic to $5.00 each.
Kids, Character Babies and Kewpies.

Campbell

Rubber Dolls and Rattles.
Doll

Carriages

They have established and
helped to maintain more than

(^Waterman's

Rocking

and

Ideal

few of the

ways in which -the hundreds
of thousands of dollars re-

PENS

Rexall—the best

and

mounted—Self-filling, safety,
$1.00 to $6.00 each.

300 open air schools for children who need open air treat-

Horses.

FOUNTAIN

about tuberculosis.

and

regular styles.

made—Plain

or

gold

pen warranted.

Every

Work
Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Pictures, Flash-lights, Cigars in Xmas packages.
Vacuum
Razors.
Baskets, Bibles, Knives and Scissors, Safety and Regular Style
and many
Bottles, Carafes and Lunch Sets, Christmas Cards, Booklets, Calendars,
other articles that make useful and desirable presents.

ex-

This year much more is
needed. Surely any one can
help by buying at least ten
seals.

purchase

or

not,

always pleased

we are

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverlehneee, Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels and destroy worms. They break up
colds in 84 hour·. Used by mothers for 39 years.
AU Drnnists, 26c
Sample Fbu. Address,
4840
Mother Gray Co.. Le Boy* Ν. Y.

But whether you
you will find something you want.
stock.
our
over
in
and
look
come
to have you

We feel

Come in and look around.

sure

Chas H Howard Co
The

Meeting.

Annual

$27.50

in white—as Toilet Cases,
and
many other toilet articles.
Brushes, Buffers,

assortment of the

Hat, Hair and Military

free treatment aid and advice.
They provided the means to
purchase millions of copies of
circulars, pamphlets and other literature with which the
public has been educated

were

stlect from.

fine line.

Premoe and Brownies, 75c to

large

A

cific, where thousands of consumptive patients received

year

assortment to

IVORY GOODS

from the Atlantic to the Pa-

last

good

LEATHER GOODS

Kodaks,

patients.
They helped to maintain
dispensaries in scores of cities,

pended.

A.

the ladies.

please

merous

ceived

etc.

CAMERAS

These seals last year helped to support thousands of
needy tuberculosis patients
and to give them a chance
for life.
They provided for many visiting nurses whose hundreds
of thousands of visits brought
instruction and cheer to nu-

a

Birthday Books,

Ladies' Hand Bags 50c to $5.00 each.
Purses and Wallets, Card Cases, Music Rolls, Travelling Cases ar.d
Medicine Cases.

culosis.

Just

largest assortpopular

have all the latest

The latest designs from Eaton, Crane
Always an acceptable gift.
to $5.00 per box.
Pike and the United Stationery Co. 10c

An

seal that is sold is a real bullet In the fight against tuber-

are

have the

now

we

CHAFING DISHES AND CASSEROLES

Every Red Cross Christmas

These

and

At 60c

STATIONERY

What Christmas Seals Do.

ment.

season

new books.
Dainty Gift Books, Poems,
copyrights. The best of the children in
paper and linen.
A big assortment for the

A
ν

better than we ex-

difficult. We have, however,
for your inspection a beautiful line
pected »1"1 now have ready choicest selections for the Christ-

through an interpreter, thanked his
majesty for so much kindness. He replied: "May the Lord keep you well
and may you return safely to your
own country.
May you have gooa
shooting and a pleasant journey
through my country."

The annual meeting of the Oxford
P. of H. Mutual Fire Insurance Company will be held at
Grange Hall, South Paris, Tuesday,
Jan. 9, at ίο o'clock Λ. M.
L. A. BROOKS, Secretary.

t&Xaiî

Store

Maine

South Paris

County

Μ Λ

Pair

FOR SALE

Only One Week

weigh 2joo,

black horses,

Two sets
team.
double harnesses, two sets two horse

good working
sleds.
41

High

St

PORTER,

H. N.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of |
Lands of Non-resident Owners.

men'sjapparel store. He would appreciate a gift from
this store where he makes his purchases. We would
like to show you what we have in the gift line now while
the assortment still holds good. We would be glad to
show you and lay aside anything you want to be called

STATS OF MAINE.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Parle. In the County of Oxford, for the
year 1916.
The following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners In the tcwn of Paris,
aforesaid, for the year 1916, committed to me for
collection for said Town on the 20th day of May,
1916, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given
that If said taxes with Interest and charges are
not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, Including Interest and charges, will be sold
without further notice at public auction at New
Hall, In said town, on the first Monday In
February, 1917, at nine o'clock a. u.

ο

i
®

se

β.

|

for later.

j?

α

α

3""

II
££

chiefs for 50c.

8

L

**

Bankrupt's

of the Town of Pari·.

In the matter of
JAMES I. HATCH,

)

{In

Bankrupt. )

15c and 25c.

have

an

Silk Handker-

,
colore
and

ings

and

styles,

50c to

ers, several

Bankruptcy.

To the Hoh. Clabbnck Hal·, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
IAME8 I. HATCH of Lovell, In the Conn«
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully (represents that on the
21st day of Oct., last past, ne was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has fully
compiled with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the order· of Court touching hi· bank-

good

U ned

in a,,r,c,ive

g'ft box"·

Good durable
makes, 50c per box.

Yankee Hose

glove, for
,

xee'

-£* Tt™

always

We have

a

eortment of

beautiful as*
new holiday

It $ a fine line and we believe sny
would be pleased to wear them, 25c and 50c·

roan

Night Shirts

Wherefore he pray·, That he may be decreed

are

this Christmas time.
and roomy and full of

by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debt· as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 11th day of December, A. D. 1916.
JAMES I. HATCH, Bankrupt.

Are

wear.

pairs 25c.

ruptcy.

colore,

gloves.

in demand.
in fancy
them
We have
box.
the
for 25c and 50c

N'eck^'ea.p

them in fancy boxes, four pair to the box, any
size and, any color for $1.00 per box. Single

a

dress gloves,
and
$r.5o. Silk
$1.25
Wool lined gloves, 60c

Bo ΤΊ/ίο
Arm ·°«ΜΐαΒ

.utpend-

have

We

all
large stock,

Unlined

50» all colors in wool

$1.50.

popular gifts.

are

de«ign«, $3.oo and $5.00.

Gift GrIOTTPQ
UVCO

w.
immense stock of neat, attractive color-

£ln anert ri era
QUSJJtMlUOlB

Discharge.

Petition for

ioc,

Bath Rohps

Fancy Sliirts

<ps

Cummlngs Manufacturing Co, Foundry
and Privilege,
$38 76
Linen Manufacturing
is, Anna.
9130
Privilege,
UABBY D. COLE, Collector of Taxes

61-1
Dec. 16,1916.

J scïn°mâi

Handkerchiefs
Handkerchiefs

hï

to Christmas !

Just a few days for you to make your holiday purchases. Our stock of things to give a man or boy is
complete. Your wants can be fully supplied at this

South Paris.

Sltf

U8et*

morc

eac^season·

We have them

We have them cut large
good wear, 50c and $1.00.

*nne

and wh.te cotton,
$1.00 and $1.50.

all

.n

outing|

two
sizes and in

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
OISTBICT OF ΜΛΙΗΙ,Η.
Oc this 16th day of Deo., A. D. 1916, on reading
the foregoing petition, it 1·
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
apon the same on the 96th day of Jan., A. D.
1917, before aald Court at Portland, in aald District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
interest, may appear at the aald time and place,
and show cause. 11 any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it U further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall tend by mall to all knows cred·
ltore copie· of aald petition and this order, addressed to them at their place· of realdenoe m
■tated.
Witness the Hon. Claknob Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 16th day of Deo.,
A. D. 1916.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. ■.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
511
Attest -JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
NOTICE.

|

getting

ticles, the

shook hands and,

we

season

In

AT

AGAIN

IS

Kabobs of Meat and Potatoes.
Mince and Artichoke·.
Omelet and Herbs.
Fillets of Beef and Radishes.
Kabobs of Mutton and Cabbages.
Fried Brains.
Fried Mince and Macaroni.
Smoked Beef and Lettuce.
Brown Rolls and Flat Bread.
Coffee.
Honey Beer.
Arrack.
French CltCret.
Twelve-year-old Teg and Champagne.

il

Bethlehem Has
Three Chrisim&ses

Season
The ChristmasHAND

Abyssinia

In

In the District Court of the United Statee for the
District of Mal*e. In Bankruptcy
In the natter of
)
ABC HI Ε β. CUSHMAN,
of Bethel, Bankrupt.)

{la Bankruptcy,

To the creditors of Arohle G. Cushmaa la
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Nottoe la hereby given that on the 16th day of,
Dee., A. D. 1916. the said Archie Q. Cashes»
mi duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will
office of thefieferee. No. S Market

appoint a trustee, omntae the bankrupt, aad
transact sach other buslneee m may property
oome before said meeting.

Besides the above list, we have a storeful of attractive gifts which we would like to have
you see. This
Btore will be open every evening until Christmas and

closed all day Christmas.

Lb

H. B. Foster Co.,
▲

new

lot of

Winter
Priced from

Hats

660 to $6.00

«J? Norway, Me.

Two Bargains in Houses.

•Iffiild foîÏL?wh00e· ?,kh,B

llso Trimmed «ad Çotrlmmed Hati.
Dr. 8*ym»n'· 8o»p, Extract·, Toilet 6tz ftppl« trMN.
Stood·, Ao.
Α1·ο 1 Ad· line ol Host err in Cotton.

Vool and 811k.

Mr·. Lillian M.

)pp. StoM Charcfc,

MoGinley,

ieatfc Pari·, Mala·

·

wW
m,le ot *°utb Puis Poet Office.
The booie
h*1"· 0004 ""»· C'» ·"·'■ BM M

walk
dowîiÎÏÏL^fîJ· th* rtll&·'15 ■»"!··
*■* *°d

as y.'Lr.^yy·^ rr1
Tenement to let.

Inquire

i
from tbe po.t office.
hM iwoM·10 *°™01

of

CHARLES E. MERRILL
SOUTH PABIB,

dJ"

«

trÎ

The Oxford Democrat

ICurloui

Pa perm a king.
In some parts of Indo China the
na; tires employ varices fibers In the atDecember
19, igi6 tempt to supply their own paper. The
South Paris, Maine,
Village da Papier, a suburb of Hanoi,
owes its name to the fact that most of
Rage Three
Its 2,000 or 3.000 inhabitants make
paper from the bark of a small
aet· !n a Great City.
wW.
"paper
a
that make New tree,"
species of mulberry, found on
(iiie ν; 1 be tilings
;.·
city is the* practice the Black river In upper Tonkin. This
γ0
-.1
pkcepera of putting in their bark Is soaked in lime made from the
f >
goods with price llmestoue of the village, heated by
attractive
I
v
v.·
V:» arresting instance of this crude furnaces fashioned by hand unwen t'y In a Hmadway der natural limestone vats, pounded
w
iieie ***s a tiuger by pestle into a due mash, then disluauw.
jew.'lei
«iatiuon s uu i aa emerald, price solved in water until a thin paste Is
marquise shaped dfamoml reached. This paste Is dipped by bamboo screen sieves until a slight film
>.
::.0; pear shaped diamond
covers the screen. This film is spread
-J.-'Γ·*»; diamond earrings, $5.:
on top of others, and each is taken
other
of
sepresplendent"
.a
a\y
J
arately or several together and spread
: eul to rhe frequenters ·»Γ
with a brush ou cement radiators to
t;A. t; ,·.α White Way.
A single sbeet of paper Is almost
!i»«r extreme of the social dry.
as thin as tissue, but tbe desired thick■'ie bu\iug public are the
ness may lte obtained by
spreading
»f New York's east side,
several films on the radiator and dryin their way.
On
ing them together or by pasting the
·μ·
arts in Canal street an
requisite number of sheets together
ν
of
mechauthings
>,
riety
after drying.
i
1. among others clocks
boxes,
all
music
kinds
ν
Colored Snowstorms.
! ηγ least a score of secondColored snowstorms were recorded
.>f various makes.—Exas long ago as the sixth
century, and
change.
a shower of red hail is said by Humboldt to have once occurred in PalerThe Hangman'· Stone.
In Tuscany on March 14, 1S13,
mo.
large bowlder lying in a
there fell hull of an orange color. In
remark, England, which
1S0S red snow fell to a depth of over
-'. •ut Derbyshire as the
five feet in Caruiola* Austria. The
:λ·." The exposed porstorm of colored snow was followed
.wider rises about six
by one of the regulation color, and
mi; ace of the surroundthe effect produced by the separate
> a narrow ditch or inlayers of red and white, which were
»
across the top. The
perfectly distinct, was very peculiar.
i η says, was made in
A portion of the scarlet snow was
Λ sheep thief in the dead
:
melted in a vessel and the water evapwhile leaning against the
orated. when a fine, rose colored
rvsr. placed his booty above
sediment was found at the botsurface of the stone. The earthy
tom.
Snow of a brick red hue fell In
r e sheep tied with a rope,
In 1S1« and hi the Tyrol in 1847.
.Torts to escape the creature Italy
ai.cl i
In the first volume of Kane's "Arctic
the opposite side, and the
I
it is stated that when
in,; under the thief's chin. Exploration"
:
the ship passed the "Crimson Cliffs of
to death. The indentation
Sir John Ross" the patches of red
was umde by the friction of
snow, from which they derived their
! le the dying man was enname, could be seen at a distance of
a effort to extricate himself.

»mrm ιι-Ε·

Legal
Matrimony !
J H Was Pound Essential |
to a Fortune.
—

■

>

fully

ten miles.

Synonym For English.

S i.ttish nationalist who lives
Eii-lish friends in a state

a:

;4-"test.

English."

J

\e

TL

"Y

Bri

hearing

again," he grumbled.

ko

apologized.

aier

>.

up his ears

ay compartment on

in :

the

pricked

know what I said. Mac.
I>eat it and revise it at the
'The chief fault of the
:> lack of self assertion.'"
ν
.v\l around. ai:d when he
:

;

>

t

Jy

b

>a

j»

e^se was si

oiling,

con-

the joke himself, and
lie even proceeded to

ΐυ see
·■

>i.

isuine admission.
neither Walter Scott nor
:r!yk would have said he
i:..■.·.a." -Manchester Guardian.

a.

w;

The Diamond.
i.d is pure carbon or charthe secret processes by which

TÏ.·
coal

rrauges the atoms of the
luster less charcoal
into the
diamond is a mystery that

π

tia-

stimulated by the cergreat gains provided they
t ssful iu
we:v s.
finding the solution,
haw·
itoen able to discover. Nor
is it
ertainly known from what dei ature takes the diamond
Hi.
aierial. It is supi*>sed to be
Γly vegetable charcoal which
>ts.

ue

es

al-o

boti:

ri

i-

I en
;

••evuliar process of decerned crystallization, but it has
a

i-<>ujectured that the

1. shut
■

cur-

up from remote pecalcareous rocks, may have

soii lif.c.l in this peculiar form.

The Telephone'· "Troubl· Man.*

Every telephone
"Irvuble department." where all complaints ui ; »a«i service and defective
company

hua

a

equipment go. The men who make
the η ; airs aud adjustments are known
us "tivubie men.'' aud the.v have to be
uot "uly expert workmen, but chaps
of Inte.luvn e and common sense, for
they nie» t :;>any problems that are uot
set >:
v:i in »he books.
Thoughtless
peopl·· can do many things to put a
: ο
ut of commission, and some
tel»-,
υί

i-.·

simple—wet
against the wiring
a'··

umbrella lean-

id u;
in such a
way that it grounds the current and,
of
..se. makes the phone useless.

Iu this particular case the umbrella
reiLa:: 1 where it ought not to have
beeu whiie t!ie owner of the phone fretted
lid fumed because he could not
Set ceutral and then went to a neighbors an ! called up the telephone company. When the "trouble man" arrived h»· saw at once what the matter
was and
picked up the umbrella.
"Now call (.entrai," he suggested, and
the i-nre patron got an Immediate response.—Leslie's.

Picturesque Cretan Garb.
Interesting description of the
Cretan's pi< turesque dress is given by
An

writer iu Blackwood's:
"The Cretan's uatioual dress merits
a word of
description. He wears on
his head either a twisted kerchief or a
Si
t ·'( ;
«β cap, with a tassel hanging over one ear. His upper limbs are
clad in a ! .»se black shirt aud his lower hi a
pair of black cotton breeches
a lui-i,'iness which is well ni«h inconceivable oven to one who is used to
the -uulwur of the Levant.
These
breeches tluish tight immediately bethe knee and leave au Inch or
lore uf su: Vint leg showing above
tl»e top of a iij^h yellow boot of uutsuned leather. The men stride along
*ith tLie hiuhlander'a easy gait, and as
th<
».> the slack of their
preposterous
bree· hes swings out behind them with
#11 the Jaunty air of a kilt.**

Graphie Description.

Zach hail been introduced to a new

circular saw.
The foreman of the
sawmills performed the introduction,
and after givlug Zach a few necessary
extra instructions he left him to his
work.
Zach was really interested in

the buzz.ng blade, and his curiosity
getting the better of his discretion, he
soon found himself minus a finger.
Despite his excitability he was some
thing of a stoic, so he bound up his
without
wound
seeking assistance.
While he was thus engaged the fore-

reappeared.

man

To

him

Zach

de-

scribed the accident.
"But how ou earth did you mauage
it?" the foreman exclaimed angrily,

for the prospe ts of damages ahead
not

were

exactly pleasant

Zach shook his head.
"Su e. an' I don't know," he said. MI
just touched the thing like this with
my finger when—I'm blessed If there
another

ain't

one

Times.

gone!"—New

York

Remarkable Reptiles.
During the time of deposition of the
clays constituting the Morrison shale
In southern Colorado there existed a
great variety of remarkable reptiles of
huge slae. Their bones, which are in
places abundant. are the remains of
animals that were mired in the soft
clay of which Morrison formation
largely cousists. Some of these creatures. such as the brontosaurus, were
Many of them had
sixty feet long.
remarkably small heads, notably the
stegosaurus, which had so diminutive a brain that It must have been
This animal was unvery stupid.
doubtedly very clumsy also, but its
huge size and protective armor aided
in its

preservation.—Geological Survey

Bulletin.
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"Either you shall marry Helen Gray
1 will leave the property to your
Cousin Edgar.
Here are two wills,
one In your favor, the other In favor of
Edgar. If within one month you' are
not wedded to Helen, I will destroy the
will leaving all to you. On your wedding day 1 will destroy the one leaving
the estate to Edgar, making you sole
beneficiary."
Thus spoke Martin Travers to his
or

son, Walter.

The elder Travers was a
man of strong will, and his son had
Inherited It from him. The fortune
had been accumulated by the father
and his partner. William Gray, largely
by Travers* dogged perseverance.
Gray was a milder man, and Travers
in time came to regard him as superTravers
numerary to the business.
had then forced him out Gray had
died In poverty, and Travers' conscience smote him. He proposed now
to make what restoration he could—in
his owu way—by uniting the property
after his death in his son, Walter
Travel's, and Gray's daughter and
only child, Helen.
"How do you know that the girt will
have me?" asked Walter.
"I don*t, but I have little doubt the
match can be arranged. She will not
be likely to throw a half interest in
$000.000 over her shoulder, especially
Bince she is obliged to earn her own

living."
*Very well, father,

I will think the
matter over and let you know my de-

cision."
Mr. Travers had another reason for
his action In this matter. He knew
that his son was in a dangerous posiWalter had fallen under the Intion.
fluence of a woman ten years older
than himself, his inferior socially, Intellectually—indeed, in every way. Unknown to the sou, the father had tried

buy her off. but was not willing to
pay her price, she believing that she
could get the boy and the fortune as
well, for she held him enthralled.
to

of that dangerous age
when a man is liable to become infatuated with any woman, good or bad.
Nevertheless there were In him the

Walter

was

germs of good sense. Instead of going
to the woman who had fascinated him

to pour their mutual trouble In her ear
and ask her advice, he concluded to
eto to Helen Gray, tell her the whole
story and make her a proposition he
had in mind.
It was not a very pleasant statement
to make, but Travers had prepared
himself for It and got on better than
might have been expected. He lin-

gered longer than necessary ou the preliminary statement in order to get up

his courage
ment

for the main

announce-

Miss Gray listened to him attentively and without any especial expression

of word or countenance until he told
her of his love for another woman.

Then

uver

a

look of disappointment

came

her face.

"And now," be said, having prepared
the vray for his proposition, "I suggest that we be legally and only legally
I mean to accede to my
married.
father's stipulation. By such a marriage we will obtain a fortune, which
we must forego without it."
There was α long silence between
the two, which was at last broken by
Miss Gray.

A
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Λ queer ceremony Is performed every
year on the 8th «lay of September In

the Valle Maggio, Italy. The region
abounds In vipers. The celebrants
form Into a weird procession, each person—man. woman and child—carrying
a huze figure of a snake stuffed with

they pass along they weep
and lament, believing that by the expiatory ceremony they will render
themselves proof «against snake bites
luring the grape gathering.
As

cotton.

Pointer For th· Preacher.

Among the stories related by the late
of

a

Rev. Dr. A. F. Pierson was one
marble cutter, with chisel and haminto a
mer. working a block of stone
statue.

A

preacher

worked
Record.

on

your

who was

looking

of
on said, "I wish I could, on hearts
blows!"
stone, deal such transforming
"Perhaps you might." was the workman's quiet answer, "if, like me, you

knees."—Philadelphia

a

..

'·

Speedy Giraffes.
The kangaroo, supposedly a fleet
beast, covers but ten to fourteen feet
a
second, while the giraff· dashes
time,
along over fifty feet in the same

attached to a wagon goes
of
two feet a second. Some species
not
hare run sixty feet a second, others
more than half so fast.

and

an

ox

Definition· of Man.
Man has been definied by Aristotle
Plato as
as "a reasoning animal," by
as "a
Dante
animal,"
by
"a political
ridiculous animal." by Varchi and by

John Fiske as "an improvable animal."
Boerhave calls men "mud worked up
by the aand of God."

1
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na'tio,

v.

eaid, "for your frankness, and you

are

acting with common honesty in not
laying a plan to obtain a fortune un-

der false pretenses. I will take what
1
you have said under consideration.
have the advantage of you in this—I
am fancy free."
In due time Miss Gray wrote Mr.
Travers that she had decided to accept his proposition. "A statement of
wrote,
my reasons for doing so," she
Be"would be very hard to make.
sides. they have η«Λ been called for.
Under the circumstances what you
propose is the only alternative both
for you and for me between a fortune
and poverty."
Upon receipt of this note Walter informed his father that he had proposed to Miss Gray and had been accepted. Mr. Travers asked if the marriage would be bona fide, and Walter
Informed him that it would be legal.
Travers after some thought said that
if the parties would agree not to havt
the marriage annulled or get a divorce
within five years he would be satisfled. Walter assented, stating that It
was not his Intention to get either an
annullment or a divorce at any time.
But he confessed that he reserved the
right to love any woman other than
his wife. There was a suspicion of a
smile on his father's face as he assented to this provision.
Walter Travers and Helen Gray were
married without his saying anything
to bis inamorata about bis coming
The wedding took place
marriage.
privately of an afternoon, and the
bride and groom went to live in a
house provided by Mr. Travers, Sr..
with a comfortable Income besides.
The two dined together in a friendly
way in their new home, and after
dinner Walter went out. He was going to announce his marriage to the
woman he loved, to tell her that H
was the beat arrangement he could

Scotch Consolation.
his apple
A Venetian Fashion.
Sandy took a big bite from
Fashions were no less eccentric four and be^an to sputter.
worm!" he
centuries ago than they are today.
"I believe I swallowed a
make for himself and for her ana it
were
to
'Before the streets of Venice
exclaimed.
was understood that he wag free
if you
P^Ted (In the thirteenth century),"
"Well well, mon, and what
love her so long as he lived.
«ays Mr. William Boultiug In "Woman did?" encouraged his Scotch friend.
But Walter got no further than a
In Italy." "ladles went through the "
Twill put new life into ye!"—New beginning. He began with the word»
to'id and filth on pattens. The custom
York Times
"I have been married," whereupon
was retaim-d. and in
a torspite of sumptuthe lady poured upon him such
Here and on* the Moon.
ary lawg the ι utten In^amc heightened
until women of rauk stood on false
half a yard high In the sixteenth
century. They were unable to walk
w.thout the support of one or two gentlemen or servants."

on the
Things are six titnes heavier
moon.
earth than they would be on the
on the
130
pounds
weighing
A man

on·
rent of abuse that he stood like

transfixed.

"And so that old heathen has kept
after all." she
tventy-flve
you under hla thumb,
earth would weigh only
that he had
voice
a
throws
in
rasping
said
pounds on the moon. A player
I
with the never heard come from her before.
but
here,
100
yards
A curiosity in
banquct3%ia mentioned a baseball
would alway· considered you a milksop, and
he
moon
on
the
by the same writer. It was a wed- same exertion
it Tell the woman
now I am sure of
ding feast at Milan and consisted of throw it 000 yards.
that she hasn't got
married
you've
flfteen courses. "each being Introduced
I'm
much of a man with the fortune.
by living specimens of the animals
Ha Heard Pa Tell Ma.
of
It
that
part
little
said
anylucky in escaping
that composed it."
"Tour hair isn't wet,"
who was calling. way."
Tommy to Mr. Flyer,
the
What made you
This is but a «ample of what
"No, of course not!
Start of the Omnibus.
the man who,
woman poured out upon
was wet?" he asked.
hair
The invention of omnibuses Is due think my
of
looking on love purely as a matter
to the
philosopher rascal, who, io very much surprised. that you couldn't
had come to tell her that
ma
sentiment,
tell
"I heard pa
February, 1UJ7. obtained a "privlle :e"
would
the place she held In his heart
bead above water."
0Γ ι patent for
public carriages to keep your
be occupied by any one else.
never
travel through certain streets of Paris.
What she would have aald to him had
They held eight passeugen. who paid
Only the Boys7
he begun at the other end of his condiscovered
has
six sous each, aud were
A father of four boys
very successdifwith
fession—that all of hla would be here—
*01. although an act of parliament of that different sounds travel
dinner, he did not appear; he had spoiled it by
to
call
Fa ris forbade them
A
being used by lack- ferent velocity.
In beginning with an announcement that
over a ten acre field
ey·. soldier* and other humble folksays, will carry
Her
a large fortune.
Pascal died in 1667. aud his useful in « minute and a half, while a sommons she had lost
to flaming eyes, her rasping voice, her
five
from
takes
vention did not long survive him. The to return to work
red face, her contempt for him, drove
omnibus reappeared in London about tight minutes.
foiτη out before she had finished.
the beginning of the last
century and
"Heavens!" he exclaimed when he
was adopted In
Three Ha Knew Of.
several French provina hordo··
got out into the cool air. "What
cial towns before Paris
accepted it
Bacon—How many languages
I
have
escaped!"
fate
a«»lo.
Egbert—Three—near rible walked the streets for an how,
your wife speak? and bridge whist—
He
talk
baby
■ngllah,
then went U> bis house. His wife was
Contingent.
Tankers Statesman.
I net going- to her room, J>ut, noticing
Caller—So the cashier to _pnt!
hla egititiou, delayed her going And
Win he be
it
away Umg? 0«ce ®®·
Yesterday la dead—forget
take* him If uuytUinj porioue hod hnprh^t depends on th· Jnwj· d*·
wr 4mi art
Hj* AitiftllMUiàÉftia

Iraasciipt.

To-|
exlt-d»wwry»1

yemedL

—■—

•*r

nta whfcfc t· poar the

abeef he

received. She already knew of Ms
pad
Infatuation; tt only remained for hfc»
to tt !i bow be had been

dlNachantad.

Ζ. L.

*if thero wus ever a confeamptfbto,
asinine, natural born ΓοοΙ," he
"I am that person." Then ha told bar
where he had been, of his confess*»
and the effect U had had on the object
of his previous adoration. •'Why, Just
think,** he went ou, "what a horrible
meaa I would hare fot Into If I had
married that woman! HaU would have
been heaven to It"
"Ton are Indeed fortunate In eecap»
8ecb · fate. I bare believed that
your father knew of this Infatuation
and oue of his principal reasons In
ortlug .vou into the condition of legal
matrimony with me was to get you
tolls of an adventures·.'4
"Legal matrimony," repeated Walter; for the first time quieting down
and prouounclag the words as if they
hurt him.
"And now," continued Helen, **I wti}
Slnee your Other's object in
Mthdrawlng you from this woman
has been accomplished, whenever 70a
and h« concur In a request that this
marriage between you and me be annulled I will consent"
The expression on Walter's face is
not describable.
He had received one
blow during the evening; here was another. The realization suddenly came
to him that for a bad woman he had
exchanged a good one. Had he not
been a fool he might possibly have won
the girl whom his father had wished
m t0 many and now. Instead of being in misery, be might be happy.
Helen etarted to leave him to go to
®lve ^er aD Imploring

began!

USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

0*ΐί
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NEVER GROW OLD

"Come," she added, changing her tone
to a more cheerful one; "let us not be-

NOT TO PUT OFF YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING TOO LONG.
IF YOUR MIND IS NOT MADE UP COME TO US; FOR WHAT YOU SEE WILL HiiLP YOU MAKE

YOUR SELECTION.
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PRACTICAL HEALTH HINT.
*

The Medicine Habit.
Don't get the medicine habit.
Taking a pill doesn't always
It doesn't reach
meet the need.
The condition that
the cause.
usually calls for a pill or draft
of medicine Is often a condition
which can be readily corrected
by proper diet and exercise or
rest. A severe headache, for instance, can often be relieved by
taking a long, brisk walk In the
open air or by abstinence of food
or by relaxation, and rest.
Sluggishness of the intestines,
4· which Is sometimes called bll4· liousness. should be corrected by
4· proper diet, consisting of bulky
+ green vegetables, whole cereals,
4· bran, plenty of water and by
4· free h air and exercise. Proper
ψ diet and not medicine 14 the cure
Sleep produc+ for billiousness.
4· ing drugs are to be avoided and
+ never taken except on the ad4· vice and prescription of a pby4· slcian.
If you are really ill and need
4·
+ medicine see a doctor, but don't

4*
4
+
4
4·
+
+
4·
+
+
4·
+
+
4·
4·
4·
+
+
+
+
+
4
+
4·
4*
4·
4·
4·

j
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The Holiday Season is with us once more,
The Spirit of Christmas has entered our store,
In festival garments the store has been dressed
To reeeive and honor this distinguished guest.
The Spirit of Giving will be seen everywhere
Making great preparations to drive away care;
The Spirit of the Holidays is also here
And we welcome the three with a hearty cheer.
These Spirits are working together preparing the way
For the coming of the Merry Christmas Day.
At Christmas time Norway appears in her very best—
And she loves to see her children well dressed.
She's old but as proud as she can be
And a grand display she wants to see.
The business men are hustlers, and all the stores
Are filled with goods right up to the doors.
You can see everything you could wish to buy
From an automobile to an apple pie;
Everything to eat and everything to wear,
And of God's good things Norway's getting her share.
The Holiday goods are as beautiful as they can be
And we invite you in our line to see ;
And after you've made a tour of our store,
We wish to tell you that never before
Have high-class goods been marked so low—
Like these elegant things in our Holiday show.
Our suits and garments you will admit,
Are the latest styles and a perfect fit.
Of waists and dresses we have a big line

A Dress
Wool

H

j

;

y

IS

Muslin Underwear
Bath Robes
Women's Petticoats
Ladies' and Children's Knit
Underwear
Bath Robe Blankets

Leather Bags
Ladies' and Gent's Umbrellas

Ladies' and Children's Kid
Gloves

I

ï

If
||

Table Linens
Linen

Silk Fibre Scarfs

pest, II, 1, 251.

"You all do know this mantle." Julius Caesar, III, 2, 174
"I tell ye all I am your better."
Henry VI, V, 5, 88.
"They all have met again." Tempest,
I, 2, 283.
"Better It were they all came by the
father." Richard III, 2, 8, 24.
Bible translations hare used it:

all/*
"For one plague
I Sam. vi, 4.
"We give thanks to God always for
you all." I These, i, 2.
"I speak not of yon alL" John,
xlli, 18.—J. C. Payne In New York
Times.
waa oil you

▲ teacher
to his class
brought his
leaned It up

"Now,"

PrMttoal Test
In endeavoring to explain
what compressed air waa
bicycle Into the room and
against the wall.

he remarked,

"under the

outer covering of that back wheal
there is a hidden force. What la It?"
"Injy rubber," said one smart youth.

"No. Try again."
The boy tried again, as did nearly
every member of the class* hat without

success.

▲t length one at the youngsters, who
bad been making * cjoee inspection at
the machine, turned on the taacbfT
with a beaming face.
"I have it!" he exclaimed. "Its wind
•--Jest wind Γ
After commending the youngster, the

teacher asked how he discovered the
"bidden force."

to choose

are sure

best.

OUR CHRISTMAS MARK-DOWN SALE

AND SUITS BEGINS SATURDAY
■*·

■»·■■#

* mm

—·■**■

MORNING, DECEMBER 16TH.
at a reduced

Ladies' and Misses' Coats
to

Women's Sweaters

Fancy Combs and Shell
Goods

Ladies' Neckwear
ful articles

large stocks you

OF LADIES' AND MISSES' COATS

Children's Sweaters

Many Fancy

idea]

With

to wear.

just what she would like

Sets

well aâ

an

use-

Children's Umbrellas
Sweet Grass Baskets
Fur Scarf and Muff

$5.00

duced

garment.

on a

price

Ladies' Tailored Suits at

greatly

prices.

re-

$10.00

$15.00 Suits now..
$16.50 Suits now
$17.50 and $18.50 Suits now
$19.00 to $22.50 Suits now
$25.00 Suits

$2.00

of from

11.50
12.50
15.00

17.50

now

Children's Coats all marked down

to

just

a

little

than

more

price.

half

ONE PRICE CASH STORE
NORWAY,

A book In

published

by
Vienna, 1801." It 1» an elaborate treatise on arlatlon in which a balloon Is
I tee red through the air by eagles

Which have been "trained and deprived
pt their talons." Minute Instructions
ire given as to how the blnls should
be harnessed,, and suggestions are
made as to the employment of double
teams and relays. Tbe author-Inventor
expresses the hope that hi* idea may
be employed first to expedite the delivery of letters and dispatches and that
persons competent as trainers of giant
birda will carry his "Wonderful idea"

-

Blue Ribbon Hour
Don't waste time with ordinary flour when your grocer can give you William

Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat, Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon

baking. Yon

can

Win domestic science prizes
with the good things baked
from William Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

At

one

Variev* Gvatoai*
"la Ohio# « Ope la imposed when a
train i« late. .Queer custom, «h?"
"Oh, I don't know. Ever notice what
happens when a boat comes In fete ig
this country?"
"Mo. What happen·?"
•«he la promptly docked."-Washing
ton Herald.
■**

*

$2,231.83

For Father

Paid to MEMBERS of the 1917 CHRISTMAS CLUI

An easy way to save noone) to pay vour
INSURANCE and other YEARLY Bills.
can

tACH MONTH

15 Cents

TAXES,
WMTTU M Ï0¥ MA UNOCXSTAU) IT

:
join any of the following classes

AU the Créât Events in Mechanic·.
Enmeering and Invention throughout
the World, an described in as intereatins manner, a· they occur. 1400.000
rendais each month.
SO dmm Hrk 1mm toll· «Mqr
flkMJTliai
new

.D<ib«tt«r*V»to4othlD«»lB

lin 1917 CM Stt 111 Mn. Mm 2611
about the $1000 in CASH
Members of the 1917 Christmas Club.

Inquire

William
I ell

theahe».andbowto»ekenpaifaatk3»·.

i>ttMf Manhanhis Meaeaartortflaal
||4
■porta end play. Largdy conMrmftW·» idle
Sow to bail* boat* awtof«rclaa.wir«iMa. «te
m ua it smn wan dulxm

prizes offered to

PlBblRlHCOTO'

I SOUTH PARIS

MAINE

POPULAR «IONAMCS MtQMMK
• Mart* BM*aa Avoaao. Wmh

P—mter JfocAnnfea W/ere

Farms For Bale.

!

Economical

""

farms.

S. P. Maxim* .So
Λ

CASTOR ΙΑ ι****#*·.

B—xnikê

■

.
■

f bave for aale the following real as*
owned by tba belt· of (the late Dr.
Aifrad King located In the town of
Paria. Tba Sturtevant and Qty town
farms, the PqUt farm And Whitney and
Swett pasture. This will be sold with
This
or wit boat tba S watt pasture.
farm la Qoe of tba beat located farms In
town about one and oee-hftlt .mllea from
9outb .Parle Village an^,w«a Dr. King's
pat farm. Both are moet excellent graaa
tat·

SOLD ONLY BY

South Pari·,

nr«mImmtf

HKtMari IO oocaro aafaocrfaftalf

I $1.ΘΟ,-1.90,-8£6 ptr.iqiMi

■«*—

no

do·* m* hi* In "oMMnjr οMm." mmJ

High grade ana
"

Son

ON AU NEWS STAND·

Did You Get Any of This Amount?
Look for display in Bank window.

>ι

360 PICTURES
360 ARTICLES

Glass 2, 2A, 5, 5A, 60 and 100

No Time to Smile.
of the "tryout" vaudeville
young lady had just made

(louses a
tier appearance as a "single" dancing
act There was a good deal of genuine
applause for her efforta. She made
tier exit and stood in the wings recovering her breath. The manager of the
theater approached her. "Very ροοάΛ
paid he. "You went very well, indeed
But why don't you smile? You never
smiled once."
"If I smiled," she answered gaspingly, "I'd forget my routine. I'll 'smile
tomorrow night. "^-Cincinnati Time*
β tar.

MAINE

-

Yeu

Into execution,

Husband—There's one tfetof I ct|
"Why," waa the astounding reply. say for myself, anyway: I hare rises
'Tve just stuck my kfltt» in it tP asf]"
"by Of owv*a«rte. Wife~-Never Is
—London Globe.
*he meratng. totp. 1 notice (hat V
-takpe two alarm docks wd *U the
We bear ear own bqrdani more easi·
members of the household to get yop
tr when we »e|p ether» tobaarflW
Op!—London
.Telegraph.
▲. Uveraore.

Mary

appreciate something

Fancy Ribbons
Women's Cap and Scarf

as

to wear makes

Christmas gift, no matter whït thëir age
or position in life, especially do Ladies

Boudoir Caps
Dainty Handkerchiefs

beads,

Or at any other function great or small.
And for your children and babies dear

Balloon· and Eagles.
Vieuuu bears uu Its title
page this leyeud: "About the Invenyour
tion of air nuvlguUun hy means of balexpressions "you all" and "we all," | loons and eagles, by Jakob Kfescrer;
used so constantly In the south. The
at the expense of tbe author
Herr Loeucheukohl, Kohlmurkt,
best type of middle English prose 1s

for the poet position of "alL"
"We all were sea swallowed." Tem-

Something

our

Wool and Cotton Blankets

+ prescrite for yourself.
4·
+ 4, + + 4·4· + + 4·4·4,4·4,4·4·4,4,+

full of the expressions "we allé," "ye
allé," "they aile." Shaiiespeaq» uses
the three forms, his preference being

Napkins

Bath Towels

4·
+
4·
4·

Defene· of "We All."
I noticed some time ago a letter In
paper criticising the use of the

Satin

Women's Silk Blouses
Ladies' and Children's Knit
Gloves

our evening gowns are exquisitely fine.
The luxurious furs we have to sell
Will suit your purse and your pride as well.
Our ribbons are so lovely that all-the girls
Would look like dreams with a bow in their curls.

+
+

.A

Quilted

Women's
Vests

To please our customers we always try
No matter if you're looking and do not buy;
No trouble to show goods the clerks all say
And they'll serve you well day after day;
So come in and look to your heart's content
And I'm sure you'll think the time well spent.

j
S

or

Hosiery

Silk

need we have right here.
A Uttle fur set, a coat and a toy
Would fill their hearts with pride and joy.
To tell you about everything would take too much time
And 'twould puzzle a poet to make things rhyme.
In our embroidery department we have an expert
Who will stamp anything you wish to work;
She knows all about colors and stitches too,
And can teach you how the work to do.
The service you receive is the very best—
Now listen to me and I'll tell you the rest;

jï
jI
f

Silk

Fancy Tea Aprons

Everything they

I

Gilts.
Useful
Pattern,

A Waist Pattern

And

If you wish for a stunning evening gown
The fine dressmakers here in town
Can make of our silks, satins and lace
A creation that would a duchess grace.
And we have the accessories every woman loves;
From silk stockings and fans to evening gloves,
Laces, Handkerchiefs, jewelry, talcum powder and
And a thousand other things that a woman needs
To make her enohanting at dance or ball

Il

Serviceable, Practical i
and

(BY MRS. Z. L. MERCHANT)
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DONT WAIT; BUY NOW.

THE HOLIDAY SEASON

s
life together repining. There
are refreshments In the larder.
We
may p!ay, as the children say, that this
is η real wedding for us and be merry."
She summoned a mnid and told her H
of several dishes to bring that would
I!
he appreciated for a night supper. h
When the viands were served the pair
sat dowu at the table. The bride placed
dainty bits on her husband's plate,
and after eating the toothsome food
:
and looking Into a pair of honest, sym- I
W
alter began to recover
pathetic ey««s
from the shock he had received, and f
It occurred to him that possibly, after !
all. he might win this girl for his real II
as «veil as Ills legal wife.
!
An hou** passed, and they had beI
come sulhcfrntly chummy for Walter
Il >
He was met by
to express th:s hope.
Ï
rothe
the assurance that, while
early
mantic love j>eriod would not be theirs, h
they might grow with that more ma- j
ture. stronger affection that comes û
through long companionship and a union of Interest. This made the young
husband's heart leap within him. He
I
took her haud. bent toward her and
kissed her.
I
This evening-eventful in the lives
Df these two persons-took place long J
mough ago to warrant the growing up j
tlmost to manhood and womanhood of
The father
several of their children.
and mother have trained their offI
spring that In the matter of marriage !
they shall rely on older beads for ap- I
proval of a life partner. This Is not
ft*it they ure to marry one repulsive to
them or for gain, but that they are to
puard against a misalliance at an age I
when they are not capable of deciding
f
Π
η

gin

IN ALMOST NO TIME IT WILL BE HERE. LET US ADVISE YOU

CHRISTMAS IS COMING FAST.

lookrOOIU'

"Don't go at once/' he said, "I'm all
broken up."
She hesitated, turned and said: "Anything I can do to comfort you I will
do. But I realized before I consented
to this match that I was giving up
much In depriving myself of one to love
me and whoua I might love.
With you
It was different You expected to find
that comfort which Is to be derived
fr<»m a pure affection elsewhere."
Still that wistful look on his face remained.

MEKCHANT { COMPANY

Malx
1

J.

Hastings Bean
Mir In Rail EiM*
SOUTH ΡΛΒΙ8,

Bird B«th«r·.
SLOAN'S LINIMENT EASES PAIN
▲η ornithologist, swimming in the
Sloan's Liniment ii first thought of
as
mother· for bumps, braise· end sprain· bine sea, said: "Birds enjoy baths
much as we do. Take, for instance,
that ere continually happening to obil
dren. It quickly penetrate· and soothe* wild ducks. Wild ducks adore a fresh
Cleaner and more water bath. Though they feed over
without rubbing.
effective than muuy plasters or oint- salt water, they will bathe only in
ment·. For rheumatio ache·, neuralgia fresh.
They'll fly thirty or forty miles
pain and that grippy soreness after colds, Inland for their weekly fresh water
Sloan's Liniment gives prompt relief.
H eve a bottle bandy for bruises, at rains, dip.
"Sparrows go in for a wet bath and
sprains and all external pain. For the
thousands whose work oalla them out- a dry one—a wet bath of clean water
doors, the pain· and aohes following ex- and a dry one of clean dust
"The partridge takes a loam bath.
posure sre relieved by Sloan'· Liniment.
At all druggists, 25o.
He loosens up a square foot of rich,

Made To Order Weather
in the house
just as warm as you wish with the
Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
make any

can

You

carry

can

room

Perfection Heater

a

It helps you dress, eat
and bathe in comfort· It is handy

anywhere.

and economical.

HON

PERF

SMOKELEfrS^Oliy HEATERS

It

down your coal bills wonderfully
these raw days, that need just a little
drive away the chill and dampness.

cuts

during
heat

to

No fires to build
ashes to clean up.

—

coal

no

to carry —no

Perfection Heaters are for sale at department and hardware stores everywhere. Ask
your dealer to show you a Perfection. Descriptive booklet mailed free on request.
For best results

Standard Oil

Socony Kerosene

use

Company

of Ν. Y.

50 Congress Street, Boston

Stove Dept.

»

top

ed

about fifteen feet in height
of

the

stick

tied

was

to

send

The top

Repr—swtatlv—.

a

I

The diplomatic
ambassadors.
of the United States

girdle representatives

around the waist, and a leg rest was
provided by a cushion a few feet down
Perched on this slender |
the pole.
stick, he hopped and danced round in
the liveliest way, accompanied by the
tapping of a drum. He did other
his
bathes
and
chocolate colored,loam
For exeven more wonderful.
Bequests of 1100,000 esch to tbe Eastthings
plumes in it for half an hour at a
ern Maine General Hospital and tbe Banhe balanced a light Btlck on !
ample.
of stretch.
1
gor Pobllo library, made in tbe will
his nose and a heavy one on his chin
"All Lirds love a bath of ashes.
Coi. Luther H. Pierce of Cbioago, who
then threw the heavy one into the
and
have
that
an
jnst Wherever, in the prairies, you see
died In
olty Oot, 20,1915,
his head and caught It on the
with
air
announced
was
In
arrived
Bang<#, It
ash heap, the sign of a forest fire* a
the
the
of
light one. While balancing
of
!
end
Monday, by E. F. Rich, treasurer
flock of birds will rise up from it if
publio library, and Charles H. Crosby, you go too near-birds that have been I the two sticks thus end on end he
treasurer of the hospital.. The bequests
made one revolve in one direction and
polishing their feathers in the silvery ' the other in another direction.
are in the atook of tbe Chicago Teleknives."—
a
servant
as
ashes
polishes
phone Co., each institution reoeiving 750
•bares, whose par value is $100 each Philadelphia Bulletin.
Hollander· and Herring·.
Tbe stock ii paying 8 per cent Interest,
can claim the honor of havHolland
•o it· Intereet yieldingvalue ia 9100,000
to
8om· On·
Car·.
established
herring fisheries
first
at β per cent. In otber worda, tbe BanComing home on the train last night ing
gor Inatitutions will receive sn income I saw a pleasing scene from the car and taught its people the very great
of 16000 esch from their stock.
value of this fish. A Dutchwindow. A little girl stood at the rail- nutritious
Wllhelm Benkelszoon, discovered
STOP THAT COUGH
road station with an umbrella. It was man,
the secret of preserving herrings in
A backing cough weakena tbe whole raining hard. When the train stopped
fourteenth century, and the salted
the
ayatem, drains your energy snd gets she looked eagerly up and down and
made its appearance on the
raw.
worse if neglected; your throat la
herring
The
woman.
a
ran
to
meet
then
young
all
in precisely the same manner
market
your chest aches and you feel sore
child lifted the umbrella protectingly
Relieve tbat cold at once wi'h
over.
as it now does, for the preserving
Tbe sooth- over the woman and looked admiringly
Dr. King's New Discovery.
hns undergone no marked
process
her face.
ing pine balsams heal the irritated mem- In
Your Dutch fisherman is an
change.
It set me to thinking. After all, the
brane, and tbe antiseptic and laxaMve
at his job and can manage as
expert
some
is
break
in
life
and
need
the
that
we
up
kill
main
thing
germs
qualities
Don't let a cold linger. one to care. As long as there is some many as 1,200 fish in an hour, working
your cold.
today
at top speed. He ties a short knife
New
Get Dr. King's
Dieoovery
Dne awaiting our homecoming, eager to
the third and fourth fingers of his
at your druggist, 50c.
to
comfortable,
us
make
and
welcome us
hand by a string, which is atright
Ross Busbey of Sherman, 16 years of we can keep up courage.
tached to the handle of the knife. He
to
Aroos
in
tbe
to
ourselves
sentenced
Is
our
It
gather
has
been
duty
age,
the gill cavities and,
took County court to not less than two around us a family or friends. Those thrusts it through
the gills,
nor more than four yeara in state prison
who care are staffs to lean on, magnets with a sharp cut, brings away
for manslaughter, for causing tbe death to draw us away from temptation, bal- heart, gullet and pectoral fins of the
of a playmate, Henry Gutterman. H*
unfortunate herring.
sams to heal our wounds and buoys
struck tbe Gutterman boy over tbe bead
us from sinking.
to
keep
last
with a bat during a base ball game
"Pray Before Being Married."
We need all the friends we can
June.
Here is a Russian proverb that
make and hold.—Shirley in Farm Life.
might be made good use of. It cerWORMS MAKE CHILDREN FRETFUL
would dispel a multitude of sortainly
neiis
An Ideal System of Law,
If your child cries out in sleep,
which
The law, so far as it depends on rows, especially the last one,
vous, puny and listless, be may be a vicwould prevent many hasty marriages
tim of worms. Begin treatment at once learning, is indeed, as it has been called,
witb Kickapoo Worm Killer. This cand\ the
relieve the courts of many divorce
government of the living by the and
laxative in tablet form kills tbe worm
cases. It takes matrimony out of the
a very considerable extent,
dead.
To
and removes it quickly and easily. Don't
pale of whims and makes a divine conno doubt, it Is inevitable that the livpermit your child'· development to b·
of it. The proverb runs this
sideration
The
past
retarded by the continued draining of hie ing should be so governed.
way:
the
fixes
and
a
Worm
us
worms.
Get
vocabulary
gives
Kickapoo
by
vitality
"If you go to war, pray; if you go
Killer at your druggist, 25c.
limits of our imagination; we cannot
a sea journey, pray twice, but pray
on
get away from it. There Is, too, a peTbe Cumberland County Audubon So
three times if you are going to be
culiar logical pleasure in making manciety has been organized at Portland,
what we married."
with a large membership. Protection ifest the continuity between
Good advice, all of It. There is too
for birds, whose native haunts are beir.g are doing aud what has been done bemuch that is hysterical in the matriencroached upon to a great extent by tl>< fore. But the present has a right to
monial venture, and a little praying
lumbering operations throughout the govern Itself so far as it can, and it
will tend to relieve the mind.—Ohio
tbe
of
main
objects
state, is one of tbe
ought always to be remembered that
State Journal.
organization.
historic continuity with the past Is not
a
is
necessity.
only
CONSTIPATION CAUSES BAD SKIN a duty; it
Plenty of Time For Action.
I hope that the time is coming when
A dull and pimply skin is due to a
The police magistrates so often adAn
ideal
bear
fruit.
will
this
thought
sluggish bowel movement. Correot tbit·
monish women complainants to come
condition and clear your complexion system of law should draw its postuand report any further wrongwith Dr. King's New Life Pills. Tb's lates and its legislative justification back
doing on the part of husbands who
mild laxative taken at bedtime wilf as- from science.—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
have been released that these judges
sure you a full, free, non-griping move
fall into the habit of repeating the adment in tbe morning. Drive out tbe
Whistler Before Whistler.
monition on every occasion in which a
dull, listless feeling resulting from over
the
told
following
Mortimer Menpes
loaded iuteetiues and sluggish liver. Ge'
man and wife are concerned.
story of Whistler, who was to deliver
At all druggists, 25c.
a bottle today.
The other day a woman told one of
an address one day to the Society of
the
magistrates that her husband had
at
master
"The
When Rubbers Become Necessary
length
British Artists:
to kill her.
threatened
tho
and your shoes pinch, use Allen's Foot-Ease,
entered, faultlessly dressed, walking
well, madam," said the magis"Very
Antiseptic powder to be shaken Into the shoe» with a
evidentstep,
jaunty
swinging,
and, sprinkled Into the foot-bath. Just tbe thing
trate mechanically, "very well; if he
for Breaking In New Shoes. It gives rest and
delighted with himself and
8old ly quite
comfort to tired, swollen, aching feet.
does, you come back and tell me, and I
the world in general. He passed down
48-60
everywhere, 26c.
Case and Comwill punish him."
the gallery, ignoring the assembled
confidence—Doan'e

mm and
WARNER

You

•

Diplomatie
Cliver Hindu Juggler·.
representatives comprlao.
It le admitted that the Hindu jug-1 Diplomatic
ambassadors, legates or nuncios, enskillare
the
most
acrobats
and
glers
toys, ministers or other persons acful In the world. One of the lateet recredited to sovereigns, and charges
went
who
ports Is about a performer
accredited to ministers of
d'affaires
through many wonderful feats perchaffairs.
Only the great powers
of a single bamboo stick foreign
on the
are: Ambassadors extraordinary and
plenipotentiary, envoys extraordinary,
ministers
ministers plenipotentiary,
resident, charge d'affaires and special
commissioners having the rank of envoy extraordinary. Ambassadors, ministers and special commissioners with
the rank of envoy extraordinary are
appointed by the president with the
approval of the senate.
Nuncios and legates are representatives of the pope. According to the
rales of the congress of Vienna, nuncios have precedence over all other
diplomatic representatves. Since the
fall of the temporal power, the United
States sends no diplomatic representative to the Vatican, and consequently
there is no nuncio or legate at Washington.—Maurice F. Egan, U. S. Minister to Denmark, in Youth's Compan·

may
YOU
and
110
be

live to

feel old enough to
vote, but it's certain-sure you'll not
know the joy and

contentment of

I—

-—

Cottage

Useful Gifts for Christmas
AT

Tucker

Store
%

Traveling Bags and Suit Cases, Fur and Wool Robes for the auto or
The foot warmers are a rew
team, Sleigh Heaters and Foot Warmers.
; to run them.
and
Call and see them.
cost
and
no
thing
only
expens
50c

James N. Favor,
MAIN STREET,

91

Not

Jewelers

1

the

goods they

thing.
at

I
I
!

You can't afford to risk presenting "fake"
Christmas time, or at any other time.

jewelry

to any

MISS LIBBY.

one

and the spot will be gone.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Rèsident Owners.
Unpaid taxée on lands situated In the town of
Sumuer, In the County of Oxford, for the year
1916.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non.
resident owners In the town of -Sumner, aforesaid, for the year 19i6, committed to me for collection for said town on the Hth day of May,
1916, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given
that if said taxes, with Interest and charges are
not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be
sold without further notice at public auction at
Unlversa let Vestrv, West Sumner, In said
Town, on the first Monday In February, 1917, at
nine o'clock A. M.

place

His 30th year in Norway.
Finest and beet stocked jewelry store in town.
safe

to

trade.

DIAMONDS
CLOCKS

WATCHES

JEWELRY

GENUINE CUT GLASS

SOLID SILVER AND PLATED WARE
KODAKS AND BROWNIE CAMERAS

FOUNTAIN PENS

CHAFING DISHES

See

our

windows and then

s

in and examine the

come

Mail orders attended
Watch

inspector

Store

Christmas

wireless from
for Grand Trunk R. R.

Day.

II

from

Washington,

December

16,

The Jeweler and

also open

c

®

i

Norway,

New Christmas Goods!
Watches, clocks, gold neck chains, pendants, lockets, bracelets, rings, brooches. La
Tausca pearl beads, wrist watches, silverware

iH

».

^

by road,

>

$ 90 $
100

mas

$

unless you get on talking-terms
with Prince Albert tobacco!

cigarette

comes to

P. A.

ion.

All these peraromatic substances.
fumes were extracted from essences of
trees and various plants. The Greeks,
who loved elegance, were especially
addicted to the use of perfumes, and
they taught their secrets and usage to
the Romans. The latter, in the days
of their decadence, went so far as to
scent the coats of their dogs. In the
middle ages the Arabs, Venetians,
Genoese and Florentines became fafor the preparation of sweet
mous
smelling essences. France did not become acquainted with perfumes until
after tbe crusades, and It was Maria
de' Medici who especially brought them

answers

without bite,

Prime*

73?*^

AAorf

Expert Pistol Shooting.
At short range an expert will keep
a can moving until his gun is empty,
either by shooting through it or striking tbe ground directly underneath it
If tbe nature of tbe ground is right
this latter method makes the can jump
In tbe air, the effect being quite spec-

R. J.

150

/

50

1

150
100

A Few Christmas

116 S00 800

7 SO

80

S 001

6

80

SAMUEL RICHARDS.
——————————.

Wood Sawing.

WANTED.
100,000 feet

For particular*
shoe factory, or

White Ash in log
call at Tubbe' snow

telephooe 34-1 a.

W. F. TUBBS,

Norway, Maine.

'-·

·"■

^·—

Pair of low

sale.
I

r

i

"u

-'.jit»

South Pari*.

·,.ι..

Jt.

..

for|

work horses

Weight about 2300.
J M. THAYER,
Paris,

Maine,

FOR SALE.

!

Γ shall run my power sawing
machine during the winter a· usual,1
and wtH do you good service.
P. F, CROCKETT,
4M

49tf

priced

Set of

heavy two-horae

A. M.
4Mi

j

Tall people why It la te their
trade with you.
Tell them oonvlnatngly and
keep tailing them.

advantage to

DANIELS,

Pttrfi, Main·.

Ί

*

Oeoda

pound

Reporter.

n» iiftwtag pew·* mi mm
«4. I· gasi«« kr its dml*·
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Men's Sweaters
Hats

Caps

Suit Cases

Hand Bags
Linen Collars

Fancy Shirts

Handkerchiefs

Four-in-Hands
Not only are they the finest
looking four-in hands we will
have this season, but they represent worth

price
up

economies in

while

because

on

prices

the next lot

are sure to

we

go

have.

to

made with

assure

upon request.

If you have ever worn Regal
Shoes and have been properly

fitted you know nothing
their place for comfort,
If you

can

style

have

take
and

worn

them and were not quite satisfied,
it is probably because the righ
model

wonderful assortoverflowing with the
old kinds and many sorts of
a

good

selected for you.
selected Regal Shoes

was not

Properly
have no equal.

Let

us

bonnet hubby?"

and fresh—we have them for
men, women and children. Now
is the time to make Christmas
purchases when stock is complete.
Packed in presentation boxes on

A

Merry

CHRISTMAS

let Richman make you such valuable I
presents? She—My father advised me
to accept them. He—He did! Why?
She—He said if i married you they
might come In handy.

*■*>'
...·

style, popu'ar

prices and skilled workmanship
have made the
Douglas shoe
the favorite among a million men.
For your Christmas requirements,
attention is called to this favorite

Umbrellas

Suit or Overcoat

A wide variety of
carefully selected handles in fine woods,
plain
and trimmed with sterling silver

If you intend giving a Suit or
Overcoat—we say—UUV NOW

or

ivory.

Those

plate making gifts

who

would do well to take
of our Christmas
make

contem-

to their

friends

advantage
offerings and

early selections.

give you

—first,

because every suit or overcoat we sell, its place is taken (if
replaced) by one that costs more;

second, because choosing

urally

better earlier.

cause

the

we

are not

replacing

quality

is nat-

Some suits
at all be-

is not up

to

we
standard and the quality
Our
attainable.
want is not
clothing combine all the elements
our

of the ideal

Clothiers and Furnishers

31 Market

gift—beauty, useful-

and richness.

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

Maine Farmers ;
men, all the year 'round, and
much to do, that they .don't
always take time to look after their
health. They say they haven't time to
be sick, so many of them go about
are

busy

have

so

their work,

when they are feeling poorly. As a matter of fact, most
farmers could keep well, most of the
time, if they would take Something
occasionally, to keep the stomach and
liver in order and the bowels reguwithout thinking of being tired.—Lon- lated.
For many years, "L. F.H Atwood's
don Telegraph.
Medicine has been a, friend indeed to
Maine farmers. It is a
remedy that
A Possibility.
quickly corrects the little ailments
to
break
He—If you don't Intend
and keeps a man feeling ready and fit
your engagement with me why do you ! for a good day's work.

ntoe*

authoritative

shoe.

the benefit of our experience and
select the model best adapted for
your foot.

Dec. 25th, 1916
/

thirty-five

Square, South Paris

Jan. 1st, 1917
A Happy

NEW YEAE

t

Deluding tha Dog.
When forced to travel all night the
Siberian natives make a practice of
stopping just before sunrise and allowing their dogs to sleep.
They argue that If a dog goes to
'sleep while It Is yet dark and wakes
up In an hour and finds the sun shining he will suppose that he has had a
full night's rest and will travel all day

get.
the eaomrt.

L.
years the \V.
the
Douglas shoes have held
place of honor in the esteem of
American men. Consistent qualFor

ness

"When you go shopping while you're
walking In your sleep, dear."—Baltimore American.

the referas/*—Advertising

Shoes

new-fangled ideas. Initials are
complete, every handkerchief is ity,

request.

Regal Shoes

durability.

We have
ment full to

new

long neckeasy
sliding
through the collar. They will be
boxed for Christmas presentation
They are

bands

you."—Birmingham Age-

Mercy turns her back
dful—Queries.
•χ,**.

Children's Knit Sets
Neckties
Boys' Suits
Boys' Overcoats
Mittens
Underwear
Boys' Sweaters

Hosiery-

The Mean Man.
"When can I buy that dream of a

value of the investment
"The rate of Interest Is determined by the skill'with which
the Investment Is made.
"Just as the quickest way to
Increase Invested wealth Is bar
compounding the Interest; just so
the quickest way to realise results from advertising Is to com-

will get the trade.

—Chicago Dry

alec! 8.

atom τ expended fst
adrerttaln* la the uae «■
if placed at Interest. The
profit· treat the adrertlila*

"The

tising has been properly dons,
can usually be sold for the face

if he telle the public about his
ability to do better for them than
any one elae and you do net be

Night Shirts

Ladies' Knit Sets
Silk Mufflers
Men's Suits
Men's Overcoats
Gloves

general, postmaster general, secretary of the navy and secretary of the Interior. The acting president must, upon taking office, convene

Herald.

"The sums spent for advertising
properly chargeable to capital account because the resulting good will is something that
has value, which, if the adver-

Too may have Jut as good
value· as the other fellow, but

Pajamas

Boys' Suspenders

"Why are you asking me for help?
Haven't you any close relatives?"
"Tes. That's the reason why I'm

ere

Oead siTwttolsc la thm
■acs«t wklek pall· tnUU.

Children's Handk's

Too Close.

Tlrtaallr the Interest ea
the lareetaseat.

I

Men's Garters
Men's Handkerchiefs

Children's Slippers
Men's Suspenders

war, attorney

come

Suggestions:

Men's Slippers
Ladies' Slippers

The Presidential Succession.
The presidential succession Is fixed
by chapter 4 of the acta of the Fortyninth congress, first session. In case
of removal, death, resignation or inability of both the president and the
vice president the secretary of state
shall act as president until the disability of the president or vice president
Is removed or a president Is elected.
If there be no secretary of state, then
the secretary of the treasury will act
and the remainder of the order of succession is as follows: The secretary of

appealing

Reynold· Tobacco Co.

R. J.

for all the living,
or mar your giving;
make
And the things you buy for Xmas will
Christmas bids you come to us to do your Xmas buying,
For Xmas gifts that come from here carry joy and never sighing.

Christmas, Merry Christmas, has

Birmingham Age-Herald.

us

50 950 29 75 1I

13

Copyright 1916 by

N. C.
Reynold· Tobacco Co* Winston-Salem,

A Merry Christmas

tacular. Bottles or cans thrown In the
air are not particularly difficult to hit
if thrown so as to make it as easy as
possible for the shooter, and almost
any fair shot can put two bullets
through an old bat thrown In tbe air
before it reaches the ground.
In general the secret of hitting objects thrown in the air is to aim the
pistol underneath them and fire as the
object Is falling into the line of sight.
One really good at this class of work
will throw an object into the air, draw
his pistol from the holster with the
same hand with which he threw and
hit tbe object before it reaches the
ground. There are few who have the
speed to do this, however.—Outing.

A 8auce For His Meals.
"Tour friend, Dubwaite, would rather
argue than eat."
"I have never been able to decide
which he prefers."
"No?"
"His idea of perfect enjoyment la
to argue and eat at the same time."—

trouble with most adveri« that they expect immereturns of large proporOne prominent advertiser
illustrate· the principle of advertising la this way:

to

k

Cat Mint Courage,
The peculiar virtue of cat mint one
of the ten varieties of mint Is probably unknown to town bred folk. "The
root, when chewed," says Mrs. F. A.
Bardswell in the Herb Garden, "Is
said to make the most gentle person
fierce and quarrelsome, and a legend
is extant of a certain hangman who
could never screw up his courage to
the point of hanging till he had partaken of It"

The
tisers
diate
tion*.

kick-back!

i>RiNEEirAlbert

Into favor.

shot that lot."—London Mall.

r

or

national

"Any more what?"
"Why, any more of those squirrel
things you gave me In that bag. I'v·

COMPOUND INTEREST

parch

the

more?"

j

real reason for all the

Prince Albert isn't any harder
that sells
than to walk into the nearest place
You pay
A."
of P.
tobacco and ask for "a supply
but it's the cheerout a little change, to ba sure,
made!
ever
fullest investment you

Introduction

tins. 10c; handsome pound and
half-poand tin humidors—and—
that clever cryital-glait pound
humidor with sponf*· moistener
in each
top that hoop* the tobacco
splendid condition.

"The danger was so near me thai] gings, deer stalker and Norfolk jacket
At about umpty-um p. m. the mighty
my hair stood up on my head."
"Then you couldn't have had suc>| hunter returned.
"Well, 'ow'd you get on, ole chap?"
a close shave."—Baltimore American.
asked his host
"Oh, grand! Capital sport! Got any

verlearned treatise occurs

a

it offers. It is made by
bite and parch!
a patented process that
without a comehard
and
You can smoke it long
sold without
been
back! Prince Albert has always
to
We
prefer give quality!
coupons or premiums.
and cigarette
Prince Albert affords the keenest pipe
and
fragrance and
enjoyment! And thatasflavor
P. A. just
sounds.
that
coolness is as good
for
tobacco
the universal demand

So away went the cockney sportsman, gloriously arrayed In glaring leg-

Physically Impossible.

you with

goodness and satisfactionremoves

8tory of th· Perfumes.
Persia saw the earliest development
>f the perfume Industry. The priests
•n Egypt, who were the sole deposltacies of science, knew the secret of aromatic substances and prepared them.
Egyptian perfumes acquired great
celebrity, especially those made in
Alexandria. The Israelites during their
3oJourn in Egypt adopted the use of

congress, if not at that time In session, In extraordinary session, giving
twenty days' notice. This act applies
only to such cabinet officers as shall
Inches shorter.
have been confirmed by the senate and
are eligible under the constitution to
Without Offending.
the presidency.
Two things you can say to almost
One
him.
any man without offending
Grand 8port.
Is, "You are working too hard." The
"Awfully sorry, old chap," said the
other is, "You ought to get more pay."
host, greeting his guest, who had arfJoston Globe.
rived for a week end with the guns,
"but I shan't be able to come out toAccording to Their Clothee.
However, a sportsman like you'll
day.
"Girls will be girls."
'Ere's
to get on by yourself.
"That's all right But some of the be able
and 'ere's a bag o' ferrets. Keep
older women seem to be trying to edge a gun
In the wood, and you ought to
Into the girl class."—Kansas City Jour- well
'ave plenty of sport"
nal.

58 2.M)

SO

village (civilized)

Key and Dragon.
A big key, the symbol of St Peter,
on the cupola of the church of StPeter-Upon-Cornhill, In London, Is the
largest weathercock In the city. The
dragon on Bow church, In Cheapslde,
la next In size, being only a few

100

65

or

Unconscioua Versification.
good example of unconscious

»

C. H BONNET,
Collector of Taxe· of the town of Sumner. I

and New Year's cards and booklets.

to orang dusum,

the world.—Life.

Dee- 18,1918.
optical goods.
8111
boxes
music
and violins
Orafonolas,Begina
Also a new and large assortment oi Christ- Horses for Sale.

of all kinds and

rect Orang signifies man and outang,
of utang, debt, something owing, so
that orang outang would simply mean
The correct Malay
a man in debt.
This
name is orang utan, or ou tan.
signifies the forest man in distinction

Femininity.
The woman whom everybody calls
great envies the woman whom everybody calls the dearest little woman In

Ο

Ζ

The large anthropoids of Borneo and
Sumatra are usually called orang outangs. This form, it seems, is not cor-

straight"

a «

ο

Orang Utan.

sification in a
In Dr. WhewelFs work on mechanics.
'•'Hence no force, however great, can
stretch a cord, however fine, Into a
horizontal line which Is accurately

π : ι is <rsS
id
fc

Land bon on N by L.
H. Blsbee, Ε by A. F.
Davenport, 8 by Co.
road from 8utuner
Hill to Weat Sumner,
W by road from Sum
ner P. O. to W. Sumner and land of F. M.
Chandler,
Land bought of A. B.
10
Brtgg», p irtof
Land bought of Jul v.
et* Ma* hew,
C. M. Neald land, boa
Ν by Dan lay farm, Ε
by A. Spauldlng, S
bv town Une, W by
river and Β. K. Gerrlah,
H. A.Carver, meadow,
bou on Ν by W. D.
Tucker. Ε by river, S
by I. F. Gammon, W.

Main·

A

11 î !| !ι»
SSS

•U,

Optometrist,

House Block,

-o

fc
»
ÛS.
Ε. I. Brown & Son,
18
1
atumpage,
Land In U. S. Grant, ft 4
Woodland bon Ν by
L. H. Blsbee, Ε by 8.
F Stetson, S by L. B.
Heald, A. F. Bollla
and Eliza Blsbee, W
by 3. G. Barrett,
wait half east of
13 λ
road,
Land bou V and Ε by
E.
RobS
Ε.
river, by
erts, Ν by O. L. New

D. C.
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Opera

Ik
ο,£

Ο

to.

evening

ο

ι

daily by

open every

«

I

complete

line.
Standard time

Their Money'e Worth.
"You make a lot of unnecessary motions," argued the efficiency expert.
"Ton can't standardize my business,
old top," retorted the soda dispenser.
"People like to have you go through a
lot of motions when you are mixing a
fancy drink."—Louisville Courier Journal.

STATE OF MAINE.

ment

man.

Magnesia and Graaa· Spot·.
Magnesia will take grease spots out
of carpets and rugs. Get a block of
It from the drugstore for five cents.
Scrape it with a knife Into fine powder
and lay this on the grease spot, covering it entirely. Rub It in a little and
let It stand overnight. Remove it the
next day with a clean whisk broom

Very truly yours,

THE JEWELER S,
a

gallery,

bell thinks the allusion to the horns
was merely a lucky guess on the part
of the ancient astronomers.

to our studio.

HILLS,

is

arm

form literature to the "horns of Venus," from which It Is concluded by
some that In the clear air of Mesopotamia the crescent form of the planet
was detected In early times without
optical aid. Since Venus, when at a
sufficient angular distance from the
sun not to be lost In the glare of the
latter, Is hardly more than half a minute of arc in diameter at the utmost,
such an observation seems quite out
of the question, and Professor Camp-

merry Christmas and
many cheerful returns

some-

means

my

The Horns or venua.
References are made In some cunei-

very

a

took

and hurried me out of the
talking volubly the while."

thank

to

Wishing them

a

handle—men whose guarantee to you

'Bravo, Jimmy!'—then

ronage.

I

pocket handkerchief.

We watched him open mouthed. Sudhe turned round, beamed upon
and uttered but two words—
us

patrons for
record breaking pat-

a

NORWAY. MAINE.

a silk

denly

our

but you may deceive any one—if you
REAL Jewelry store—a store in
and Watchmakers are in charge—men who know

likely—knowingly,
| buy jewelry any where but in
which

ΙΑ/Ε wish

Proprietor,

Would YOU
Deceive Your Friend?

glass with

Studio

THE

Harness

members, and walked up to his own
picture. And there he stayed for quite
fifteen minutes, regarding it with a
satisfied expression, stepping now
backward, now forward, canting his
head and dusting the surface of the

a

friendly old jimmy
pipe or a hand rolled

—

Tbe name—Doan's Inspires
Kidney Pills for kidney Ills. Doan's Ointment
for skin Itching. Doan'e Begulets for a mild
laxative. Soldat all drug stores.

never

»

to the iminf

even

FREE.—On receipt of · yellow outside wru·
with your opinion of tie medicine, we will
•end one of our Needle Books with · good
assortment of hifh grade needles, tueftu in
every family.
per

"L. F." Medicine

Cow,

Portkad, M·.

wiSli
:f VJV

..Jii -ffltetfe-l)

1

^Christmas Gifts R
WE HAVE OUR USUAL FINE LINE OF

Handkerchiefs, Neckwear, Boudoir Caps, Tea
Aprons, Silk Hosiery,

etc.

Many useful articles for the Christmas Shoppy
also a Une line of Sweet Grass Baskets
Novelties* Call and see us.

Mrs. L. C. Smiley
South Paris, Maiue.
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Miller,
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v o

Lodge,

K. of P., will work the

rank of Esquire next Friday evening,
Dec. 22. Also there will be nomination
of officers. A good attendance is re-
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Mi«s Sara Swett 1· io
Bangor visiting WAT1MKIT8 KADI
her ancle, M. H. Andre*·.
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The Kupple Klub was very pleasantly
entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold C. Fletcher Friday evening. The
ok Lodgfc, No. lSl,
i<"^n'p —Sto: ·'-«I> «"ednesday
evening* next
w
meeting will be with Mr. and Mrs.
Γ. O. Barrows Friday evening, Deo. 29.
^everv
.·■
··

Monday· of

•ourtn

;Vn:

?Sc."
.**·,»·
Hall.
erealD.· Pytnlan
«
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s

t

and
Porter of Omro, Wis.,
are visiting
porter f Boston
Mrs. Franklin Porter.

[raotaer.

Fletcher

ι A

L·, of

itjich

tapied.

has

Wheeler

i-odC

purchased

the

(

wûecluba
I

ί

"Jd

fur-

in Lewiston
week to address
f that city, and he
was

Every
straight Republican

several
Sîv A T. McWhorter spent
lût week in attendance
He was
,-αΒι'Λ vin.lav meetings.
E. Cole of
,peet of Mr and Mrs. Roy
Mum.

have sold the house
was
iteStony brook road, which
A.
lie by Sew til Parker, to Leon
nok*. and Wallace Burgess and family
Lacve were from theL. L. Russell

î>naey and Mat

m

Ε. E. Shaw,
and Newton

The Uni vernal ist Ladies' Social Union
will hold its regular meeting Wednesday,
Dec. 20, at 2:30 P. M. This is an important meeting, as business concerning
the new year's work will be considered.

wt

punBoet 'O

including

Carl Robinson, Elmer W.
A. Cummings, returned Friday night
from the Umbagog region, where they
have been for some weeks, each bringing
a good deer.

tbe W. Q. Doten barber
has for Sume time been nn-

Ljav evsDing of

b:c3.

A party of four,

|
j
|

p.

last
A: the meeting of the Seneca Club
Badav evooinc it was voted to appro;ue the »um of twenty-five dollars
nr! fbe purchase of a stereopticon to
ng bistor.r,
α jthersubjects in the schools.

member please be present.

It has been years since we bad a storm
like that of Friday and Saturday. To
have things so completely blocked up at
the outset of winter seems almost too
bad. With the wind still blowing in
this light snow, the end is evideutly not

yet.

Alton C. Wheeler

was

field, Mass., last week

called to Wake-

account of the
serious condition of bis father, P.
E. Wheeler, who recently suffered two
shocks at the home of hi· son, Harry M.
Wheeler. Mr. Wheeler is unconscious
most of the time, and his condition is
on

more

considered critical. Alton C.
returned home Friday.

Wheeler

As next Monday is Christmas, the
Democrat will not be issued until Tuesday. Only two things are allowed to in
terfere with the regular issuing of a
1mtinmen? of juatice# for the terms
are fire,
the next newspaper. These two thing·
japreme Judicial C'urt for
effeot till
For Oxford Coun- which has only a temporary
κ La» been made.
the emergency oan be bridged over, and
saeyare: March term, Justice George
holidays. And the printing office force
F.
Justice
George
Hinsm; May,
are entitled to what few holidays are on
R.
Albert
Justice
Chief
Ley: October,
the allowed list.

geography]

nee.

macy ^oods have been shipped by
i;rw< by the factories here during tbe
kr»CBas rush, thai for a number of
ii> an extra car has been kept here to
ι ided. and c^up .ed into the forenoon
aia if the quantity was too large to
MC into tbe regular car.
50

of the Porter
Street school were cot absent during the
The

following pupils

term :

Kenneth Brill
Richard P. Crockett
Edgar E. Coibv
FreMa M. Colby
M. Chapman
iua ax.
Ina
vvaptuou
Howard McAlUtur
Del want Bowe
C. Sldner Whitney
Edwin Whitney

Mary B. Brlgge
Tneima A. Bean
Miriam C. Chapman
Catharine J. chapman
Henry E. Fuller
John Newton
Muea G. TavloWllmer Whitney
Μν«· >

The Fan Tans will meet for sewing
and in honor of Miss
abinne G Briggi of Boston, who is
News has been received by relatives
peoding tbe Christmas season with ber here of tbe death at ber borne in Michirta«r, Mrs. CoraS. Briggs, a ohating gan Friday morning, of Marion, wife of
bo «upper will be served. During the Frank L. Porter. Mr. Porter was a naIminrf
Pkviu^mqa
will
m aW A
foB.
tive of Pari», bus baa spent most of bis
tie oc·:*.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Me in tbe West.
a summer in Sooth Paris four or
Advertised letters io the South Parie ••pent
five years ago. Mrs. Porter was a Masjc«t ;ffice D^c. 1*:
sachusetts girl before marriage, and bas
Ι ϊλ. C',»ra W m <or.
She
a sister now living in tbat state.
Mr.JvHeph Bi. <.
leaves her husband and one son.
I ïr.«. R. Cummlngs.

[attday afterncKm,

a

*: M H. Crockett.
Mr Arthur W. Doe.
Mr. Errln MU's».
Mr. James S. Smith

tbe South Paris
of Trade was held Thursday
evening, when the matter of the rate
jJBûL'oferi:.-.
vil»A Ferris.
paid for electrio lighting in the two
is 15
frwton w Frye.
lages was brought up. This rate
Swton Morse.
is
cents, which is some cents more than
J. A. Kenney, P. M
charged in most places. After a discusof tbe matter, a committee was
ïi» Etbel Campbell, who 1· soon to sion
chosen to investigate and see what can
*T?for Worcester, Matt., was given a
be done toward getting a reduotion of
erprise farewell party Tuesday eveolog
rate. Tbis committee consists of Dr.
with
who bave worked
[>>y*bopmate«·
Π. M. Stewart, Alton C. Wheeler and J.
-« a the fa;·.
> ; 'be Mason ManufacBean.
Co > » w»« nvited to the home Hastings
!f¥r. »n i Mrs Albert C. Davie on
Mrs. John F. Stanley came from AuStreet f«>r Tea and the evening, burn Friday to tbe home of ber daughtill the
par'ν cv.ue in up.»n her there ter, Mrs. C. W. Bowiter, accompanied by
•'-iwebrr
Mies a trained nurse, Miss Mae Connelly,
ne surprise.
_·
•Mipbeii wa« presented with a gold and Mrs. Bowker, who has been tbere
a voitime o( Tennyson,
and practically all tbe time since the attack
•ter ,e#«fr
gift?. A pleasant social of the deer on Mr. and Mra. Stanley,
•Ming was spent, and refreshments which resulted in bis death. Mrs. Stan••••ened Τ λ euty-three guests were ley stood the jonrney well. Her bouse
14 'he
bold goods have been brought here or
party.
otherwise disposed of, and she will reA picture of the
boys who attended main with Mrs. Bowker.
«ereciD·. ·; e
of Coriki Cluba in
^
News has been received by relatives
•••■lind is in the possession of A. E.
*->. the leader of the South Paris here of the death at Guthrie Center,
Mrs.
on tbe 22d of November, of
jjib A '·picture not of boys alone, by Iowa,
of Alvin Thayer.
widow
Margaret
J.,
r
of
·.:-..* a number
girls,
of the late Deaacon-iderable number of men and a Mr. Thayer was the son
When a
*·
wjoeo who were in attendance as con Joel Β Thayer of Paris.
was
6w.eadern. Τ tie picture wae taken on yonng man he went to Iowa, and bis
the time of
to
east
never
up
again
at
step»
Portland City Hall, and
Mrs. Thayer was 9*2
in 1901.
it ebows somewhere between death
1905
six hundred people, it ie so clear years and 7 months of age. Since
as the re-4 i.oi
j»i every face can be
identified she bad been nearly helpless
for the
7.·^ one who knows the individuals. sult of a paralytic shock, and
three years or more had been oonpast
needless
a
to
are
that
[\!·
say
they
r"·
She leaves a son, two
looking group of Maine young fined to ber bed.
and
P»ple.
daughters, and several ohildren
A

special meeting of

Board

1

J*

December 11th

Mrs. B. F. Hicks enter
Waterhouee, Mra. I.
amoBiof*, Mrs. Harriet Witbam and

great-grandchildren.

Community Christmas Tree.
It may be well to explain at the outset
Witbam, it being Mr. Hicks' tbat tbe South Parie community tree
*n'y-«eventh birthday. The combln- which is planned is not for the bearing
com*jaofMr. Hicks and his two sisters of présenta. In some places the otberi
l·*·* y*ar«, and they are still bale and
tree ia used for tbat, in
munity
" ^β,Γ
aPPe''tes testified when where, aa here, there are so many otbei
ηΪΓΪ'
Τ did foil
justice to the following tree·, It i· designed simply to bring tbe
made out
by Mr. and Mrs. Hicks* people together and foater the Cbrlstmai
*■ Robert:
spirit.
Orange·
During the past week Mr. Bowker,
°«d Mr». G. W.

Consomme Royal
Crackers
Pickle·
Chicken Pie
y„,
■wed
Potatoes
Green Peas
Cranberry Sauce
tUlyj
*PPle Pie
Pumpkin Pie
Blrthdav Cake

JelH)

Coffee

Tea

tfc^e wa* m»de
by Mrs. WaterVn
***■ Mr.
Hicks received several gifts,
•he day was
most pleasant for all.

Rations

are

out for the

2JI to be gtveo

by Nellie

Chrtetmai
M. Jack

wbo was made committee on tbe tree,
has set np in tbe plot in Market Square
tree, which will be Illum-

a

twenty-foot

inated. Around this is a small circle ol
the
smaller tree·, and at each post of
tc
fence is a still smaller tree from eight
la
effeot
The
pleas
rery
feet
ten
high.

ing already.

Λ chorus of sehool

ohildren number
has been re

ing at least two hundred
tie
hearsing carols to sing aronnd
L.
under direction of Mrs. Ague·

tree
Moi

thoroughly

At Orwell's garage on Weatern Avenue
of ten stalls to aocommodate addi-

^~°aee on

a

Time

®«a»trn„ Dance
„Lle*ellyn
^

** and Jill

fa.

rw.

Oii(

]v

t<

DoQald Hathaway and M 1m J&cksoi

Margaral We·

LlawaUya

''•«ate P«i».,iUdre<1

»u2t^Î
II
WÎÎ0*0»

March

WefSït.
r'suo* sSu***4·

Busael

-*1-Ά*r.4'
" ù ®*
Uw

Geraldlne Stawar
Henry Howar<

J^lTDarkVe
f*
£VyDln

"Sag

provements

made on tbe

building.

In tbe line of public buildings tbe only
thing notable waa tbe addition of a wing
40x40 feet to the exhibition building at
the grounds of the Oxford County Agricultural Society, giving much-needed additioDttl space there.
On ^killings Avenue Fred £. Ball has
built an attractive house of a story and a
half, wbioh will when all is finished bave
eight rooms and bath. Not all tbe
to
rooms are yet finished, but enough
provide a comfortable home, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hall bave been occupying tbe
house for some weeks.
Tbe rest of tbe new reaidenoes built
which now has
are all on Pine Street,
only a few vacant lots remaining. The
first of tbe bouses waa tbe one south of
tbe Universalist church, built by Ο. B.
Barrows and sold to Mrs. Lillian A.
Shaw, who, with the family of her son,
Howard W. Shaw, baa been occupying It
for some time It is a bungalow of seven
rooms and batb, with basement.
Mr. Barrows has also nearly completed
another house on the same side of tbe
street, next eouth of tbe Congregational
parsonage. This is 28x28 feet, of what
is known as tbe semi-bungalow style,
seven rooms and batb, with large verandas and basement garage.
On tbe other side of Pine Street is tbe
new house of John A. Titus, built under
direction of M. L. Noyes. This is a
semi-bungalow, 30x36 feet at tbe cellar
wall, and 30x44 at tbe roof, whiob extends over tbe piazza, eight rooma and
bath. It ia to be ready for oooupanoy
Jan. 1st, when Mr. Titus and family will

!

bis statement as to how th<
came to her death?
was

Bean sair I
I asked what happened.
tbe girl worked as usual in the forenoon
and after dinner bad a sort of spasm
I said that wai
and fell over dead.
atrange, and asked him if anything bac
been done by him to bring on an abor
tion.
He nodded bis bead. I repeatec ι
I asket I
tbe question, and he said yes.
him how and he said the old way.
asked bim if be was responsible for tbi
girl's condition, and he nodded, and 01
my asking tbe question the second time
said yes.
I performed an autopsy in the evening
of that day. At that time Bean agaii
made a statement, and I reduced it t<
writing and he signed it. That state
It is sub
ment is now in my safe.
stantially the same as what he said ii
tbe afternoon. He also gave me the in
I sent certait
strument which he used.
of tbe organs to Professor Wbittier foi
examination.
Cross-examined by Mr. Wheeler: Die i
you, when this statement was made !
give Mr. Bean any instructions as wbai move in.
bis rights were?
On tbe adjoining lot is tbe house of £.
No.
H. Moaber, superintendent of tbe Mason
Have you had any further statemen
whiob ia
Co.'s

M Mrs. Inez O. Hills.
W. P.—Arthur E. Forbes.
Mrs. Emma Buck.
M
Sec.—Mrs. Eva Kimball.
Treas.—Mrs. Annie W. Tonng.
Con.—Mrs. Mabel K. Leavltt.
A. Con.—Mrs. Cora Kimball.
Fin. Com.—Mrs. Emma Buck, Berenice Kaab,
E. F. Smith.
W.

Α.

M

caroie will alao be waff

i'Moadv mala*

® o'oleo

I»

4»
1»
I»
«»

Christmas Hints!

Have you found out WHAT HE WANTS? Possi- $
bly you have tried to trick him into giving you a hint Per- 2
haps he would appreciate the saving of buying necessary %
articles.

Then what better present can you give than
something he needs? Where could you select a better
place to buy than at a Clothing Store?
Neckwear

popular
other styles

if you

just

δβποη,

cheap

prefer.

ties and

Handsome
as

Handkerchiefs

Four-In-Hand is the
shape, but we have t ie

The

Dyspepala la America'· cuise. To restore dlnormal weight, good health and purify
Sold at
e bloo<1. use Burdock Blood Bitter·.
all drug «tores. Price, $1.00.

as

Silks, Linen, Lawn, Cotton,
Japonette, Plain. Initial, Colored.

prices

before the

war.

When

we

prices higher,
ing prices.

but

buy

we

find

not our

sell·

5c, toe, 15c, 25c. 50c.

35c, 50c.

Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers, rely
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil. Fine for cats,
burns, bruises. Should be kept In every home.
25c and 50c.

Suspenders

or

I

Armlets

φ

or

Ο

Armlets and Garters
in

fancy
style you

boxes.
like.

φ

Choose the
Our

price 25c.

«

φ

50c.

on

Last Christmas
of Hosiery which

In 8outh Paris. Dec. 11, to the wife of Howard
W. Shaw, a daughter.
In 8outh Pans, Dec. 12, to the wife of A.
Franklin Goldsmith, a daughter.
In Greenwood, Dec. 4, to the wife of Ealle
Kvllonen, a son.
In Hartford, Dec. 13, to the wife of Fred Stetson, a daughter.
In Bethel, Dec. 15, to the wife of Sylvanus
Browne, twins, a son and a daughter, Robert
and Roberta.

we
m

sold

k»

s :i

pleasing gift.

a

lot

Not

man's comfort garments.
A Chri-tma» gift uf the first
are a

very

Cuff*
Stud*.

Suits and Overcoats

15e» 35c» 5oc·

Gifts

that

buy

money to

gift

I

require
but

more

lasting

a

a

jewelry

just

store but

those articles every man needs
to be properly dressed.

rank.

Cotton, woolen, silk.

il

Φ

Jewelry

Bath Robes, House Coats,

Hosiery,

Born.

Links. St>ck

f|

Φ

Pins,

η

4 Si
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( ||
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φ

a

φ
φ

η
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NOW is the TIME

C

COATS

FUR

«ι
ο
<»

S
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HUNTING

PROPER FOOTWEAR

S

φ
φ

good
equally good

φ

boy's

ideas of sensible gifts.

May

t

Sportsmen's

Come

φ
φ
φ

F. Η. NOYES CO. i

W. 0.

Frothingham «

CHRISTMAS.
FOOTWEAR Every
pretty

j

China

likes

and Glassware, fine Linen Napery
fine Dainty Handkerchiefs.
and

Make Very Acceptable Christmas Presents

Doxolo^y

j

JeeuÎîPthe

We

δοΙο^Αη^β^^οπΓ/he

INSURANCE

anywhere

DueKu^Nlghtl

property againsl

all classes

Fire, Lightning, Tornado,
of
Buildings, Hay,

BOLSTER'S
Our Stock of

Holiday Goods

FARMERS

ATTENTION

8oî£^OHoly

Satisfy

I Come in and See

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

specialty

make

I

!l

Machinery and
County.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,

etor^XW^W^TNUht,

A Good Christmas Present

tbe 10th, tbe oi
of tbe birth <
anniversary
hundredth
founder of tl
the
B.
Cheney,
Dr. Oren
lor thlr
and Its
At Bataa College

«ΜΗ» w*

I)

Married.
The Modern Woodmen bad a sapper
$7.50 to $22.00.
«
of steamed clams at tbelr meeting WedIn Buckfleld, Dec. 11, Mr. Hereey Warren and i
Ed. V. Price & Co. madenesday evening. Offioera for the year Miss
Ellen Spauldlnjr Cole, both Buckfleld.
a
were elected as follows:
In Bellows Falls, Vt., Not. 11, Mr. Herbert E.
to-measure garments $18 to
Gloves, Mittens
Mason of East Brldgewater, Mass., formerly o'
Shirts
Consul—Harry Lock.
a
West Bethel, and Mrs. Locretla Llttlehale of «
Adviser—Harold D. Bailey.
$50.
Whitman, Maaa.
Banker—George W. Holmes.
Cold weather makes these
«
will
article
One
certainly
«
you
Τ
C.
In Bethel, Dec. 12. by ReT.
Chapman,
Clerk—Charles W. E vire.
Mackinaws
Mr. Walter Qrover Balentlne and Mise Ada Polly
Lined or
P. C—E. D. Mlllett.
an
show
t»
will
stores
gift.
Our
appealing
«
buy.
Glbbs, both of North Paris.
Watchman—Ralph W. Richardson.
In Harbor, Not. 26, by Rev. Mr. Souther, Mr.
unlined. Why not a fur lined?
as ever and
Sentry—Lonls Hi ck.
as
a good variety.
Hathaway
popular
Just
of
«
you
Robert Flint and Miss Esther Shaw, both
Manager—Frank Loveloy.
North Fryeburg.
Physician—Dr. H. L. Bartiett.
Street for dress.
or Bates
specially adapted to our cli- For work or dress. 25c up to
«
Manager—Percy H. Nevera, (to fill unexpired
term of C. W. Evfrs.)
mate.
Flannel or cotton for work.
$4.50.
$4.00 to $9.00.
i
Died.
Parish Club was entertained
The
i
Tuesday evening by Mr. and Mrs. Ε. N.
c&
Swett at tbe store of tbe Ε. N. Swett
In South Parla, Dec. 14, Asaph E. Jackson, i
Shoe Co. Business, fllnob and rook, aged 75 years.
en
Hsts,
Toques
Caps,
Underwear
Sweaters
in Locke' sMIlls, Dec. 9, Mrs. Eva B. Camp «
witb refreshments, constituted tbe probell, aged 23 year·.
&»
gram.
In North Brldgton, Dec. 8, J. Fred Monk, aged i
We trust you will not overIt he doesn't need new just
In general you find qualities
Oxford Cfeatle, Κ. Ο. Ε., will move 78 years.
ο
to
76
assortment
A
Leonard
K.
In
Dec.
Flint,
look.
tbe
aged
to
i
Then
9,
later.
Norway,
now he will
from the Advertiser building
large
you'll
poorer and prices higher. Not
years.
of P. Hail tbe first of January.
show
In Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 10, James A. Rice, i
not
But
find prices higher.
Liberal early
you.
so with ours.
Samuel Bates, who has been witb tbe formerly of North Waterford.
Ik
In Canton, Dec. 12, Levi H. Morse, aged *9
now.
the
makes
our
W. C. Leavitt Co., hardware, for tbe
prices
buying
years.
!ι
past few years, moved bis family TuesIn Providence, R. I., Dec. 11, Albert E. Follett, i
same as last year.
day to Lewiston, wbere be bas employ- aged 7S years.
ο
«
ment witb tbe English & Dolliver Co.
η
Tbomas, son of Rev. and Mrs. H. L.
«
factory,
Manufacturing
returned Friday from tbe ChilNiobols,
for him?
semiof
the
ο
is
It
now under conatrnction.
wbere be bas been
Only what he said in tbe evening bungalow style, 28x81 feet, seven rooms dren*· Hospital, for tbe
weeks.
tea
treatment
under
past
which was practically tbe same as in th< and
«
bath, and is to be completed and
Leonard Flint died at bis borne in the
afternoon. I took it down and be sign
ready for occupancy May 1st.
Our Fur Coat business has been good this fall because our prices have been reasonable,
to prepare for that
Yagger neighborhood Saturday night,
ed it.
In additions to bouses already built tbed b. Mr. Flint was born in Albany
hii
to
as
him
Was any oaution given
tbe largeet is that at tbe houaeof Samuel
gift that will last many years and give warmth and cheer to the wearer. $18.00 to $35 00.
.l.kt.Q
TRIP
May 5, 1840, bat moved into Norway
Riobarda on Pleasant Street. It Is 20x24 wbile a
i
boy and most of bis life bas been
No. I asked him if it «u of hie owi
feet, two stories and basement, and con- spent on tbe farm wbere be died. Four
*
free will and accord, and be said it was.
with
with
room
by being equipped
tains ball, dining room, living
be bad a paralytic shook, from
Mr. Wheeler asked to have the writ fireplace, two chambera, and piazza, all years ago
a
to
do
reoovered
be
sufficiently
wbiob
care of the man's needs.
ten atatement produced, and there was ι in modern
You see we take
atyle.
weeks
three
about
bat
ago
work,
light
«
strenuous controversy between counsel
Two rooms have been added to tbe
another shock from wbiob be
ο
Mr. Wheeler declaring that this state house of Cbas. H. Howard on Pleasant suffered
desires.
care of the
We take
who
a
leaves
He
did
not
widow,
rally.
ment was part of the case, that tbi
and a stable 24x30 baa been built was before marriage Melanda F. Holt;
Street,
η
of
line
We bave a complete
c
medical examiner was a public officia
in
by S. B. Horr at J. N. Horr'a on Penley two sons, Chester A. and Leonas L.,
we show you our
and that bis doings should be open t< ι Street.
both of Norway ; three daughter», Mrs.
At
and Lumevery one concerned, and County
One building nas oeen aesiroyea uy William J. Hasoall and Mrs. Tbazter B.
and look around.
thi
that
i
Beliveau
contending
rorney
flre daring the year, the boaae of A. W.
and Mrs. W. H.
of
Norway,
Doughty
evidenci
the
to
statement added nothing
and t
Walker on Pleasant Street, which wai IJobbs
of East Brighton, Vt.; one bermen's Rubbers
already given by Dr. Bartlett. Judgi burned in the early morning of Saturday,
two sisters,
of
ι»
Dexter
Norway;
brother,
be
i
produced Sept. 23. A deluge of water stopped
Jones ruled tbat it need not
Moccasins.
Mrs. Ettie Flint of Albany and Mrs.
II
c
Professor Wbittier described the con the flre before the house was entirely
i
Woodsnm of Norway.
dition of the organs sent to him, an< oonaumed, but It was so badly wreoked Sarah
Stone
F.
ALSO
and
F.
Stone
Mrs.
Q.
Philip
résultée
i
gave it as bis opinion tbat death
that the owner decided to take down were oalied to Cambridge, Mass., last
from the admission of air bubbles int< what was left. A new bouse on a rei
Mrs.
Stone's
of
tbe
death
brother,
week
for
by
Goodyear Glove Rubbers
the circulation through a laoeration ο built foundation is now going up. It is
James A, Rice, formerly of North Watertear in the wall of the uterus.
a bouse and ell of some twelve room?,
in
the
Men, Women and Children. i
been
bad
Mr.
Rioe
employ
ford.
For the defence there were oallet The house which was burned was one of
than
i
more
for
thirty
of tbe Pullman Co.
Sheriff William O. Protbingbam anc the beat modern homes in the place, and
of tbe time as oonduotor, and
Two Stores
Norway
part
SOUTH PARIS
Bean
years,
arrested
who
Zt
1
Jailer John ▲. Titus,
the new one will be modern in all re- for a wbile as assistant superintend#
1
Dr. Allen, and Dr. Bartlett. The sheriff) 1
used
is
material
new
being
speots. Ooly
ent at Boston.
both testified that they bad in their po> i for it. What lumber from tbe old bouse
iU ID a **4 α MoIma
Harry Rust W. R. C. bai elected tbe
session no evidence in the case furtbe ! is in condition to use will go into a
;
officers:
following
tbat
and
the: 1 bouse for rent.
than what bad been given,
Pres.—Mrs. Jennie Blchardson.
bad not bad any conversation of impor'
It is understood that plans are already
Senior Vioe-Pres.—Mrs. Elizabeth Sampson.
1
ance with Bean regarding the case.
bouses
of
VIce-Pree.—Carrie Tucker.
a
number
Junior
being made to build
Dr. Allen was asked as to wbfct oc iu tbe place next year.
Chap —Mrs. Addle Buawell.
Mrs.
Con
Evelyn Young.
curred at the Bean place when he wai |
Guard—Mrs. Annie Beck.
there, but could tell nothing of impor
Christmas at the Churches.
will be installed at tbe first
officers
The
tance. He said that hia recollection ο
Christmas musio will be given meeting in January by Mrs. Alice B.
Special
tb<
in
Bartlett
to
Dr.
Bean's statement
in tbe South Paris ohurches next Sun- Jordan of Brown Corps, Bethel, Departafternoon, at which be was present, wai
and the occasion will be observed ment J. V. P. The seoond meeting in
day,
Bartlett.
Dr.
woman
practically as stated by
the several Sunday Sohools in about each month will hereafter be held in tbe
by
to
thi
called
was
then
Dr. Bartlett
the usual way.
so that tbe older members
Kinds
All
of
afternoon,
to
asked
pro
stand by the defence, and
may attend more oomfortably.
duoe the written statement regarding
At the Universalist churob the order
Miss Christine Leavitt went Thursday
This begai
which he bad testified.
follows:
as
of the morning service will be
morning to Boston to enter the nurses1
another controversy between oonnsel
Moxart training school in a hospital.
followed by a conference of court an< Organ Prelude—Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Jameson Finney were at
as be
raled
Jones
but
Judge
attorneys,
for a few daya the first of tbe
Togas
Choir
be
not
need
Chorus
Morning
pro Welcome Christmas
fore tbat the statement
As usual we have a very large assortment of all kinds, for all agei 1
That Desire at
You Can
week. They expeot to spend tbe winter
of
Scripture
Beading
Responsive
duced for the preliminary hearing.
He Cometh
there with Dr. Bradbury.
Hosanna,
and
and complete. It is impossible ta
Judgi Scripture and Prayer
extensive
is
The bearing then closed,
stock
and
sizes.
Our
very
Tbe storea will be open every evening
Jones ordered Bean committed to jail.
Response—Bethlehem's Star...----Çk°i?eT
l.r
to show them, and re
Miss Hattte M. Leach this week. Tbe Christmas season is in describe our
many lines here, but we are very glad
Since bis arrest Bean has improved ii Vocal 8olo—Selected
evidenoe, not only in the deoorations of
unde Hymn—Joy to the World
oonaiderably
Miller
O.O.
Β«ν·
wil
appearance
personal
Sermon...'.
tbe stores bat in tbe stooks tbey carry. member our prices are always right, and one price strictly. Our store
the bands of a barber, bot be show
almost
found
oan
be
tbem
anything
Ια
Choir
Chorus
ii
King
no deep feeling or stress of emotion
be open every evening from December 18 to 23 inclusive. We pay post
that any shopper ooald wish for.
Benediction
connection with the proceedings. It ii Nunc Dlmlttls
Mrs.
aud
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George
on all mail orders.
intimated that an investigation of hi Postlude
Celia T. Harmon were called to Hart· age
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mental condition may be asked later b;
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death
of
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laod by the
Mrs. Agnes L. Morton, Organist
his counsel.
Flint.
Tbey retarued home
Tbe 8unday School will have Its festi- George
The Legend of Cathay.
A light supper Wednesday.
val Saturday evening.
This strange country Is oalled Cathay will be served to tbe members of the
and the ruler thereof ia one Kublal school at β o'clock, and exercises, with a
tree, will be held later in tbe evening.
Khan, a mighty warrior, who by reasoi
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ΟΡΕΒΛ HOUSE BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE
of bis strong will and trusty sword ha
A Christmas Carol.
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will be burled beside those
Bev. Cheater Gore Miller.
A skeleton found near the shore of 8e where

attended by
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Marlon Hold
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A Plant in Bloom
A Hyacinth Glass with Bulb

__

E. P. CROCKETT,

(Gnrneyj

Florist

oollege

on

présidant

Lake

Useful Gifts for Christmas

identified

that of Jobi

bago
A. Meeerve, who disappeared Iron hi
bone in 8ebago in 1918. The identifie·
Mon was made by his sons, and was posl
ttva
was
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Store

Harness

_

Mares· Tvla
Mlaor Cttfor

Flower Girl·
Mlrla· and LUe iaoi

».

cars

The meat market of C.

Lewie Holden, who lives in the Sodom
diatrict, had hia leg broken Monday bj a
kick from a horse.
Mr. and Mr*. Albert Snow have gone
to Auburn to live, and both are employed in tbe Dlngley-Fosa shoe factory.
F. H. Beck has been at Toledo, O.,
several days during tbe past week with
(he New England delegation of Overland
dealere. Tbe trip was complimentary
by tbe Willys-Overland Co. to agents doing a stated amount of business, with reception and baoquet at Toledo.
At tbe meeting of Oxford Chapter,
Order of tbe Eastern Star, Tuesday
evening, tbe following officers were
eleoted for tbe coming year:

Tucker

aad Margaret Wee
Marlon Am»

W. rw,Jl"u Haekefl aad M 1m Jaekaoi

gte
J««laM

girl

BLUE STORES

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, as.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City or Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by tbe use of HALL'S
CATARRH CURE. FRANK J. CHENEY
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of Decern·
ber, A. D. 1886. A. W. OLEASON.
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internBlood on the
the
ally and acts through
Mucous Surfaces or the System. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Poetlude^Maroh

Harold Uaakel

Marlon Amw and Miriam Cbapinai
Donald Haih*waj

nWSLto.

bas been ereoted.
H Churoh'll
moved back
on Market Square ban been
and an addition 15x20 feet, two atoriea
high, built on the front, to enlarge tbe
market and tbe tenement overhead, a
basement room added, and other imtional

F. P. Towne.

Vl^n's^Lullaby

Ktusell and M Isa Jack soi
Carleton «rai
Mildred Smal

•SlflSS1
^•LaUe Troopers March

a row

When we arrivée
sick.
daughter
the girl was dead, her body being on t 1
bed in the front room.
Did you have a conversation with Beai
regarding tbe girl's death?

I did.
What

P. H. Doyen of Sontb Portland hu
sold ι lie freighter Am eric», bollt there
two year· ego at a ooat of 180,000, to a
Greek eynd lotte for $135,000. He baa
lakeo a contract to baild a larger steam·
er and two towboats and s y* he will
équipa yard at Knlgbtville to build
The freighter,
medlumslsed craft.
whloh Is now in New Tork loading for
Marseilles, haa been renamed the Olga
and will sail under tbe Greek flag. The
aggregate of oontrsots Mr. Doyen has
asbunud will reach $1,000,000.

C. Β. Cummlngs A 8ona Go. are erecta bolting mill near the stream, »
abort diitanoe below tbe boiler room.
The building will be 36x86 feet with a
conorete foundation.
Tbe Mboole oloeed Friday (or a vacatloD until Jan. 2d.
Dorii Haekell entertained the W«aeraanawee Camp Fire Oirl· at ber home on
Pleasant Street Monday evening, wltb
Natural Sequence.
Dora Goldrnp aa leader. New members
reoelved at tbe meeting are Eleanor
(From a reoent report of a fatal accident.)
Smith and Dorothy Chandler.
The deceaeed was married, and is surCash and pledgee by the Norway vived by a wife.
the
oonfereooe
Methodiat ohnrob toward
Tea, there is something In it, the reel
olaimanta' food amount so far to 9327 00.
Too buy
Tbe Minnehaha Camp Firo Girl· have comfort of an Havana olgar.
elected the following offioera:
your Cedulas of tbe Chaa. H. Howard
Co. with tbe knowledge that there la
Pre·.—Klale B. Smith.
Vice-Pre· A. Marlon Welch.
nothing better.

ing

built.

Antbem^Àiid

.'pupils at her home next Frldaj
"»«, Dec. 22, at 7:30.
Following ii
P'ogtam;
^

HOUSES

ι

—

Dr. Bartlett in answer to inquiries bj
the county attorney stated that he wai ;
called to tbe Bean place about tbe firsi
week in November by Mr. Bean on ac
count of his daughter'* illness, but die
not determine what was tbe nature ol
her illness. Again he was called »boui
two weeks eince, but did not see tb<
daughter at that time.
After a controversy over the admissioi
of tbe testimony, Dr. Bartlett stater
that a conversation be had with Bean a
this visit related to tbe daughter's oon

was

in the great tabernacle.

NEW

NORWAY.

There baa rarely been a year whan
tome new bomea and buaineae building·
have not been added to Soath Pari· vlllage. At no time baa there been a rapid
growth, bot a few new bootee eaoh year,
with the eziating onee kept np and improved, ahow a healthy Inoreaae.
Daring the eeaaon of 1Θ16 the Inoreaae
of the village baa not been large enough
to lodloate a boom, beta camber of new
houses have been built, ail of the deairable single-family type and auob aa are
oreditable to the town. Some additional
business structures bave alao been erected, roost of tbia Inoreaae being naturally
due to tbe Inoreaaed use of the automobile.
The largeet basinets structure is tbe
Sec.—Irene 0. Lewi·.
Treas.—Elizabeth M. Slain.
oonorete blook garage ereoted on the old
Tbe Methodiat ladlea will have their I
hotel lot near tbe Orand Trnnk station
by Ripley & Fletcher, agents for the annual fair on the 20th of December.
Norway Grange at Its annual meeting
Ford, Cadillac and Dodge Brothers oars
Overseer |
This garage is a well-built atruoture of eleo'ed officers aa follows.
concrete
blocks, 48x98 feet on tbe and Pomona to be elected later:
ground, one atory bigb. An office occu- M.—George W. Richardson.
L.—Mrs. Α. Β. K. Grover.
pies ooe front corner, and tbe rent of the
9—Arthur Buck.
fi or Is in one room, with a roof supportA. 8.—U. 8. G. Abbott.
ed by trusses so there are no posts. In
Chap.—Mrs. L. A. Men-lam.
G. κ.—Frank Gammon.
a basrment room under the bsok portion
Cere·—Mrs. George W. Richardson.
of tbe building is tbe repair shop, 48x68
Flora—Harriet Ruck.
feet. Tbe building Is heated with a vaL. A. S.-Mra. U. 8. G. Abbott.
TTeas—Charles Gammon.
por system. It baa oonorete floors, is of
Annie Goodwin.
Sec.—Mrs.
partly fireproof construction, and la
Ex. Com.—Benjamin Tpcker, Charles Frost,

|

personal

THS

HXARINO FOR MURDER OP DAUGHTER

Mr. and Mm. Lewis Ε M >nk were at
North Bridtfton last Monday to attend
the funeral
of Mr. Monk1· brother,
.tatkd MHO···
Re*uiftr
So· **·
Lo-u
Γ
James Frederick Monk, making the trip
or lefore full moon.
iAr :Z"'
*ue. regular meet- by automobile.
"■■·■
-J,T;
M
μ>
o* esc η week·—Aurora
Irving K. Harrimao, who has been
'r
Mou'liiJ 'ven,n*®
his vacation with bis mother,
spending
No.
,u okah Lodge,
n
ii'^au
o?
eaeh Mrs. Mina W. Harrimau, left Thursday dition, bnt any statement of the conver
Friday·
«'
Îfor Sherman, where be is principal of sation was
objected to by Mr. Wheeler
No. l«, meeus the
and the inquiry was not pursued.
high school.
of earb
ν" eveningThe next visit to the Bean place wai
At the Congregational oburch Sunday
t r < Ladles of the G. Aof morning Rev. A. T. McWhorter spoke on tbe 6th of December, when I was ac
H. M. Allen.
I wai I
Lf>::u. ,r .turl»y evening*
•>n "Billy Sunday in Aotion."
The ad- companied by Dr.
bii
-riain lamp meet· dress was based on
observation summoned by Mr. Bean, who said
■·>'·

MENTION 07

AND BUSINESS STBÛCTUBES.

II [

Mr. and Mr*. Ε. N. Haakell enterday, Albert B. Bean of Waterford wai ,
taioed a party of five table· at rook at ordered
held without ball to await th< ,
their home Thareday
aotion of tbe κ rand jury oo tbe
«Tuning,
oharg< ,
The delegate· and other· who are to of murder of hie daughter, Inez Bean.
The bearing waa opeoed the week be
attend the seeaion of the State
Orange fore, but
waa continued nntll laat Fridaj
left for Bangor Monday
morning.
to allow of the examination of oertaii ,
William H. Hooper of Lynn, Ma··., is organs which bad been
aent to Profeesoi
spending a vacation of a few days with Whlttler of Bowdoin College.
hie mother, Mr·. Benjamin Tnrner.
At the continued hearing Friday, tb<
Benjamin Brewster, Bishop of Maine, state was represented by County At
will hold communion service at Christ torney Albert Beliveau of Romford
L. W. Blanchard of Romford, wh(
Church, Norway, Dec. 26, at 10:15 A M. Capt.
ta oouoty attorney-elect, and will
begii
There will be rehearsal· for the Chriat· on his term Jan.
let, waa also present
ma· carols at the
high school building Bean'· counsel were Alton C. Wheelei
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons after and James S. Wright.
school.
The court room was filled with pen
The senior class of the high school pie, including some of Bean's relative»
has decided to take a
trip to Washington and neighbors in Waterford. Tbe tim<
io the spring in place of the usual
gradu- actually occupied in the bearing was lesi
rban three-quarters of an hour.
ating exercise·.
Two witnesses were called for th<
There will be a business meeting of
state. Dr. H. L. Bartlett of Norway
the Delta Alphas Thursday evening,
medical examiner for Oxford Coonty
Dec. 21·:, with Mr·. Qrace Millett.
and Professor Frank M. Whlttler ol
member
Is
Every
requested to be present. Brunswick.

orrici-

H-toSJO

11» Smum'ê Balldlaf ta Sooth paris.

Frank Kim bell returned from the Bog
At West Bethel Sat arc
ay with λ good
deer.

plJTH PARIS
^BPAEi»fo«

The poat offioe will b# open e-veolng· Albert
Β. Bna HeM for Oraad Jury
!
during this week ontil 7:80.

as

IMil er.

James N. Favor,

tbey

·

of bla wife.
Binons?

feel heavy aftw dinner?

Proprietor

Btttei

ι

CASTORIA una**·**
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BOLSTER CO.
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BBYAN AGAINST

HOXBMÂKEBSr COLUMN.

f

OWNERSHIP BY
THE 60VEHNMENT

Sins Muds ConltM His
Vlats

on

RiiltoM ControL

COWfTIIIOI FRiFEfUBLE
Federal Regulation Should Not B· AI·
lowed to Exoludo Exerciee of 8t»t·
Authority, H· Contend·—Think· Railroad 8tocka Should Roproaont Aotual
Valu· and B· Stabl· aa Government
Bond·.
William J.
Washington, Dec. 11.
Bryan, who startled the country ten
—

years ago by advocating government
ownership of railroads, appeared be-

fore the New lauds Joint Committee oo
Interstate Commerce last week in support of the claim that the statee should

be allowed to retain authority over the
regulation of all transportation lines
within their bordera. Mr. Bryan ex-

plained that he had long regarded government ownership as inevitable, but

only because of railroad opposition
affective regulation.

to

Againet Government Owner*hlp.
"Personally I cannot say that I de
ein» government ownership." be explained. "because I lean to the indi-

vidual idea rather than to the collective idea; that Is, I believe that government ownership is desirable only
where comiH'tition is impossible."
Alfred P. Τ hem, counsel to the Rail-

way Executives'

Advisory Committee,

previously had presented before the
members of the Newlands Committee
as one of his reasons for urging a bet-

ter balanced and more

systematic

reg-

ulation of railroads the argument that
this is the only alternative to governCalling attention to
ment ownership.

the
restrictions imposed upon
transportation lines by conflicting state
laws and regulations, to the practical
the

construction and to the
impossibility under existing conditions
of securing the new capital needed for
extensions and betterments of railway
facNitles. he warned the Congressmen
that unless they provided a fair and
cessation of

new

reasonable system of regulation that
would enable the railroads to meet the
growing needs of the country's business the national government would
be compelled to take over the ownership of the lines with all the evils attendant upon such

system

a

Preservation of

Competition.

Mr. Bryan, on the other hand, holds
that the further extension of federal
authority over the railroads would be
a step in the direction of government
ownership. He advanced the view that
the centralisation of vontrol in the
hands of the national government
would impose too great a burden upon
the regulating body, would offer strong
temptation to railroads to interfere ic
politics and would encourage the gen
oral movement toward centralization
of power in the federal government at
the expense of the states. He said that
he did not object to consolidations of
railroad lines so long as they did not
destroy competition, that he knew of
do

complaint against great railway

•ysterns because of their size and that
he believed that the preservation of
competition was the test to be applied
A/xnoiJlilotlAnj

Regulation of Seouritiee.
Bryan declared himself in

Mr.

favor

of national regulation of railway stock
and bond issues, bat added that he saw
no reason why that should exclude the
states from acting on the same sub
Ject as to state corporations. "I would
like to see the stock of a railroad, a?
long as it Is in private hands, made a>
eubstantial and as unvarying as the
value of a government bond." he as
serted.

suggested that railroad capitalization be readjusted to equalize it with
actual valuation of the property repHe

allowance for
resented, making
equities, and that when this was don*
the roads should be allowed to earn
sufficient Income to keep their stock
The
at par and to create a surplus.
latter, he tentatively proposed, might
be allowed to amount to 25 per cent
due

of the

capital.

Railway Earnings Low.
This subject of railroad capitalization
and the amount of railroad earnings
received further attention from the

committee during its recent sessions
In answer to questions by Senator
Cummins, Mr. Thom submitted figures
showing the net earnings of the roads
In recent years. These figures show
that during the five years from 1902

to 1910 the average net
5.25 per cent of the net

earnings were
capitalization

while for the five years from 1910 tc
1915 the average was only 4.56 pei
cent The total earnings on the stock
computed by adding to the net oper

income the Income from the se
curities owned and deducting bond ina tin g

terest, were for 1910, 7.09 per cent
for 1911, 6.17 per cent; for 1912, 4.91
per cent; tqg 1913, 5.94 per cent; foi
1914, 4.06 per cent; for 1915, 3.44 pei
cent, thus showing an almost contin
nous decrease throughout this six yeaj
period. It was announced that Hal
ford -Erlckson, formerly chairman ol
the Wisconsin Railroad Commission
would submit more complete informa
tlon on this subject to the Otxxunlttei
at a later date.

Easy

to Promis·.

"How do you manage to keep your
cook so long?"
"My husband has promised her that
if she Is working for us when we strike
oil he will buy her an auto."
"But I didn't know you had any oil

prospects."

"We haven't."—Houston Post.

They've

Never Been There.

"The Gadder girls are seen everywhere.'*
"Not quite everywhere."
"ΝοΓ
"I dare say nobody has ever caught
them in the Gadder kitchen."—Bir-

mingham Age-Herald.

Not Dressed For the Occasion.
The Fond Mother (to adventurous
offspring)—Come away from the cliff,
will yer! Do yer want to dash yerself
London
to pieces in yer best suit!
Sketch.
—

It 8lipped Out.
Guest (at hotel)—I say. landlord,
your food and service are worse than

last year. Landlord—Impossible, sir!—Toronto Telegram.

they

were

Big and Little.
The difference between fish and
troubles is that of the former it's always the little ones we catch, while
the big ones get away.
Just 3o.
"The world owes ua all a living."
"Seems to have its preferred créditera, though."

"Kept Us Oat af War."
Of tbe 27 Presidents who preceded
Wood row Wilson, all bat two, Abraham
Oonaapoad·»·· on toplcaotlntereet to tbe ladles
Lincoln and Wtlltam McKinley, kept ne
UaoBclted. Addnaa: Editor Uokuuuu'
COLunr, Oxford Democrat. South Parle. Me
oak of war. And jet the olaim that "be
kept aa oat of war" le tbe eole claim
which Mr. Wileoa bad to the gratitude
A Practical Christmas Dinner.
or ooofldeooe of tbe AaMrfoaa people.
Preaaed Chicken
Currant Catsup
Never in its bietory bae It been so easy
Celery
Witb
to keep tbie country oat oC war.
BoMt Beef with Dreaalng
tbe nations of Europe straining every
Chantilly Potatoes
Harvard Beet·
nerve to avoid being oonqaered by powCreamed
Scalloped Carrot·
erful enemies at home, and with eacb deWhole Wheat ancT White Bread
siring tbe moral and the material support
Country Batter
Wild Oooeeberry Jelly
of the United States, it would bave been
practioaliy Impossible for Mr. Wilson to
Cabbage and String Bean Salad
get this country into tbe European War.
Maiden Btnth Cider
Pumpkin Pie
Like the peetiferoae toy dog who snsps
Christmas 0oodles.
and snarls at tbe stately St. Bernard, Mr.
Wilson bas written trncalent notes to
The boya and girls will want to make
the European belligerents—ootee which their own Christmaa goodiee tbii year,
under normal conditions donbtleee would and profit by the knowledge and enjoybave got this country into war, but they ment they can get from tbe work.
bave been far too boey to do more than
Ton may bare to bave a little belp
growl occasionally and consequently Mr. from mother at first, especially in tbe
Wilson's admirers proudly exclaim, "Did making of "fondant," wbioh la tbe baaia
you see him get tbe beet of them?" and of 10 many aweeta, but after tbat you
"He bss kept us out of war."—Portland will get along famonaly.
Uncooked fondant la beat. It is made
Express.
in the following manner: Beat tbe wbite
OUR JITNET OFFER—THIS~ AND of one egg, and add to It one tablespoon
FIVE CENTS.
of oream. Roll and lift one pound of
Cut out this
DON'T MISS THIS.
powdered sngar, and atlr into the eeg
slip, enclose witb five oents to Foley & and cream mixture to make a stiff cake;
Co., 2S35 Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., a trifle more may be necoaaary for moldwriting your name and addresa olearly. ed abapea. Divide tbe cake into aeveral
You will receive in return a trial packpiece·, and add to one a little melted
age containing Foley's Honey and Tar cbooolate and vanilla to flavor. To anCompound, for coughs, colds and croup; other portion add a few drops of fruit
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic juice, and flavor with rose. Color anTablet*.—Sburtleff Co.
other part with a bit of yellow vegetable
coloring
paste, and flavor with lemon.
fell
from a buildSapleigb—A bwick
are made by using green color
Mints
ing two yeahs ago and knocked me
paate and a drop or more of oil of mint.
senseless.
Wben tbe candy is moulded, lay it on
Miss Caustique—Indeed! And does
greased paper, cover with another paper
your physician think you will ever get
and put in a cool place.
over It?
CHOCOLATE CREAMS

STOPPED CHILDREN'S CROUP
COUGH
"Tbree weeks ago two of my obildren
begao choking and coughing, and I saw
tbey were having an attack of croup,"
writes Billy Mayberry, Eckert, 6s. "I
got a bottle of Foley's Hooey and Tar
and gave tbem a dose before bedtime.
Next morning their cough and all sign of

croup'was gone."—Sburtleff

Co.

married you told

She—Before
you were well off.
It—Well, 1 was.

we were

me

BANK OFFICIAL RECOMMENDS
THEM
T. J. Norrell, vice president of tbe
bank of Cottonwood, Tex, writes: "I
have received relief snd recommend
Foley Kidney Pills to any one who baa
kidney trouble." Kidney trouble manifests itself

in many

ways—in

worry,

acbee, pains, soreness, stiffness,
rheumatism.—Sburtleff Co.

by

and

Form firm balls of good stiff fondant
between the fingers, place on a greased
paper and set away to dry. Melt confectioner's chocolate over hot water and
dip tbe balls in it.
ORANGE STRIPS

Chop crystallized orange peel into
Mix with fondant. Cut
small pieces.
in long strips, wrap in yellow paper .or
tie with orange-colored baby ribbon.
Chopped figs, dates, nuts and cocoanut

South

Paris

Neglect

People Should
Their Kidney·.

Our counters

LADIES' SERGE DRESSES,
late models, plaited, that look
specially good for young people,

$5.95, $7.45, $9.95

$17.75.

and up to

SILK DRESSES, dark colors
and also light for evening wear,

$9.95, $11.45, $12.45
$18.45.

to

and up

They

or

muslin,

in the work

colors,

elastic belt

full, dainty colors,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.98 up tc

$4.95.

onés.

wearing hose,

white, lacc
and embroidery trimmed, 98c,
$1.25, $1.49, $1.98, $2.95.
FLANNEL WAISTS in

plain

grey,

sizes,

stripes
98c, $1.25, $1.98.

are

in

Ladies' beauty pins, belt pins, hat
sets, barrettes, etc., 25c to $1.00.

an ex-

29c.

We have

low,

colored

an

or

white cotton

blankets,

WOOL BLANKETS, white

or

75c to

prices

are

$3.45.

colored, $3.95

to

»»*Zvery Use Is

η

Mend.

X. SHUKTLEFF S CO.,

South Parte, Me.

Long Sick Spell
Avoided

by

"TANLAC"

When

dry

tarn

the

over

We invite you to

WAISTS, white, flesh,
plaids, stripes and plain colors,
$2.95, $3.45, $3.95, $4.95, $5.95.

goods

try

our

mail

a

greased paper and brush the other eide
with ohooolate. When set, cut up into
neat bare with a knife.
CBEAMKD NUTS

stiff paste of fondant into
small balls between the fingers, and
press between halved walnuts. Dates or
small pieces of fig or candied cherries
may be used in the same way.

Shape

a

Christinas Suggestions.
Christmas gift-giving dates baok 1916
years; is Us spirit alive in your heart to-

day?

Let the Christmas triplets—Good Will,
Good Cheer and Good Fellowship—lay
your holiday plana.
The Chriatmas Star, too, has five

points.

They

are

Reverence, Endeavor,

Brotherhood, Peaoe,

and Love.

Don't always give finished gifts. Often
all the materials for a pretty piece of
fancy work will please far more than the
finished artiole.

white,

lin and

big
dainty embroideries.

75c,

NIGHT
up to

Skirts,

ENVELOPES,

r

75c to

98c to

The parte may be alim and the friends
wants to remember many, bat jast
because a gift must be inexpennive Is no
reason why it should be useless or Inap-

propriate.

An all-year sunshine box or bag with
Ita wrapped paokagea, letters, postcards,
"1 want to add my name to the Hat ol
pictures, eto., to be opened eaoh week or
people who are grateful that Tanlac month of the year to come la the thing
for the dear ebat-in.
came to Maine," wrote Mrs. W. Κ Ring
Vary the aaaal Chriatmas gifts with
of Warren, Maine. "I waa feeling very
daintily wrapped boxee of homemade
poorly this fall. I saw Tanlao advertised sweets; pop oorn orisp, stuffed dates,
walnat brittle· and cream·, candied
and sent for a bottle. Wbj, It simply
orange peel, fqdgee, etc.
I waa alworked a miracle in my oase.
Partioalarly 1· yonr charity giving, let
what the left
most Bed Vast with Lumbago, and a not the rlgbt band know
band does; bat ander the seoret guise of
generally debilitated oondltion before Santa Clans, much help and happiness
that at some other season
taking tbe new medicine, but my first oan be given
not be unqualifiedly acceptable.
might
bottle pat new life Into my whole sysThe moet valnablp gifts of all are aptem, and IJboneetly believe that my life préciation and interest—of the offerings,
whether they be great or small, and of
was prolonged till winter from Its use
people, whether they give offerings or
I haven't felt so good in|years, and I not Even
thongh dollars oome bard
one
•aggolng to glTt Tanlao the «redit'* enoagh, It la often «aster to spend
for a toy or «one other gift than to
the
Parle
Tanlao le.aold la Sooth
by
spend an hoer la hoaeat effort to make

Chae. H. Howard Co.

sosneonehappy.

2 to 14 years,

to

$1.98.

98c

aad:j

KID GLOVES
They

are

by ^

send

to

easy

ALL WOOL DRESS GOODS in the latest weaves and colorings, 36 inches to 56 inches wide, 50c to $2.00 yard.

very

FANCY CRETONNES
Beautiful colorings and patterns for draperies, bags;
cushions, pillows, 30 inches and 36 inches, 15c, 25c, 29c, 50c.

and

WASII KID GLOVES in wlitr
and black. $1.00, $1.50 iz:

department

if you cannot

come

to the store.

We pay

postage

on

all $2.00.

DRESSED KID GLOVES, iz
brown, grey, black, white. $1.00,

Meet your friends

here,

use our

phone

or

leave your parcels while yoi

$1.25,

$1.50.

FABRIC GLOVES in big via
at 25c and 50c.

LADIES'NECKWEAR

Big variety in Flannel, Sàtn
Organdie, Georgette. Lawn, sty!*
to go with suit, coats, dressa or
waists at 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00.

FANCY RIBBONS

A
any

$2.95.

Formerly

NORWAY,

$1.98.'

Thomas

IS

Ideal

1 """ *1

Ixvxvx·:·:^

Smiley,

MAINE

19c, 25c, 29c,

your

from

in

"Guess I'll get

Oil Heater"
one

is still

good—if it's

Bankrupt

Gift.

a

buy about

a

as

and up

Cuff Link·
Waldemar Chains
Pocket Knives
Clocks

Cut Glass
China
Silverware
Sherbet Glasses

SOUTH

gallons of

"THE JEWELRY GIFT CENTER"

PARIS,

Store open

evenings beginning December 16,
Christmas Day.

SOCONY KEROSENE

iUt*.££

Hon. Clabksce;
*tw
District Court of the tnlted
District of Maine
te «ι
LP H TOUKC f Ruraferd.
DALPI
smtof ·»*
11
ο
Oxford
ty of
'.·*
District, respeetfu ly r< \ «senti.
t
X prll.
PL,
dav of April.
8th day
it the âetf :fuj
adjudged ban km
hi iMV
that
τ;
relating to bankru, ·· in 1 ttiUi'-i*
rendere.l all hi-11
the »(■
ud has fully compiled with all
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Female Help

If you are a girl wit
neat, Industrious tod an bttiottinlxuip·
our
place at once a- c ei k In
inter»«ting wort*"
partment. Π 1„ clean, Hub-tantlil
round position ami a
catî-·'»·^·
"alary are assured If yon prove
If you wish, give you a chuetw1*^
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wrlllng
log. stencil cutting, ad
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and work at which extra
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«MV L
open to ambitious girls
work and to
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John Pierce's

scuttle-full of coal

two

Gifts

Oome in and look over our grift stocks before
buying elsewhere. See the articles you buy and know
just what you
are paying for.

Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
If you haven't one, order a Perfection
.today at the same time you order some
SOCONY Kerosene from your grocer.
For the price of

Neck Chain·
Pendants
Brooches
Scarf Pins

Petition for 0 seis-

To the

worthy and dependable articles, priced at the lowest figure
possible, consistent with quality, including:

Rings

the old

low

35c.

of
in the
RALPH YOl'Nli.

Jewelry

25c, 50c, $1.00, 2.00

Watchea
Watch Bracelets
Gold Beads

out

as

in the fan·*
colors, wide, a:

matter

gifts from our up-to-date offerings in jewelry. We
offer a complete and wide stock of

Unusual Values in

plain

Bankrupt's

rir.uuuc +/

Select

assortment

dresden, also

THE

Xmas

pretty hair ribbon will pic»
little girl.

Big

JEWELRY

•V*V·*·*·*·*iV.'.V.
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can

50c, 75c,

V

~-~

you

navr

waists, dresses, skirts,

mus-

rTnHE old

«rr?

GIRLS' DRESSES. goodserç*
in navy, garnet an·' check at $2.91
comb
Heavy ginghams μιΊ plaid>. sines

shopping.

are

GOWNS, 50c, 98c and

$2.95.

good

16 years,

to

$1.98.

25c, 50c,
Chemises, 50c, 98c, $1.49.

98c.

mad»? of

for girls 10

CORSET COVERS,

a

y™*

βί*"*|!I

open

«ΛΤΙΓΕ*·
0

Burned in

Perfection Smokeless Oil

a

two gallons give you heat1
to
warm
enough
any ordinary room for
20 hours. No coal to carry or ashes to
clean out

Heater these

The

Burn kerosene, and cut the high cost of heating. SOCONY is the Standard
Oil

Company of New York's best

grade of refined oil.
Say SOCONY to the grocer's boy.
Look for the SOCONY Sign
your dealer's.

Please the eye and touob up the appetite for yonr hearty Christmas dinner
with a first coarse of mixed fraits in
dainty glasses or orange peel cups.
one

to

plaited style,

in

UNDERWEAR

line made of fine

black, am.

GIRLS' SEPARATE SKIRTS,

in

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR, big
line of flesh color, 98c, $1.49, $1.98.
a

sizes, a sty

year

sent.

Make this your home store.

UNDERWEAR, Camisoles, Chemise, Gowns, in flesh and
white, 98c, $1.98 up to $5.95.
SILK

k*.V. V·*·*·V.V.V

on

GIRLS' COATS in sizes2 to 15

pins, stick pins,

Beautiful silks for all kinds of wear,
coats, 50c to $2.00 yard.

ounces

sweet

to

tans

SILK

MUSLIN

Coats for

DRESS GOODS AND SILKS

$7.95.

PUFFS, silkolene covered, pink, blue, lavender, heavy
warm, $1.25, $1.50 up to $3.45.

a*-

$7.45, $9.75, $11.45 aid ,1
$27.50.

dies at

pleased with the low prices. We bought early,
in big amounts and are giving great values. Linen Damask, 59c,
75c, $1.00. Napkins, $1.50 up to $4.95. Towels 25c to $1.25.

BED BLANKETS AND PUFFS
and

styles marked down.

You will be

make^a

now

^

big&r.
on a suit.
P^,
$7.45, $9.75, $11.45, $14.75

ment of colors and sL:».-s now.
a?.T

TABLE LINEN AND TOWELS

or

robe for man or woman. They come
to
and
medium colors, $2.95, $3.95, $4.45.
with cord for waist, dark

excellent assortment

them.

sure to see

all

LADIES' COATS, good

w

JEWELRY

BATH ROBE BLANKETS
Large enough

Be

hi? assort-

each
POHLSON'S ART GOODS, dainty little novelties,
card and verse appropriate
a separate box with hand tinted
to
$1.00.
each gift. Gifts here 25c

black,

fleeced lined

—»

Sets,

Cases,

25c, 29c, 37y2c, 50c.

LADIES' UNION

uo»5

vorv

ο

—

men or

PLUM PUDDING BARS

The day of the Croup scare is over
for thou· parent· who wisely keep
Toloy'· nouer and Tar Compound la
thd home ready foe instant us·.
Mrs. Chas. Reltz, Allen's Mills, Pa»
writes: "1 have used Foley's Honey ana
Tar Compound for the past eleven years
It has
and would not be without it.
saved me many a doctor's bill for colds
and croup."
If toward nightfall the little ones
grow hoarse ana croupy, if their breathing becomes wheezy and stuffy, give
them Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Many a careful mother has been able to
ward oft an attack of spasmodic croup
by Its timely use.
If you are awakened by the hoarse
means croup, give
brassy? cough that
Foley
Honey and Tar Compound at
It will ease the little sufferers
once.
quickly, cut the thick choking phlegm,
and soon they will have easy breathing
and peaoeful quiet sleep.
4.

all

ιια

^

von a

for
In this section you will see many gift suggestions
Card one, gray, blue, bi >wn,
Bill
Folds,
Hand Bags, Purses,
women from 25c to $4.95.
tures, $2.95 to $9.95.
Toilet
Writing Cases, Comb Sets, etc.

and dark

Fine cashmere, fast black,

CHILDREN'S HOSE.
cellent

They

\τη

children ^

SUITS,

LADIES'

NOVELTIES

styles, 50c, 59c, 75c.

FINE LISLE HOSE, fast black,

WAISTS, a gift any
appreciate and use, many

VOILE WAISTS in

and

loose

Any young woman will enjoy them.,
white and colors, 50c, 59c, $1.00, $1.50.

SHIRT
new

percales, light

SUITS, bleached white,
dark, $2.95, $3.95, heavy cotton, 59c, $1.00, $1.25.
WOOL SUITS, $1.50, $2.00, $2.75.

and silks. Made

lady

or

*

α

WEAK

useful, practical,

make

HAND BAGS AND LEATHER

trimming.

styles, white, colored,
bag style, large square styles, 50c.

BUNGALOW APRONS of good

KIMINOS in flannelette, crepes

will

inexpensive.

are

ROUND APRONS in dozens of

BATH ROBES for ladies made
from heavy Beacon Blankets, all

colors, light
$4.95.

and

fine lawn, lace or hamburg
square aprons with hamburg insertion, 25c.

Large

and

women

in most cases, than in gifts.

novelties.
ment of Sweet Grass Baskets and
to 50c.
10c
novelties,
to
$2.45,
Baskets 25c

APRONS,

ROUND

SWEATERS, heavy and warm,
and a garment you can wear the
•year ground Ladies', $3.95, $4.953
$5.95. Children's, $1.00, $1.50,
$1.98, $2.95.

Take equal portion* of nut meats, fig»
and dates, and pass through the meat
grinder. Mix thoroughly and place in a
square shallow baking tin and pack
down tight and even. When packed, the
layer should be about three-fourths of an
inch thick. Cut in squares and wrap in
oiled paper.* If sticky to handle, dust
headaches, dizzy apella, or are nervoui the hands and each piece with powdered
and depreeaed, atart treating the kidneya sugar.
with a teated kidney remedy.
CANDY LOAF
Doan'a Kidney Pitta have been proved
Into a square tin that bas been dipped
good and are eepecially for weak kidneys. in cold water pack a layer of white fondDoan'a have been used in kidney trouble ant, and
press it down firmly And evenly.
for over 50 years. Road South Paria tes- On
top of the layer of white place a laytimony.
er of pink; press into place; on top of
Elmer Ε Stilea, Myrtle Street, South the pink layer place another of chocolate
I
tbe
trouble
"About
only
Paria, aaya:
When ready to unmold and
or yellow.
had with my kidneya was paina through cut, sift confectioner's sugar over the
and
was
Tbla
back.
very annoying
my
top and sprinkle it over the bands; then
moat of the time I fell lame. I found run a
sharp knife around the edge of the
aa
Pilla
Doan'a Kidney
they tin to loosen it, and turn ont on a board
very helpful,
one
I
uaed
off.
me
relieved
only
right
dusted with sugar.
box and bave bad no return of tbe com-

ί
Croap—Mothers-'
Always
Keep This Handy
I

For

gift articles for every

higher

ULJJ TU VVIN 11Μ71Λ1ΧΟ

SILK HOSE

sugar.

each of
Chop
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply
ask for a kidney remedy— get Doan'i oandied orange peel, currants, Sultana
that Mr. raisins, and dates. Beat the white of an
Kidney Pills—the same
Stilea bad. Foater-Milburn Co., Props., egg slightly, add a tablespoon of water
and mix all together until smooth, addBuffalo, Ν. T.
ing enough confectioner's sugar to form
Mold into a loaf, and
a stiff paste.
brush over with melted chooolate. Let
the mixture dry for at least two hours.
For

no

ARTICLES TO

down now, iriviiicr
of $5.00 to $12.00

gifts

make excellent

Backache is often nature'· moat frequent signal of weakened kidneya. To
cure tbe pain· and ache·, to remove the
lameneM when it ari>ea from weakened
kidney·, you must reach the oause—tbe
kidneys. If you bave pain through the
small of your back, urinary disorder·,

very fine two

to find are

surprised

DAINTY TEA APRONS

FBUIT AND NUT CABAMEL8

plaint."

practical

almost to overflowing with dainty, useful,

AND PRICES, you will be

enjoy.

now

waxed paper.

granulated

will
store the air of hustle and bustle that you

t-r

bread.
Knead as you would
sugar.
Then roil out one-balf incb thick and
Duet with tbe sugar
cut into Fquares.
and lay away in tin boxes lined with

or

of
extra clerks and the hundreds
busy store. Plenty of

past.

years

one

Hot pulverized

our

piled

are

member of the family.

one

NUT CBI8PS
"I want to sweep the cobwebs from
Cover tbe bottom of a well-buttered
my brain."
"Why not use a vacuum cleaner?"
pan thickly with two cups mixed nuts or.
peanuts. Melt one pound sugar in a
COUGHED FIFTEEN YEARS
saucepan, stirring constantly to prevent
Coughs that bang on and grow worse burning, and keep the sugar from the
in tbe night are relieved by Foley's sides of the
pan. As soon as melted re
Hooey and Tar. R. F. Hall, Mabe, Va., move from the fire and pour over the
writes: "For 15 years I was afflicted nuts. It will
quickiy change to caramel
witb a troublesome bronchial cough and if not removed from tbe fire as soon as
irritation of the throat.
Honey
Foley's
melted. Wben cold break into pieces.
and Tar relieved me; and after taking
POP CORN BALLS
one bottle tbe cough ceased."—Sburtleff
corn to make six quarts
sufficient
Pop
Co.
This should be moistened before pop
Editor—Did you get the losing candi- ping, as it makes it more tender and in
date to say anything for publication?
sures against any of tbe grains not popReporter—No. He said enough, but ping. Boil one pint of molasses until it
his remarks wouldn't look well in print. form· a ball when dropped in cold water.
Mix one
obopped nuts with tbe popNollIGHER PRICE FOR THIS ped corn cup
and pour the syrup over them,
While food and clothing have advanc- tossine with a
spoon to mix thoroughly.
ed in cost, it is well for the sick that the Wben oool
enough to handle, shape in
remedies
reliable
of
such
family
prices
firm balls.
as Foley Kidney Pills are not increased.
CHOCOLATE POP CORN
Foley Kidney Pills cost little and relieve
Cook one cup granulated sugar, one*
backache, pains in sides and loins, sore
musclée, stiff joints, rheumatic pains half cup milk, three tablespoons grated
chocolate and a lump of butter tbe size
and bladder trouble—Sburtleff Co.
of a walnut together until a little drop"Have you tbe firmness that enables ped in water is quite brittle. Pour over
you to go on and do your duty in tbe one quart of popped corn, stirring so
face of ingratitude and ungenerous criti- that all the kernels are coated.
cism?"
"I ought to have. I once cooked for a
Melt confectioner's chocolate over bot
camping party."
water. When almost cool enough to
set, dip note, dates, raisins, chopped
1 υ Ο IV/Γ ΟβϋΓ 'ί V10\/lll4lU
candied fruits, giuger or whatever is to
Fur furred and coated tongue, bilious- be coated into the chocolate and
lay od
nesa, sour atomacb, indigestion, consti- oiled
nuts 01
fruits,
Chopped
paper.
pation and other résulta of a fermenting cocoanut may be stirred iD, and email
and poisoning mass of undlgeated food
portions dropped on to waxed paper to
m tbe stomach and bowela, there ia nothset.
old
fashioned
than
an
better
physic
ing
DATE DAINTIES
—Foley Cathartic Tablets. Do not gripe
Stone dates, stuff with tiny rolls of
nor aickeo; act promptly.—Shurtleff Co.
peanut butter, walnut meats, pecan
halves, bite of candied ginger, pineapplt
Backache la a Warning.
or cherries, roasted almonds and fondant
flavored with lemon juice. Then roll in

shoppers give

Christmas

cup raisin·, one cup stoned
cup figs, and two cups mixed
nuts through the food chopper twice.
Mix with enough confectioner's sugar to
make a dough sufficiently firm to roll on
a board sprinkled with confectioner's

Put

/

It certainly is a Merry Christmas time at

may be substituted.
KRUIT PASTE

dates,

CHRISTMAS!

A MERRY

AN ACCOUNT with this Bank holds forth to
you
opportunity—not to get rich quick, but to be·
come well-to-do and
independent.
an

If you are already a
the fact that systematic

depositor, never lose sight of
saving will help you reach your
goal and regular deposits will make each day better

STANDARD OIL CO. of NEW YORK
New York

(Priaolpd Offic··)

Buffalo

Only Sure Way

Albany

Boaton

thari all in the
If you

an account

Your

NOTICE.
Court of the United State· to
right around your home, Juat M hundred· of men In the District Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
of
the District
and women are doing. Work I» ea»y, pieaaant
and permanently profitable. Re your own boM In the natter of
)
and build your own business. Tou take no risk,
In Bankruptcy
QABNBLD L. WHITING,
make tare profit right along. ^Send name, ad)
of
Buckfleld,
Bankrupt.
dree·, one referenoe. L. BBOWN, 66 Murray
To the creditor· of Garfleld L. Whiting In th
80-1
St., lew York City.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notloe le hereby given that on the Bth day α
KOTIOB.
Deo., A. D. liW, the said Garfield L. Whlttn
The lubeoriber hereby give· notice that he was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and ths
hae been dnljr appointed executor of the laat the flnt meeting.of Ms creditor· will be held a
the office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square
will and testament of
Sooth Puis, Maine, on the 37th day of Deo
HBZBKIAH STETSON. late of Sumner,
la the Gouty of Oxford, deoeaaed, and given A. D. 1916, at 10 o'ctak In the forenoon, at whle
bond· u the law directe. AU .person· having time the saM creditors may attend, prove thai
demands agalnat the Estate of said deceased an claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
desired to present the same for settlement, and and transact such other bnslnees as may propei
all indebted thereto aie repealed to make pay- ly oome before said meeting.
Sooth Parie, Dee.9,l9M.
meat Immediately.'
W. H. BAST MAN.
Not. SUt, 1016.
m

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY

(

\

Ν

ItOTICE.
In the District Gout of the United State· for the
District of Maine· In Bankruptcy.
In the mitttr of
)
FBANK S. ANDREWS,
\ In Bankruptcy,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Frank S. Andrew· In
the County of Oxford and dlstriet aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the tnd day ot
Deo., A. D. 1916, & aa!d frank ■. Andrews
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
office of tbe Beferee, No. · Market Square. South
Parla, Maine, on the loth day of Deo., A. D. 1918,
at 10 o'eloek ln the forenoon, at whloh time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, eranrlne the bankrupt, and
transact such other bdetoeae ae may property
eoeae before aatd meeting.

I

past

are not a

with

us.

depositor we invite you

to open

here will safeguard your
money
from fire, theft or Ioh. It will
bridge you over times
of trouble and make you comfortable in
later years.
account

elW«r
To all persons lntere««M In
f
hereinafter named :
,.
, f^'·^
0„ &
At a Probate Court. b«!
O*»™
and for the County of
of β® «
Tuesday of December,!n ',,;i
*
one thousand nine hundred orti<nit"i *.
bw" Ρ χηΜΟ*
following matter Mvln*
action thereupon hereinafter
hereby Obdkrku :
„
That notloe thereof be
0rliJ!%
»
!t
teresfd, by caydnir ^'^iTi'lf
*■*
published three week» »uu llUbll*h
fori Democrat, a BeriÇ*^lhe» m*f
*
Pari·, In «aid dounty. ι141 at- ι
i»l·, **.ι
Probate Court to be hel<l
third Tuesday of J*nusrJ' t ixbe*^
the clock In the forenoon, an·
If they lee cause.
-. .,«11.
of
Martha J. Elliott late
will and petition for
K· <·
appointment of Nellie
*
Nellie R. Elliott as
bond presented by Nellie K·
ecutrlx therein named.
^

tflje®

,h^

V4Î

I'thereof

P[?l)ilwh.pm*o
[tertof
«wïl"?hiPin*».

Cyrtu J. Bean tote
|(
will and petition for probau
wltho»
polntment of J. H**11"/'·λ
ι»
thereof, «aid appolotment
^
presented by said ·'· Haatwp
ecutor therein named.
ADDISON E. HEBBICK, Ju,,ee0

^ce&

JO-H*™ ""-ïï&ItT D. ΡΑ«^

CHIINEY FLUE

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY
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MAINE

That will fit. That
Mfe. If in need send
with size.
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